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WEDNESDAY, 4 JUNE 2014 
____________ 

The Legislative Assembly met at 2.00 pm. 
Madam Speaker (Hon. Fiona Simpson, Maroochydore) read prayers and took the chair.  

PRIVILEGE 

Correction to Record of Proceedings 
Mr PITT (Mulgrave—ALP) (2.01 pm): After reviewing a speech I made yesterday, a 

typographical error led to a misstatement. For the benefit of Hansard, what should have been said 
was— 
What were the interest costs the Treasurer inherited from Labor? Well, they were $0.5 billion per year lower—before the 
Newman government’s $14.6 billion increase in debt. So the Treasurer is committing to lower interest costs to levels under the 
previous Labor government.  

I take very seriously the importance of members providing this House with precise information. 
Equally important is providing an appropriate correction when they err, which is what I have done at 
my first opportunity; correct it. If memory serves, this is the first time I have had to correct the record 
because I value my personal integrity and at all times aim to present factual information to this House.  

SPEAKER’S STATEMENT 

Parliamentary Precinct, Removal of Person 
Madam SPEAKER: Honourable members, I note media reports in which claims have been 

made today that a union organiser from the ETU was removed from the parliamentary precinct this 
morning. This occurred because the person in question was harassing members of parliament in the 
parliamentary precinct. Such behaviour is unacceptable and I completely support the actions of 
parliamentary security officers for directing the person to leave the precinct. Nobody has the right to 
come into the precinct and act in a bullying and aggressive manner, whether that harassment is 
directed towards a member of parliament, a staff member or a member of the public.  

The fact is that a large number of media interviews were conducted within the precinct 
yesterday by stakeholders with a variety of viewpoints, and all were held without incident. It is 
regrettable that today the person in question did not conduct himself within the standard of behaviour 
applied to all people within the precinct and his removal was the consequence of his poor behaviour.  

PETITIONS 
The Clerk presented the following paper petition, sponsored by the Clerk in accordance with Standing Order 119(3)— 

Whitsunday Regional Council 

From 3,490 petitioners, requesting the House to appoint a Whitsunday Regional Council administrator until local government 
elections are held and Whitsunday Regional Council senior management positions are occupied by high performing staff 
[5313]. 

Petition received. 

TABLED PAPERS 
MINISTERIAL PAPERS TABLED BY THE CLERK 

The following ministerial papers were tabled by the Clerk— 

Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, Infrastructure and Planning (Mr Seeney)— 
5314 Document, dated May 2014 titled ‘Weinam Creek Priority Development Area Development Scheme (refer to Economic 

Development Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2014: Subordinate Legislation No. 74 of 2014) 
5315 Document, dated May 2014 titled ‘Toondah Harbour Priority Development Area Development Scheme (refer to 

Economic Development Amendment Regulation (No. 2) 2014: Subordinate Legislation No. 74 of 2014) 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_140146
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_140234
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5313
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5314
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5315
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_140012
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_140146
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_140234
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MEMBER’S PAPER TABLED BY THE CLERK 

The following member’s paper was tabled by the Clerk— 

Member for Mudgeeraba (Mrs Bates)— 

5316 Non-conforming petition relating to party houses in Tallai  

MINISTERIAL STATEMENTS 

Budget 
Hon. CKT NEWMAN (Ashgrove—LNP) (Premier) (2.04 pm): This budget continues to deliver 

on our strong plan for a brighter future for Queensland. The 2014-15 budget will balance increased 
spending on education, health and community services, while not raising or introducing any new 
taxes, or reducing services. We have outlined our plan to secure our finances by making the 
strongest and smartest choice to reduce debt so we can sustainably invest in the schools we know 
we are going to need. We have also been able to increase the education budget without introducing 
new taxes or increasing taxes, or reducing services, with the budget for education and training 
increasing by seven per cent to $11.8 billion.  

Everything we do in education is aimed at achieving better student outcomes. We are doing 
this by directing funding towards teacher quality, improving school autonomy and enhancing student 
discipline. For our schools, we are committing more than $66 million this year as part of our five-year 
$537 million Great Teachers = Great Results action plan so that our kids are taught by the best and 
brightest teachers; $131 million for the Great Results Guarantee so that our youngest students get 
the boost in literacy and numeracy they need to support lifelong learning; $6 million for additional 
state schools to become independent public schools so that Queensland principals, school 
communities and mums and dads can be empowered to make the right decisions for their schools; 
allocating 761 additional teachers and teacher aides to meet the growing demand for our state 
schools; allocating an extra 2,250 prep teacher aide hours so preppies can get more one-on-one 
attention; delivering a further $100 million of a total $300 million to fix rusty downpipes, ripped carpet 
and peeling paint, which we inherited from those opposite, so that schools are once again a place of 
pride for students to learn, teachers to teach and communities to gather; and delivering 10 new 
schools through a $1.38 billion public-private partnership, with $59 million allocated in 2014-15, so 
that kids born today have a future in a great state school tomorrow. That is not to mention the almost 
$1.1 billion investment in training and tertiary education, which will be better targeted towards 
addressing skills shortages and ensuring that training equals jobs, not training for training’s sake.  

I am pleased to advise the House that the Health budget has increased by 18.6 per cent since 
2011-12—I repeat: 18.6 per cent. Our commitment is $2 billion more than in the last budget under 
Labor. The Health budget will be a record $13.6 billion in 2014-15. Included in the budget is capital 
investment of $1.55 billion to build new health facilities and to address the longstanding—you know 
what is coming here, Madam Speaker—maintenance backlog inherited from Labor. You just cannot 
believe how much was left undone in our hospitals and schools. Further initiatives that will commence 
from 1 July 2014 include: 155 new and replacement ambulances to be commissioned and an extra 
100 ambulance officers recruited in 2014-15; the delivery of a mobile surgical van pilot program for 
rural and remote communities; continuing ongoing funding of $4.1 million per year for hearing health 
outreach services for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children; an investment of $1.2 million to 
jointly fund, with the Australian government, wellbeing centres at Aurukun, Hope Vale, Coen and 
Mossman Gorge; expanding support for rural drought declared communities; a further $5.5 million to 
help five HHSs enhance ambulatory and primary healthcare models, including mental health, chronic 
disease, emergency care and outreach services. 

Our first budget identified the problems, our second budget locked in the gains and this budget 
is delivering and providing on those gains. This budget clearly delivers on our strong plan for a 
brighter future for Queensland.  

It is rare that I would ever agree with anything that the federal Leader of the Opposition would 
say, but I am directed to bring to the attention of the House the media release that the Hon. Bill 
Shorten issued yesterday. It states— 
… Tony Abbott’s budget will also impact Queensland state seniors card holders and more than 600,000 Queensland pensioner 
concession card holders. These concessions are currently worth a total of $335.6 million to Queenslanders.  

Of that $335.6 million, the Commonwealth provides $54.2 million in 2014-15—money that Tony Abbott is ripping away.  

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5316
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_140436
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_140436
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I am sad to say that is right. When the former Gillard government, the Gillard-Swan team, 
ripped $103 million out of the health system last year—a cut of $103 million; almost double what we 
are seeing from the Abbott government in this very important pensioner and seniors concession 
area—what happened with those opposite? The sounds of silence. That is right; they would not stand 
up for Queensland. They would not fight for Queensland, whereas this government will fight for 
Queensland and Queenslanders always and put aside political party allegiances.  

This afternoon after question time I will be moving a motion calling on Tony Abbott and the 
federal government to actually reverse these cuts. We will see if the Australian Labor Party will back 
this motion as well. It is all about the cost of living and taking pressure off Queenslanders.  

Budget, Planning 
Hon. JW SEENEY (Callide—LNP) (Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, 

Infrastructure and Planning) (2.10 pm): Yesterday the Treasurer outlined a responsible budget 
strategy that puts forward a strong plan for a brighter future for all Queenslanders. This budget builds 
on the careful, considered work that this government has done over the last two years to rein in 
expenses and put Queensland’s finances back on track.  

Our strategy when we came to power was also about driving economic growth to get 
Queensland back on track. Under Labor, economic growth had stalled, planning processes had 
bogged down, nobody could get anything approved in appropriate time frames and investors were 
taking their money elsewhere. We have changed all that with a very deliberate strategy to ensure 
Queensland is open for business. As I spoke about yesterday, an important part of getting things 
moving again was restoring the role of the Coordinator-General and the effectiveness of his office in 
approving major projects. Equally, planning reform had a very important role to play in reinvigorating 
the Queensland economy and getting Queensland back on track. Better planning and infrastructure is 
the key to building the Queensland that we all need and our kids will need in the future.  

Planning reform can seem to be a pretty boring, dry subject, but is critically important to ensure 
that the economy grows and investors can invest. Just as the Treasurer inherited a financial mess, we 
inherited a mess in the department of planning. We have set about reforming the planning process 
from top to bottom so economic growth can occur in Queensland. We changed acts, we changed 
regulations but, mostly importantly, we changed the culture of planning in Queensland. Planning is 
now about facilitating opportunities for people to achieve their aspirations rather than smothering their 
initiatives, as the Labor Party did. The dead hand of DERM, which my colleague the Minister for 
Environment spoke about yesterday, ensured that all initiative was killed and the Queensland 
economy was slowly dying.  

We now have a single State Planning Policy replacing Labor’s 14 confused, contradictory state 
policies. We have a one-stop shop state-wide planning and referral agency. We have the Regional 
Planning Interests Act introducing a whole new system of regional planning right across Queensland. 
We have not finished yet.  

This year the planning for Queensland’s development bill will further simplify Queensland’s 
planning and development system and will replace the cumbersome Sustainable Planning Act. Our 
government’s simple, consistent planning laws are about encouraging investment—investment that is 
about growing the economy to provide jobs and business opportunities for Queenslanders today and 
tomorrow. Growing the economy is a key part of this government’s budget strategy and economic 
growth is a key part of our strong plan for a brighter future.  

Budget, Toowoomba Second Range Crossing 
Hon. TJ NICHOLLS (Clayfield—LNP) (Treasurer and Minister for Trade) (2.13 pm): For two 

decades Commonwealth and state governments have promised the Toowoomba second range 
crossing but never delivered it. Thanks to the resolve of this government, with the rightful assistance 
of the Commonwealth, that long wait is almost over. This can-do government is working with our 
federal counterparts to get on with the job of delivering this vital piece of infrastructure for 
Toowoomba and the Darling Downs.  

I am delighted to inform the House that the invitation for expressions of interest for the 
Toowoomba second range crossing is now open to the market. With this milestone achieved, we are 
well on our way to construction starting in the near future. The state will commence an interactive 
tender process before the end of the year and announce a successful proponent in mid-2015. We are 
seeking innovative proposals that will drive value for money to deliver a world-class asset for 
Toowoomba and the Darling Downs. 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_141059
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_141350
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_141059
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_141350
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By delivering the Toowoomba second range crossing, both the Commonwealth and 
Queensland governments are delivering a safer, more efficient road network to support growth and 
boost economic activity in the region. The benefits of the Toowoomba second range crossing are 
significant for the region and the state, and I know many of the locals agree from speaking to them at 
the Strong Choices summit we held in Toowoomba on 30 April. 

Mr Johnson: The whole state, Treasurer; the whole state.  

Mr NICHOLLS: The whole state; I take that interjection from the member for Gregory. The 
second range crossing will reduce travel time by up to 40 minutes and bypass up to 18 sets of traffic 
lights. It will also improve freight efficiency. The current range crossing has gradients of up to 10 per 
cent, as anyone who has travelled it recently will know. These steep gradients, combined with tight 
horizontal bends, make the existing range a slow and arduous journey for heavy commercial vehicles.  

The Toowoomba second range crossing is a key component in the state’s export supply chain. 
Around 50 per cent of the goods exported from the Port of Brisbane are sourced from west of 
Toowoomba, and predominantly enter South-East Queensland via the Toowoomba range. Not only 
will a journey on the Toowoomba second range crossing be faster; it will also improve driver safety in 
Toowoomba’s city streets. They are currently congested by 2,500 heavy vehicles each day. Accidents 
on the existing range crossing have doubled in the past four years. The Toowoomba second range 
crossing will address the bottleneck created by frequent closures caused by incidents on the existing 
range crossing. In 2012, there were more than 100 breakdowns, more than 30 crashes and up to 40 
hazardous incidents.  

To address these issues and make the second range crossing a reality, the Commonwealth 
government has committed to fund 80 per cent of the project and has budgeted almost $1.3 billion to 
support this commitment. The remaining 20 per cent, $321 million, will be funded by the state 
government, which was confirmed in my budget speech yesterday. This funding arrangement has 
been confirmed in the MOU between both governments. We have made this funding available 
because we can see the benefits of investing in regional infrastructure. The project will deliver 1,800 
full-time equivalent jobs over a three-year construction period, a $2.4 billion increase in economic 
activity in the region over the coming 30 years and ongoing work for operations and maintenance 
teams.  

Over the coming years, the people of Toowoomba and the Lockyer Valley and west will witness 
the construction of the second range crossing—a testament to the tenacity and determination of the 
Commonwealth and the Queensland governments to commit to regional communities and to build the 
infrastructure needed in the 21st century. This can-do government is delivering for Queensland, as 
we have a strong plan for a brighter future.  

Budget, Health 
Hon. LJ SPRINGBORG (Southern Downs—LNP) (Minister for Health) (2.16 pm): I welcome 

the 2014-15 can-do budget and its positive impact on Queensland Health. In this coming year, a 
record $13.6 billion is provided for Queensland Health and the Queensland Ambulance Service—a 
6.4 per cent increase. Fundamental improvements by the Newman government have provided a 
strong plan for Queensland Health. This budget is a vote of confidence in our plan. This year it will 
drive a 4.3 per cent increase in health activity state-wide. Compared to Labor’s last budget, in 
2014-15 clinicians, patients and health services across the state will be $2 billion or 18.6 per cent 
better off.  

More than $11 billion will be allocated to public healthcare services through hospital and health 
service boards and our healthcare partners. The QAS will commission low-acuity paramedic services 
in Townsville, Metro South, Metro North and on the Gold Coast. There will be 155 new and 
replacement ambulances and an extra 100 ambulance officers. We will see advances in 
orthopaedics, radiation oncology, mental health services, urology, respiratory medicine, dialysis and 
endoscopy. Patient access and waiting times will be targeted, including through changes to optimise 
allied health services. 

This year, HHSs will also receive the dividend of corporate savings in the Department of Health 
achieved in 2012-13. This is a $96 million reduction in bureaucracy transferred to front-line health 
services to boost hospital activity and outpatient appointments. Another $5.5 million will enhance 
ambulatory and primary health care, including mental health, chronic disease, emergency care and 
outreach services in five regions. 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_141716
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_141716
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There will be significant service expansions, including in the Darling Downs, Metro South and 
on the Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast, but not limited to those areas. Capital investment of 
$1.55 billion will build new health facilities and provide $81.8 million to help address the maintenance 
backlog left by Labor.  

In the past two years, every aspect of Queensland Health has been restructured, including the 
state’s previously deficient health complaints network. From 1 July, our first Health Ombudsman—
indeed the first one in Australia—will take formal control of its legislated replacement.  

The Lady Cilento Children’s Hospital is on track to open in 2014. As the biggest public 
children’s hospital in the country, it will coordinate a state-wide network of paediatric health services. 
This year we will be planning for MRI services at Toowoomba and delivering a mobile surgical van to 
rural and remote communities throughout Queensland. In drought declared rural communities, 
additional mental health services and wellbeing programs will be provided.  

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children will benefit from a further $4.1 million in hearing 
health outreach services. At Aurukun, Hope Vale, Coen and Mossman Gorge, as was mentioned by 
the Premier, wellness centres will be jointly funded with the Commonwealth at a cost of $1.2 million.  

Our strong plan for Queensland Health has three key crucial elements: patients first, local 
control and better performance. I thank the Premier and the Treasurer for their vote of confidence in 
our strong plan for better health care for Queenslanders.  

Budget, Education 
Hon. JH LANGBROEK (Surfers Paradise—LNP) (Minister for Education, Training and 

Employment) (2.20 pm): Yesterday’s budget demonstrated that when it comes to education this 
government does indeed have a strong plan for a brighter future. Teachers and principals are central 
to this brighter future, as any Queensland mum or dad will tell you, and yesterday’s budget 
recognises this.  

As part of this government’s focus on achieving better student outcomes, we are directing 
funding towards teacher quality, improving school autonomy and enhancing student discipline. To this 
end, the Newman government developed the $537 million Great Teachers = Great Results action 
plan. In 2014-15 we have committed $66 million of this to those at the front line of education—the 
people who play a major role in helping to shape our kids’ interests, aspirations and achievements. 
This includes more than $8 million for mentoring for beginning teachers, giving those at the start of 
their career access to the best and brightest; $18.5 million to create 300 master teacher positions, 
acknowledging excellent teachers and ensuring that they go to the communities that need them the 
most; $10.3 million to provide bonuses to reward high-performing teachers and school leaders; and 
another $6 million to provide performance bonuses to eligible principals on contract.  

Autonomy is not about saying ‘do what you like’. Under Great Teachers = Great Results, 
autonomy means giving teachers and school leaders the support and professional development 
opportunities to be able to make the decisions that they need to make in order to get the best 
outcomes for their communities. Importantly, it means rewarding them when they demonstrate 
excellence. I cannot help but once again contrast this innovative approach to the one-size-fits-all 
model that Labor liked so much when it was in government.  

Queensland is a diverse state—a one-teacher school out in Western Queensland is very 
different to a large metropolitan one down the road in central Brisbane. Labor thought that what 
worked for one school would work for another, and if it did not there was nothing they could do about 
it. That is where this government differs. I know that mums and dads across Queensland want to see 
their kids get a first-class education. Under our plan, teachers and principals will be able to provide it 
based on their own knowledge of and engagement with their local communities.  

Madam Speaker, isn’t it time that those opposite acknowledged that we are correct to back our 
teachers and school leaders? Perhaps they do, but I would not know because the by-election in 
Redcliffe was held 102 days ago, yet the shadow minister has not bothered to ask me a question 
without notice. Unfortunately for her constituents, the member for Redcliffe seems interested only in 
other electorates. Perhaps I can elicit some interest in the member’s own electorate with examples 
close to home of how teachers and school leaders, given autonomy and flexibility, are delivering for 
their students under this government.  

Based on day 8 data collection for 2014, the vast majority of Queensland schools have teacher 
to student ratios of one to 20. All six schools in the member for Redcliffe’s electorate are below this 
ratio. But on class sizes, school principals have the autonomy and flexibility to work with their 
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teachers and school community to form classes that best reflect students’ needs and the education 
program. The average class size at every school in the member for Redcliffe’s electorate was below 
the target or at the target class size.  

Under Great Teachers = Great Results, we have a plan that delivers for mums and dads, 
teachers and principals, and most importantly students. The alternative is the inexperience and chaos 
of Labor and the minor parties. They have not learnt from their past mistakes and they have no new 
ideas. Today, more than ever, it is clear that the Newman government has a strong plan for a brighter 
future in education.  

Budget, Police, Fire and Emergency Services 
Hon. JM DEMPSEY (Bundaberg—LNP) (Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services) 

(2.24 pm): Unlike those opposite, this government is delivering on its election commitments and 
ensuring that we stick to our strong plan for a brighter future. We are have been working hard over 
the past two years to fix Labor’s mess and to get Queensland back on track.  

After years of Labor neglect, the budget handed down yesterday will ensure we continue our 
commitment to revitalising front-line services and delivering better planning and infrastructure to 
ensure safer streets for Queensland families. When we were elected in 2012, we inherited a system 
where red and blue tape replaced red and blue flashing lights at police and fire stations. Labor 
oversaw a justice system which put the rights of the offender ahead of the rights of the victim—a 
system which was deaf to the needs of our community. Instead of handing down serious penalties to 
serious offenders, Labor continued over a decade handing out slaps on the wrist.  

We have for the past two years began the process of righting Labor’s wrongs and getting 
Queensland back on track. The 2014-15 budget is part of that process, where we continue revitalising 
front-line services, with approximately $2.1 billion provided for the Queensland Police Service and a 
record $620 million for Fire and Emergency Services. That is another budget of over half a billion 
dollars for our hardworking Fire and Emergency Services workers and volunteers.  

We are ensuring that Police, Fire and Emergency Services are well equipped with the latest 
cutting edge technology such as iPhones, iPads and the state-of-the-art operational command 
centres. This year sees a further $18.5 million expanding the mobile device fleet in time for the G20 
summit in November this year. We are well on our way to meeting our commitment to 1,100 additional 
police, with more than 750 officers already deployed in areas of critical need from Coolangatta to the 
cape. Another 267 police officers will be provided as part of this budget and our strong plan to make 
our communities even safer.  

Not only are we revitalising front-line services; we are ensuring Queensland is the safest place 
to live. Queenslanders can also enjoy a peaceful night out because of our Safe Night Out Strategy, 
with $1.2 million being provided to address alcohol and drug related violence and to restore 
responsible behaviour and ensure a safer community. We are revitalising Neighbourhood Watch and 
Crime Stoppers, with another $1 million allocated to improving links within our community. We have 
the toughest antihooning laws in Australia to help ensure our roads are even safer, with over 6,700 
vehicles that have either been impounded or immobilised state-wide since the laws commenced.  

We are providing stronger support for our Rural Fire Service Queensland brigades through fully 
funded equipment and training, including red and blue lights on their operational vehicles. With 
another budget of over half a billion dollars to our hardworking Fire and Emergency Services, we will 
see a 20 per cent increase in the number of new fire vehicles on the road, on top of the 69 that joined 
the fleet in 2013-14.  

This government has also taken a tough stance on criminal motorcycle gangs—letting these 
thugs know that they are no longer welcome here anymore—with further funding to continue to crack 
down on dismantling and eliminating these gangs. We have also funded a further $3.1 million to 
finalise the purchase and local construction—I will say that again: local construction—of police 
catamarans for Cairns, Townsville and the Whitsundays, all of which will be delivered by the end of 
this year.  

We have also seen the police helicopter equipped with state-of-the-art technology to ensure 
police have an eye in the sky, with a further $3 million provided to fund the second police helicopter 
that will hit our skies in the coming months—yet another initiative that was opposed by those 
opposite. This is all part of this government’s commitment of $18 million over four years to deliver 
police helicopter services to both the Gold Coast and South-East Queensland.  
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We will continue to deliver on our commitment for additional police and we will continue to 
upgrade Fire and Emergency Services right across this great state. This government is making sure 
that we continue to deliver on our strong plan for a brighter future for all Queenslanders not just now 
but for generations to come.  

Madam SPEAKER: I call the Minister for Natural Resources and Mines. You have two minutes. 

Budget, Natural Resources and Mines 
Hon. AP CRIPPS (Hinchinbrook—LNP) (Minister for Natural Resources and Mines) (2.29 pm): 

Yesterday the Treasurer and Minister for Trade handed down the Newman government’s third state 
budget, and I welcome the commitment in it that we will continue to deliver on our election promises 
to address bread and butter environmental issues and support sustainable agriculture and the groups 
that make this happen.  

As part of the 2014-15 state budget, the Newman government has allocated $16 million to 
continue to support Queensland’s regional natural resource management groups which will be used 
to manage pests, weeds and feral animals, support sustainable agriculture and improve water quality 
in our creeks and rivers. The former Labor government presided over a scattergun approach to 
natural resource management without achieving any tangible outcomes. The Newman government 
turned this around, assisting NRM groups to ensure their funding goes further and delivers more 
projects to benefit Queenslanders, often in partnership with local community and not-for-profit groups.  

I am very pleased this funding will continue as part of the 2014-15 state budget to help ensure 
regional NRM bodies can continue the great work they are doing to support the agriculture pillar of 
our economy and to foster sustainable economic growth across Queensland. This budget ensures 
local communities receive quality front-line services and industry continues to receive the support it 
needs to grow including through programs in my portfolio of Natural Resources and Mines.  

AGRICULTURE, RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT COMMITTEE  

Report  
Mr RICKUSS (Lockyer—LNP) (2.30 pm): I lay upon the table of the House the Agriculture, 

Resources and Environment Committee report No. 41, Subordinate legislation tabled between 
11 February and 18 March 2014.  
Tabled paper: Agriculture, Resources and Environment Committee: Report No. 41—Subordinate legislation tabled between 
11 February and 18 March 2014 [5317]. 

I commend the report and the committee’s recommendations to the House. 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

Strong Choices Campaign 
Ms PALASZCZUK (2.30 pm): My question is to the Premier. Will the Premier confirm that his 

government has approved the expenditure of up to $20 million of taxpayers’ funds for the Strong 
Choices advertising blitz?  

Mr NEWMAN: In response to the Leader of the Opposition’s question, if she is talking about 
from here on, I understood it was around $6 million. I hope that answers the question.  

Strong Choices Campaign 
Ms PALASZCZUK: My question is to the Premier. I refer to his expenditure of taxpayers’ 

money on the Strong Choices campaign, and I ask: will the Premier explain why the government 
made the choice to spend money on that campaign instead of making a choice to soften the blow for 
pensioners losing their concessions under this LNP government? 

Government members interjected.  
Madam SPEAKER: Order! Before I call the Premier, I remind members we will hear the 

questions.  
Mr NEWMAN: I thank the Leader of the Opposition for her question. I make the point that we 

did a lot to ease the pain on pensioners, because we increased our funding towards the concessions 
scheme by 9.9 per cent. I know it was a busy day yesterday and the Leader of the Opposition may 
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have missed that very critical point, but we raised the expenditure in this important concessional area. 
We are not happy—and we have said this for some weeks now—about the Abbott government’s cut 
and that is why we put more— 

Ms Palaszczuk: You’ve done nothing.  
Mr NEWMAN: The interjection was that we have done nothing. That is untrue and, honestly, it 

is not a fitting comment for the Leader of the Opposition to make. I have just explained that we have 
increased the funding by 9.9 per cent. That is the truth. 

Honourable members interjected.  
Madam SPEAKER: Order, honourable members! I call the Premier.  
Mr NEWMAN: That is the truth of the matter. We increased the funding because we did want to 

ease the pain. Today, as I foreshadowed, I will be moving a motion so that all members in this 
chamber will have the opportunity to have their say in a very loud and clear way to Canberra about 
the impacts on the cost of living. Our federal members and senators, regardless of their political 
persuasion, need to heed the message that it is time to do something—the things that they can do—
to ease cost-of-living pressures on Queenslanders and all Australians. The opposition will have the 
opportunity to back a motion put forward by this government regardless of the fact that those in 
Canberra are on our side of politics, because we do not agree with this.  

In contrast—I have already mentioned this, but I have to say it again today because what we 
are seeing from the Leader of the Opposition has to be held up to scrutiny—last year there were cuts 
of $103 million from the federal Labor administration and those opposite did nothing. I care deeply 
about the welfare of pensioners and seniors and I know the reason that we increased the funding was 
to try to ease the burden on them. I do not for a moment think that the impost upon them is something 
that can be ignored, and that is why I am moving that motion this afternoon. My heart goes out to 
them and my dismay and disappointment at the federal coalition for inflicting this will be made very 
clear this afternoon. I am hearing interjections about an LNP event today, and that clearly shows what 
the Leader of the Opposition is about. I am afraid that, rather than doing something meaningful, she is 
playing politics— 

Ms Palaszczuk: I was talking to the pensioners.  
Mr NEWMAN: No, she is playing politics because she will have an opportunity very shortly to 

demonstrate her bona fides. 
Madam SPEAKER: Order! I call the member for Burleigh.  
Ms Palaszczuk interjected.  
Madam SPEAKER: Order! Leader of the Opposition, I warn you under standing order 253A. 

The member for Burleigh has the call.  

Budget 
Mr HART: My question without notice is also to the Premier. Can the Premier please outline 

how the budget will contribute to a brighter future for regional Queensland, and particularly how the 
government’s strong plan will improve services and infrastructure for families on the Gold Coast and 
in regions outside Brisbane?  

Mr NEWMAN: I thank the honourable member for his question, because this budget does 
continue our strong plan to create a brighter future for all of Queensland. This year I point out that all 
members have access to detailed Regional Budget Statements. I will table the one for the Gold 
Coast.  
Tabled Paper: State Budget 2014-15: Regional Budget Statement—Gold Coast [5318]. 

These highlight our local investments in making life easier for Queensland families. In this 
2014-15 budget for the Gold Coast there is a capital spend of more than $970 million. There is a Gold 
Coast education investment so Gold Coast students have new and improved schools to learn in and 
more teachers to learn from. The region will get a fair share of 761 new teachers and teacher aides 
from an $11.8 billion education budget. There will be $8 million for Gold Coast schools for the 
transition of year 7 into high school, a new primary school at Pimpama and $12 million for stage 2 at 
the Pimpama State Secondary College. 

To turn to health, we want a situation where if your kids are sick they get looked after quickly. 
Because of the work that our health minister has been doing, people on the Gold Coast and across 
this state can have the confidence today that the performance of their local health service is vastly 
improved from two years ago under the economic illiterates who would not work hard enough for 
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Queensland who sit opposite. Gold Coast health spending is up by 40 per cent or $304 million more 
than in Labor’s last budget. How quickly those opposite forget. There is over $1 billion in 2014-15 to 
deliver public healthcare services including more private practice midwives, ward based pharmacists, 
mental health services, a level 6 radiation oncology and therapy service for the first time on the Gold 
Coast plus much more. 
Tabled paper: Flyer titled ‘Health Budget 2014-15’ [5319]. 

What about public transport? We remember what the now Leader of the Opposition did to 
public transport? I wonder if she told the seniors today at Inala about the huge public transport fare 
increases that she slugged them with and the fact that she never would give them a special 
concession after nine trips? The Gold Coast has seen $90-plus million so that more Gold Coasters 
can get home on time to their families. There is $2 million to start the rail line duplication from 
Coomera to Helensvale; $50.7 million for the Smith Street and Olsen Avenue interchange upgrade; 
and $38 million to widen the Pacific Motorway between Worongary and Mudgeeraba.  

On law and order, another area where the Labor Party would not work hard, there is $3 million 
for the police helicopter continuation, $800,000 for a Gold Coast police hub and a share in 267 of the 
new police officers across Queensland. This is a great budget for the Gold Coast. 

(Time expired) 

Sale of Public Assets 
Mr PITT: My question without notice is to the Treasurer. I refer to the LNP’s plan to sell private 

equity in our energy assets and also to today’s comment by the Treasurer that he is ‘not in the 
business of crystal ball gazing’ regarding price rises, and I ask: under the government’s plan will the 
Treasurer guarantee that electricity prices for Queensland pensioners, families and businesses will be 
reduced?  

Mr NICHOLLS: I thank the Leader of the Opposition for the question. I welcome the shadow 
Treasurer’s question today because it shows at last that he is engaging in the strong choices we need 
to make to pay down the $80 billion worth of debt that his government bequeathed the people of 
Queensland. I still notice that there is no solution being proffered by the opposition to the $80 billion 
worth of debt. I did watch him last night on the 7.30 program—one of my more favourite habits. 

I went on the 7.30 program and answered many questions in relation to what was said there, 
and it followed on from his sterling performance with Patrick Condren on 30 May. When asked on four 
separate occasions what his plan was to pay down debt, he said, ‘We don’t have one.’ I repeat: he 
said, ‘We don’t have one.’ He said, ‘No, I need clear air in order to explain what I’m doing.’ Patrick 
Condren, that well-known political commentator who rarely gives anyone time to draw breath, said, 
‘There you go. Here’s your opportunity. I’ll give you two minutes.’ He had two minutes to do it, and 
what did we get out of that two minutes? More patience but more solar bonus schemes. What we got 
out of it was more solar bonus schemes. 

He was asked other questions during the course of the day, including by Chris O’Brien on the 
7.30 program last night. He was asked, ‘How can you give us a plan to reduce debt that is quicker 
than previous ideas you’ve mentioned to us?’ I think Chris was being somewhat generous because 
he had not mentioned any ideas at that stage of the proceedings—that was the case. He said, ‘Well, 
the Labor opposition will release its economic and fiscal policies before the next election’—that would 
be handy; the people would like to know what they are going to be voting for—‘We will be dealing with 
the issues that this government doesn’t want to deal with, and that is of course revenue.’ 

What does ‘revenue’ mean, colleagues? Taxes. When I heard that magical ALP word ‘revenue’ 
curse across the airwaves, I thought, ‘I’ll just have to go back to the Mythbusters.’ I am working on the 
principle that I will continue to recite the facts, as recorded by the member opposite, such as— 
Already we have:  

•  raised land tax and stamp duty at the top end  

•  increased taxes on casinos and introduced new liquor licensing fees … 

•  increased coal royalties  

•  increased motor vehicle stamp duty and we have recently introduced a rise to car registration. 

What he forgot to say is that they increased public transport fares by 15 per cent, they cut the 
fuel subsidy, they engaged in a fire sale, they gave Queensland’s assets away— 

(Time expired)  
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Budget 
Mr CAVALLUCCI: My question without notice is to the Treasurer and Minister for Trade. Can 

the Treasurer please outline to the House how the 2014-15 Queensland state budget continues 
delivering a strong plan for a brighter future? Are there any alternative views? 

Mr NICHOLLS: I thank the member for Brisbane Central for the question. He is someone who 
has been involved in business; he is someone who does understand that you cannot continue to load 
up your balance sheet with the losses you make year after year and that you have to pay down debt. I 
also thank him for asking if I am aware if there are any alternative views. I will come to that point very 
shortly, as I am sure the member will appreciate. 

Yesterday’s budget showed Queensland is on the cusp of strong growth, with budget 
projections showing the economy to grow by six per cent in 2015-16, with an average rate of growth 
of four per cent being the long-term trend after that. But we also know that Queensland’s prosperity, 
as I have said many times, is being held back by the $80 billion worth of Labor debt. That is $4 billion 
of Labor interest a year—and $10.8 million since just yesterday, colleagues—that has to be paid by 
the people of Queensland on the debt that is going out the door. Even those opposite, including the 
member for Mulgrave, has admitted that debt is a problem. I repeat: he has admitted that debt is a 
problem. We all know that admission of the problem is the first stage to recovery, but I am not yet 
sure that we are over that first hurdle. 

He does not want to admit that there are three possible options. He rules out one option—that 
is, the sale or lease of assets. He rules out the second option—that is, the reductions in services. So 
what does that leave us? It leaves us with only one option—and that option, the Labor option, is to do 
nothing and increase taxes. That is what is going on. It is clear from our responses to the ‘People’s 
Budget’ tool that taxes on top of taxes, cuts on top of cuts, are not what Queenslanders either want or 
need. But it seems more and more clear that taxes on taxes, cuts on cuts, are more of what the Labor 
Party would offer them because they will not accept that there is an $80 billion debt problem that can 
only be dealt with in one of three ways. 

If you look at what the Labor Party would probably consider in terms of increasing taxes, you 
would see that that would involve an increase in the payroll tax from the current rate of 4.75 per cent 
to six per cent. That would raise an extra billion dollars—which is still $24 billion short of where we 
need to be—but it would also cost the economy $800 million a year and there would be almost 10,000 
fewer jobs. That is the Labor answer. If we chose to reduce services as a way of cutting into that 
$25 billion, that would mean fewer health services, fewer education services and fewer transport 
services, and modelling shows that that would lead to a loss of around 30,000 public servants. This is 
simply not sustainable when you consider that over the next 20 years we will have an extra 600,000 
people over the age of 65— 

(Time expired)  

Sale of Public Assets 
Mr MULHERIN: My question is directed to the Premier. I refer the Premier to his statement last 

year, ‘We decided to not consider divestment of Energex, Ergon or Powerlink ... and we certainly will 
not be seeking any mandate to undertake a sale of those assets at the next election.’ I ask: if selling 
the management, selling the profits and selling the debt of a business is not privatisation or 
divestment, then what is it? 
Tabled paper: Extract from Record of Proceedings, dated 30 April 2013, page 1223 [5320]. 

Mr NEWMAN: I am delighted to answer the honourable member’s question. He has also 
missed a fundamental point. Whatever it is—and I am happy to explain it in a second—it has been put 
in black and white about a year before an election. What a refreshing difference to those opposite. 
We are actually telling people what our strong plan is all about for a brighter future, whereas those 
deceitful individuals— 

Mr Mulherin interjected. 

Mr NEWMAN: Those deceitful individuals, particularly the one who is interjecting now, were 
part of a cabinet which actually stood there in front of Queenslanders and said there would be no 
privatisations and then they did it. How can he come in here without looking in the mirror in the 
morning? How can he come in here without dying of shame? If I were the member for Mackay with 
that sort of question, I would die of shame tomorrow morning in front of a shaving mirror. How could 
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someone ever say such a thing? Listen, here is what we said, and we said it a year ago. We said that 
we would hang on to Energex, Ergon and Powerlink. We said that. What we said is exactly what we 
are putting forward at the moment in the strong and smarter choices. 

Mr Mulherin interjected. 

Madam SPEAKER: Pause the clock. Deputy Leader of the Opposition, I warn you. There are 
too many interjections. 

Mr NEWMAN: Madam Speaker, they ask the questions but they are so rude that they do not 
want to hear the answer. It really just shows that they are about politics. They have no leadership. 
They have no plan. They have no policies. They have no answers about how they would get 
Queensland out of the mess that they created. They are the ones who did it. They are the guilty party, 
and the member for South Brisbane grins like some crazy person—I withdraw. 

Ms TRAD: Madam Speaker, I obviously find that personally offensive and I ask the Premier to 
withdraw. 

Madam SPEAKER: The Premier has actually withdrawn it. 

Mr NEWMAN: I would just ask the member for South Brisbane to listen in and then she would 
know that I had withdrawn. She would also learn some things about our fantastic plan, a really strong 
plan for a brighter future for this state. What we have been saying— 

Honourable members interjected. 

Madam SPEAKER: Order! Pause the clock. There are too many interjections which are out of 
line. 

Mr NEWMAN: Queenslanders should see this childish and infantile opposition—because that 
is what they are with their interjections and their nonsense. We are, in an open and transparent way, 
putting up a plan that will see the private sector being able to put their money on the table for a fair 
return in Ergon, Energex and Powerlink with the people of Queensland, every single person in this 
state, still knowing that we own those government owned corporations.  

What a contrast between those opposite and ourselves. We tell it like it is. We are upfront 
about these issues and we have a strong plan to sort out their mess—the guilty party over there who 
will not provide any leadership any day of the week. We will listen with great interest for the Leader of 
the Opposition’s budget reply. We will hear, ‘We need to grow the economy.’ We are growing the 
economy. We are doing that and a lot more as well. Tomorrow and over the next few days we need to 
see a proper response from Labor rather than the nonsense of the last 20 years.  

Royalties for the Regions 
Mr MALONE: My question without notice is to the Deputy Premier, Minister for State 

Development, Infrastructure and Planning. Can the Deputy Premier please explain how the Royalties 
for the Regions program is helping grow our economy in regional Queensland?  

Mr SEENEY: I thank the member for Mirani for the question. There is nothing I like talking 
about more than the Royalties for the Regions program. It was a commitment that we made before 
the election that we would reverse the actions of the previous Labor government that tore the heart 
and soul out of regional Queensland over a decade of incompetence under that government. We 
promised that we would commit $495 million to the Royalties for the Regions program over the first 
four years. Even though we knew we would inherent a terrible financial situation from the previous 
Labor government, we were committed to regional Queensland, we were committed to ensuring there 
was a Royalties for the Regions program in place from day one and we committed to $495 million. 
Despite the fact that that financial situation was far worse than anyone ever anticipated, we have 
maintained that commitment. The Treasurer and I share a determination to maintain that commitment.  

We are about halfway through that program. Over the next 12 months there will be another 
$200 million available under the Royalties for the Regions program, and that money will be spent on 
projects that focus on economic development, projects that focus on providing an economic future for 
regional communities. Over the first three rounds, we addressed a whole lot of issues in resource 
towns in particular, places where the resources industry had created growth problems that had not 
been addressed by the former Labor government. We undertook water and sewerage projects in 
places like Roma, Emerald and Blackwater, a whole lot of road projects and projects in 
Toowoomba—those communities that had borne the brunt of the growth of the resources sector.  
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The next round of the Royalties for the Regions will focus on economic growth because 
economic growth in the regions is every bit as important as economic growth in the south-east corner. 
It is about providing jobs and business opportunities for Queenslanders not just now but in the years 
ahead. A government that uses this sort of capital wisely can provide the catalyst that is required for 
that economic growth. We will do that in regional communities. We will identify the infrastructure that 
is needed in regional communities so that other industries can grow and prosper into the future. We 
will make sure that there is an economic future for country kids who grow up in country towns. We will 
make sure that regional Queensland grows at the same rate as the rest of the Queensland economy 
grows. That is what Royalties for the Regions is about. It is about recognising that Queensland’s 
regions are a very important part of this state. They will always be a very important part of this state’s 
economy and we will drive economic growth in regions right across Queensland.  

Calliope, School Bus Service 
Mrs CUNNINGHAM: My question without notice is to the Minister for Transport. In answer to a 

recent question regarding students being required to stand on buses travelling at highway speeds, the 
Minister for Education indicated that discussions were occurring. Will the minister update the House 
about these discussions regarding this very unsafe policy?  

Mr EMERSON: I do thank the member for Gladstone for her question. I know she is a strong 
advocate for her electorate on this issue of safety. As the member quite rightly said, a week or so ago 
she did ask the Minister for Education about this issue, and we have discussed it since then. Let me 
clarify the situation at the moment. The policy has not changed in terms of this, and the policy is quite 
clear: seating is mandatory if a student’s school bus journey is longer than 20 kilometres. Again, I 
clarify that that policy has not changed. The operator of that service between Gladstone State High 
School and the Calliope State School, which is what the member asked about previously, has made it 
clear that that journey is less than 20 kilometres. Having said that, I have asked that the operator 
monitor how many students are standing and to put practices in place to ensure they minimise the 
number of students who are standing on that service.  

The operator did advise me that in November last year—towards the end of last year—they 
made changes to the operations to ensure the number of students who are standing is minimised. We 
have been looking at it as an issue. Again, I do clarify that the policy has not changed. The operator 
also does advise that, because it is a school bus and because it is regularly stopping, it is very rare 
that it does go up to 100 kilometres per hour. The operator’s advice is that it travels at 80 kilometres 
per hour. We have been following up. I also thank the Minister for Education for his discussions with 
me on this issue.  

In terms of our roads, yesterday we saw a great budget and a great response in terms of roads 
for this state. Our QTRIP program is now $18 billion, up again from last year’s QTRIP program. In 
terms of this year alone, there is $4.8 billion for the QTRIP program. That is 37 per cent more than 
what the previous Labor government had planned for this year. It is a massive increase and there are 
so many projects. We know those kinds of projects are so important for this state. I speak of projects 
like the Toowoomba second range crossing, the Bruce Highway, the Warrego, the Gateway north 
upgrade—a whole series of projects across Queensland that will make our roads safer on top of our 
record $350 million Road Safety Action Plan that has seen a record low road toll.  

(Time expired)  

Correctional Facilities 
Mr STEWART: My question without notice is to the Attorney-General and Minister for Justice. 

Will the Attorney-General advise the House as to any measures being undertaken from next financial 
year to upgrade infrastructure in Queensland’s correctional facilities?  

Mr BLEIJIE: I thank the member for Sunnybank for the question and the interest in the budget 
in terms of making sure that justice services are continually delivered right around the state. 
Yesterday the Treasurer delivered a strong budget with a strong plan, and it is going to be delivered 
by a strong team for a brighter future for all Queenslanders. This government pledged to build a 
four-pillar economy and revitalise front-line services. As members would know, we also committed to 
making Queensland the safest place to raise a family.  

To look to the future, we must look to the past. When this government was elected in 2012 it 
was clear that the Labor Party had allowed the scales of justice to become unbalanced. They had a 
misguided commitment to having as many recidivist offenders as possible in the community and a 
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bias towards those who choose to live outside the law that necessarily led to a complete disregard for 
the rights of victims and an inability to keep Queensland safe. We also inherited an overcrowded 
prison system but, perhaps unsurprisingly, the mothballed prison infrastructure capable of housing 
overflow. Of course I am referring to Borallon prison.  

In order to continue to deliver a safer Queensland, this year’s state budget includes significant 
new initiatives for prison and detention facilities in Queensland. The budget includes medium- and 
long-term initiatives to increase the capacity across the state. The budget provides $63.1 million in 
operational funding over five years and $64.5 million in capital funding over three years to 
commission and operate additional prison capacity. We include the refurbishment and 
recommissioning of the Borallon Correctional Centre to deliver 492 beds for male prisoners. 
Yesterday I had the pleasure of ringing the member for Ipswich West to tell him that that is going to 
create about 200 jobs in the local area after the refurbishment takes place. There is also the 
conversion of the Southern Queensland Correctional Centre to a 302-bed women’s facility, the 
delivery and operation of 30 additional low security beds for women at the Numinbah Correctional 
Centre, the expansion of low security accommodation for female prisoners at the Townsville 
Correctional Centre, refurbishment and recommissioning of the 72-bed Harold Greg unit at the 
Townsville Correctional Centre and, of course as the Treasurer knows, the Cleveland Youth 
Detention Centre. That was an absolutely diabolical mess left by those opposite: overbudget, 
underfunded and over time. We have gotten on with the job. We have already opened stage 1 and we 
will now commit to stage 2. 

As part of revitalising front-line services and making sure Queensland is the safest place to 
raise a family, we have to look at the crime stats coming through. If I refer to the opposition leader’s 
electorate—the Leader of the Opposition who opposes tough criminal gang laws—it has had a 19 per 
cent reduction in robbery offences and a 23 per cent reduction in unlawful entry offences—and they 
oppose it! When they are next elected, roll out the red carpet and we will see a dramatic increase. On 
the Sunshine Coast we have seen a 54 per cent reduction in robberies. It is working; we are 
revitalising front-line services, and Queensland will be the safest place to raise a family under these 
reforms. 

(Time expired)  

Galilee Basin 
Mr JUDGE: Last week the state government announced the proposal of a 1.8 million hectare 

state development area linked to the Galilee Basin coal deposits and nominates all or parts of 
properties lying within the nominated area being covered by it. It is widely reported as creating 
chaos— 

Madam SPEAKER: Member for Yeerongpilly, I am going to sit you down. Get to the question. I 
have instructed members before to pay attention to the standing orders. You ask a question; you do 
not launch into a lengthy preamble. Please put the question or I will sit you down.  

Mr JUDGE: My question is, Premier, especially those in the GBK rail corridor and I ask: what is 
the government proposing to offer landholders in return for their loss of capacity for their negotiation?  

Mr NEWMAN: I thank the honourable member for his question. I guess he would have had 
time to reflect on the question over a hearty lunch with, shall we say, the federal leader of the party, 
who was here rather than in Canberra. Oh, parliament is sitting in Canberra; that is interesting. I also 
reflect on the nature of the question. Could it be that the leader of the Palmer United Party has a 
commercial interest in some of these matters to do with the state development area? What an 
extraordinary question this afternoon. As I have said once before, the Palmer United Party—the best 
party that money can buy! That has been demonstrated this afternoon, because to come in here and 
ask a loaded question which is all about the commercial interests of the leader and the financier of the 
party is extraordinary. You would think they would have given it to the Labor Party; they spend 
enough time working with each other.  

In terms of answering the question, I will say that of course this government will deal fairly and 
appropriately and within the full requirements of the law with people who are affected landholders in 
the whole Galilee Basin State Development Area because this party cares about regional 
Queenslanders. This party cares about people on the land, and that is why the budget that we are 
handing down in this place this week is all about backing people in the regions with infrastructure for 
their community facilities and their front-line services.  
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I previously spoken about birthing services being returned to Cooktown and Beaudesert, and I 
alluded to the fact that the Minister for Health wants to return birthing services to other communities. I 
know one, for example, that the member for Gregory would like to see restored, and that would be the 
town of Emerald. I am not saying that that is where we are going, but that is relevant to this whole 
issue about the Galilee Basin.  

We are in the coal industry and we need to see coal projects in the Galilee Basin get up so that 
we can, as those opposite keeping saying, get the economy going. This is about getting the economy 
going, but I think you would find these days they are not so sure about the Galilee Basin. This is all 
about restoring front-line services to people in the bush.  

I just close by saying what an extraordinary question— 
Dr Douglas interjected.  
Mr NEWMAN: I hear an interjection from Dr Douglas, supposedly the most moral and ethical 

person in the parliament, the man who leads the best party that money can buy. They take their 
instructions over a quiet lunch and then come in here with commercially self-centred and self-serving 
questions. What a disgrace! Why wasn’t Mr Palmer in the federal parliament, where the people of the 
Sunshine Coast pay him to be?  

Bruce Highway 
Mr YOUNG: My question without notice is to the Minister for Transport and Main Roads. Can 

the minister please advise— 
Mr Judge interjected.  
Madam SPEAKER: Pause the clock. I now warn the member for Yeerongpilly under Standing 

Order 253A. I have warned members today and yesterday, and I remind you that you are to listen to 
the questions. I call the member for Keppel and ask you to start again.  

Mr YOUNG: My question without notice is to the Minister for Transport and Main Roads. Can 
the minister advise the House what the budget has in store for the Bruce Highway and what this 
means for communities up and down the coast? 

Mr EMERSON: I do thank the member for Keppel, who is a strong advocate for the Bruce 
Highway. It is pleasing to see that work on Yeppen South is progressing well, and I do appreciate his 
continual support for our fight to get more money to put into the Bruce Highway.  

Let’s remember where we came from. That 1,700-kilometre lifeline for this state was neglected 
year after year by the previous Labor government. Everyone in this House knows that that is the 
case, but sadly only our side of politics understands the importance of the Bruce Highway. Only our 
side understands how important that road is to Queensland’s economic wellbeing and its communities 
up and down the coast.  

In this budget I am pleased to announce that we have a record spending of $770 million this 
year alone for the Bruce Highway. That is a record amount which will be spent on the Bruce Highway, 
and that is almost twice as much as was spent by Labor in their last year in office. That means that 
many communities will get real benefits from that work, and of course it is part of our record election 
pledge—along with the federal government—of $10 billion over 10 years for the Bruce Highway and 
the Gateway North upgrade. We are delivering on those promises we made for that economic lifeline 
for this state.  

There are so many particular projects that I can speak about, but let me just quickly mention a 
few: six-laning the Bruce Highway between Foster Road and Roberts Road south of Cairns; 
completion of the Townsville ring-road and duplication of the Bruce Highway between Vantassel 
Street and Stuart Drive; commencement of the construction of the Mackay ring-road; completion of 
the Yeppen floodplain upgrade; completion of section A of the Cooroy-Curra Motorway and the 
commencement of section C; and two new interchanges on the Sunshine Coast Motorway and 
Caloundra Road.  

But why are we doing this? It is about capacity, safety and maintenance: it is about capacity so 
that people can get to work on time; it is about safety so parents can get their children to school 
safely; and it is also about maintenance to make sure that we do not have those situations where 
communities are cut off year after year because of floods. We are delivering on the Bruce Highway. 
Let me remind you, as I will for the months leading up to the election—and I know all of my 
colleagues will—what Labor’s plan is. When I talk about a record $770 million spend this year on the 
Bruce Highway, let’s not forget what Labor’s plan from the shadow Treasurer is: that state money 
being spent on the Bruce Highway was misspending of state money. 
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Racing Industry, Country 
Mr KNUTH: My question without notice is to the Minister for National Parks, Recreation, Sport 

and Racing. Minister, with the new provisions of the non-TAB minimal requirement of six horses 
accepted after four races, up from five, will the minister investigate this decision and its impact on 
country racing? 

Mr DICKSON: I thank the member very much for the question. This is a proposition being put 
forward by Racing Queensland because the problem we are facing out in the bush is that we have 
many races out there—say there are eight races in one particular day—and it is difficult when you 
have four horses in one race, particularly when people are betting on them. So it is much more logical 
to have up to at least six to eight horses running in each race.  

But let’s talk about the real issue with racing in Queensland. It all started with a little document 
that we put together, and I would love to table it for the interest of Queenslanders. It is called the 
Queensland Racing Commission of Inquiry Report. I am happy to table that again because it is a 
great read for the people of Queensland so that they can have a very clear understanding of what 
actually went wrong in Queensland. When we came into government, we put a position in place to 
inspire country racing. We are putting $1 million a year into country racing to deliver great outcomes 
in those areas and we sponsor 20 races, but those opposite slowly but surely decimated and 
systematically destroyed country racing in this state. Monsieurs Bob Bentley and Bill Ludwig, the 
union mates of the previous government who were given control of the great racing industry here, 
which represents 30,000 people, slowly but surely decimated it. That is why some of these people 
have been referred to ASIC and we are waiting with great anticipation to find out the outcomes of 
those findings, because they acted inappropriately with Racing’s money, inappropriately with the 
governance of racing in our great state and sadly, but surely, let down those 30,000 people.  

We are spending $110 million of infrastructure spend in the state raising the racing industry 
back out of the ashes that the Labor Party left it in—not only the thoroughbreds; the greyhounds and 
the harness racing industry. We are cleaning up the diabolical mess, just as the Treasurer is cleaning 
up the diabolical debt of Queensland—$80 billion, $4 billion in interest a year. We have a plan for a 
bright future, unlike those opposite who have no plan. Their plan is to bring back their Labor mates so 
that they can run again in the election. The only name that I have not heard put up yet is Fraser. He is 
the only one missing from the team—the perfect team that made the perfect storm in Queensland and 
the perfect debt in Queensland to destroy our state.  

We have a Treasurer who has a plan in place and an LNP government that will deliver 
prosperity for the future of our great state. The economic base has been put in place. Now, we have 
to follow through. We need the support of every single Queenslander to get our jobs back on track, 
get our economy back on track. Be it Main Roads, be it education, be it horseracing; we are going to 
do the lot. We have a great state with a great future and those opposite do not have a clue.  

Child Protection 
Mr PUCCI: My question without notice is to the Minister for Communities, Child Safety and 

Disability Services. Can the minister please inform the House of the government’s plans to improve 
the child protection system and any comments from this sector about the plan?  

Ms DAVIS: I thank the honourable member for the question, because I know that he is very, 
very passionate about providing great opportunities to young Queenslanders, particularly those 
children in our community who are very vulnerable. Yesterday’s budget outlined our strong plan for a 
bright future—a strong plan that is made possible because of the hard work that we have had to do 
over the last two years.  

It also highlighted our strong plan for Queensland families, by providing an additional 
$406 million over five years to build a child protection system that helps Queensland families before 
they reach crisis point. It is a strong plan that supports the government’s response to the Child 
Protection Commission of Inquiry, headed by Tim Carmody QC, and, I say to the member for Logan, 
one that has received glowing praise from the sector.  

Some of the comments that we have received from the sector include comments from Mark 
Henley from QCOSS, who said— 
The funding for family and child support is great news and supports what we have been requesting for many years—we know 
the long term benefits of assisting people before they get into a crisis situation means savings and benefits for everyone.  
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He goes on to say— 
QCOSS acknowledges the difficult situation government face when trying to balance the books and provide the right amount of 
support for the right people.  

Mr Lindsay Wegener, the head of PeakCare, which is the child protection peak care agency in 
Queensland, said on 4BC radio— 
What we now have is a system that’s starting to build up a better infrastructure of services that can remove the splinters, that 
can intervene much faster, can intervene much more appropriately with families and not be as intrusive as they have been in 
the past.  

But one of the comments that is very important to me comes from Lucas Moore, who is part of 
the CREATE Foundation, which represents young children in care. He said— 
CREATE Foundation applauds the Newman Government’s recognition of the urgent need for new, dedicated funding for 
transition from care supports.  

He goes on to say— 
This new funding for transitioning is a welcome relief and sends a positive message to young people preparing to leave care 
that they matter and increased support will become available ... It makes sense that during the time of transition to 
independence, providing adequate supports to young people leaving the care system will better equip them to set up their own 
home, maintain work or study and to feel supported and empowered.  

Unlike those opposite, who did not support the legislation at the last sitting to improve the lives 
of young people in this state, we are a government that has a strong plan for a bright future for these 
young people— 

(Time expired)  

Kilcoy Solar Project 
Mr HOPPER: My question is to the Deputy Premier. The Deputy Premier has a proposed 

call-in notice for a development application under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 for the Emerald 
wind farm at Arriga, saying that this involves state interest. Will the Deputy Premier now place a 
call-in notice on the Kilcoy solar project because of the economic and environmental interests to the 
state? I now table 17 letters from businesses for support. 
Tabled paper: Letters of support for Kilcoy Solar Project [5321]. 

Mr SEENEY: I sincerely thank the member for Condamine, who does not want to be the 
member for Condamine anymore. 

Honourable members interjected.  
Mr SEENEY: I thank the temporary member for Condamine. He will not be a member for 

anywhere, I can assure members. I thank the temporary member for Condamine for the question. His 
question, I think, related to a wind farm call-in that has been the subject of some community debate or 
community dissatisfaction for a long time. Irrespective of that, if the member had been following the 
planning reform that I spoke about earlier he would know that we have made wind farm developments 
a matter of state interest and wherever wind farms are proposed across the state, they will be dealt 
with by the state rather than by the local authority.  

I cannot help but wonder why the member has suddenly taken an interest in this particular 
area. I think it might have more to do with his desperate efforts to save his political career than 
anything else. There is no doubt that, if you go out into the Darling Downs, the member is never there. 
The only thing that you hear from his constituents is the fact that they never see him. He has not been 
in that electorate. As I understand, this particular question relates to an area outside his electorate. 
That probably indicates why the member has chosen to ask it today.  

But it is good to get a question because, in contrast to the official opposition in this place, at 
least the members up in the back corner ask me some questions at times. It is interesting to look back 
over the Hansard record to see how many questions the official opposition have asked me about the 
economic and development policies that we have put in place in this state.  

The call-in powers that I have used on a number of occasions have been about doing exactly 
that—about driving economic growth, about ensuring that projects can happen in communities where 
the community supports them and where local councils want them to happen. The Costco store in the 
north of Brisbane, which we officially opened the other day, is a good example, because we called it 
in and we ensured that it was able to progress. That particular project is now providing a large 
number of jobs for local people— 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5321
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A government member: 300. 
Mr SEENEY: Three hundred jobs for local people and great opportunities for the local 

community. They are the sorts of things that a government can do to drive economic growth if it has a 
level of competence that the Labor Party never had.  

(Time expired)  

Queensland Health, Budget 
Mr GRIMWADE: My question without notice is to the Minister for Health. It is true that the 

can-do government’s strong plan for front-line health services will be boosted with a Health budget 
that is now $2 billion more than it was when Labor was in office just over two years ago?  

Mr SPRINGBORG: I thank the honourable member for Morayfield for his question and I also 
thank him for his very strong stewardship of his electorate and very strong interest in matters 
pertaining to health care for his constituents, because they are vitally important. 

I say to the honourable member that, yes, it is true, because in the last year of the previous 
Labor government in Queensland its Health budget, excluding the Queensland Ambulance Service, 
was just over $11 billion. Our budget for Queensland Health, excluding the Ambulance Service, this 
year is $13.1 billion—$13.6 billion when you add in the Queensland Ambulance Service.  

What we have in the Health budget in Queensland is an 18.6 per cent increase since we have 
come to government. The important thing is this: it is not just the money you allocate, it is what you 
actually do with the money that you allocate; it is the services that you actually purchase, it is the 
value for money and it is the quality of health care that you get. This government has a very, very 
strong plan for a brighter future for Queensland. In Health it is very much about patients first, local 
control and better performance.  

Let us contrast that to what we inherited two years ago. We had the former Premier of 
Queensland, Anna Bligh, describing Queensland Health as a basket case on the eve of the last state 
election and saying that it needed to be torn asunder—torn in two. There was no plan at that time. We 
had worsening hospital waiting lists, we had hidden waiting lists for outpatients in Queensland, we 
had dental waiting lists in this state which were hidden and more than 60,000 people waiting more 
than two years, some of them as many as 10 years, to have a routine dental appointment in this state. 

Let us fast forward to what we have actually done. We have now reduced elective surgery 
waiting lists in Queensland from 6,500 down to 2,800 in two years and they are actually going south 
from there. We have also virtually reduced as of today the cochlear implant waiting list in the state of 
Queensland, something which is extremely important. Our hospital and health services have already 
started work with regard to reductions in outpatient waiting lists around the state and also there has 
been significant reductions in endoscopy and other scope services as well across the state.  

Let us also look at where we need to go from here. I want to give members a snapshot of the 
latest with regard to dental waiting lists. Fourteen months ago 61,500 Queenslanders were waiting 
more than two years, and as much as 10 years, for routine dental appointments. As at the end of 
May, 130 Queenslanders were waiting over two years—a reduction from 61,500 down to 130. That is 
very, very significant. There are nine HHSs with zero long waits and four with one and we believe we 
will have that eliminated by the end of this financial year. Then we will work on outpatients, then we 
will work on ophthalmic surgery and we will go on from there. 

(Time expired) 

Pharmacists, Influenza Vaccinations 
Dr DOUGLAS: My question is to the Minister for Health. With reference to the trial of 

community pharmacists providing influenza vaccinations in Queensland, can the minister please 
outline what scientific evidence was used to support this step prior to the start of this trial? 

Mr SPRINGBORG: What I want to also refer to is the absolute cot case, by way of answering 
the member’s question, the Queensland Health that we inherited was to what we actually have today. 
Indeed, if we go to the honourable member’s own electorate on the Gold Coast, whilst he is actually 
casting around with a preponderance of conspiracy theories and quackery, we have seen a significant 
increase with regard to the Health budget to the Gold Coast Hospital and Health Service. It has 
increased some $304 million, or 40 per cent, since the LNP government has been elected in 
Queensland. We have seen a great commitment to additional services down there. We have also 
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seen significant reductions with regard to long waits in various categories across surgery and other 
areas on the Gold Coast, notwithstanding a significant increase in demand on the Gold Coast with the 
opening of the Gold Coast University Hospital as more patients now go back to their home community 
away from metro north and also metro south to have their services locally. Our commitment is very, 
very strong to the Gold Coast and we are seeing some extremely good performance improvements 
right across that particular area.  

It is absolutely not remarkable for pharmacists or others to be able to do influenza vaccinations 
in Queensland. This should not be the sole responsibility of GPs in Queensland. Indeed, the evidence 
around the world—New Zealand, the United States, the United Kingdom and other places as well 
around the country—is that it is extremely safe. That is the simple reality. The honourable member 
needs to come into the 21st century, because only earlier on today at the Royal Brisbane and 
Women’s Hospital I released a report that has been done with the integration and collaboration of 
allied professionals working together with other primary health care providers in Queensland to 
provide better outcomes for people across this state and not this silo mentality which we see from the 
honourable member for Gaven which would see patients in this state denied access and affordability 
to health care. Indeed, I think the last figures I saw were that some 8,000-odd people had gone 
through that particular trial and there had not been any adverse events that were more remarkable 
than in any other area that does influenza vaccinations. Indeed, the indication is that those who are 
having their influenza vaccinations in pharmacies appreciate the work which is being done— 

(Time expired) 

Environment Grants Program 
Mrs RICE: My question without notice is to the Minister for Environment and Heritage 

Protection. Can the minister outline how the Newman government’s Everyone’s Environment grants 
program will continue to deliver a bright future across this great state by funding practical and 
meaningful local projects that make a real difference to the environment?  

Mr POWELL: I thank the member for Mount Coot-tha. I certainly can. Yesterday we were in 
this chamber and listened to the esteemed Treasurer outline our plan for a brighter future in this state. 
Through the budget that he delivered we demonstrate our ongoing strong commitment to protect the 
state’s environment. Protecting the Great Barrier Reef, improving koala habitat and increased funding 
for grassroots environmental projects are highlights in my portfolio over the coming year. We are, as 
we promised, delivering for Queensland’s environment. This year we will continue the extremely 
successful Everyone’s Environment grants program by putting a further $5 million on the table to 
support those grassroots projects the member spoke about that improve our local communities. 
Queenslanders already know the value of this program. Over the last two years we have awarded 
grants of $7 million. Already more than 7,000 volunteers across the length and breadth of this great 
state have planted some 62,000 trees, they have weeded, revegetated or rehabilitated over 53,000 
hectares of land and they have removed a whopping 35,500 kilograms of rubbish.  

The Newman government is about practical environmentalism. Unlike Labor we are about 
green outcomes not about green preferences. We will continue to encourage and support people who 
want to restore their local environment while the government gets on with restoring our state’s most 
environmentally diverse areas. Through this government’s Everyone’s Environment grants program 
we have seen so many success stories already. In the member for Mount Coot-tha’s electorate, the 
Cubberla-Witton Catchments Network is working on a wildlife corridor project at the Toowong Creek 
turnaround. In the wonderful electorate of Barron River in the far North, there was a $100,000 grant to 
the Barron River Catchment Management Association to control weeds. In the Townsville electorate, 
a $40,000 grant was allocated to improve the environmental values on Magnetic Island and to clean 
up the island waterways that flow into the Barrier Reef. In Murrumba, volunteers have received 
financial assistance for a revegetation project on the Pine Rivers wetland reserve. In both the 
electorates of Toowoomba North and Toowoomba South, the native habitat has been enhanced by 
planting 400 local native trees. And in Maryborough work is being done to reduce the impact of pest 
species on the Mary River turtle. They are just a few examples, just a few success stories, that we will 
continue to build on. Of course, our heritage places have not missed out either. We have delivered 
$600,000 to support 34 projects across the state that protect and conserve our built heritage, 
including in the electorate of Lytton nearly $34,000 for works on the Fort Lytton black powder rooms.  

We are laying strong foundations to improve this great state’s environment and better protect 
our built heritage. By working alongside Queenslanders, we can achieve fantastic outcomes. That is 
part of our strong plan for this state’s brighter future. 
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Economy 
Ms TRAD: My question without notice is to the Premier. I refer the Premier to his comments 

that economically Queensland was on a power dive into the abyss and ask: given that under the LNP 
revenue has declined, deficits are larger, economic growth is slower and unemployment is higher, 
why is the LNP proposing a six-year time frame to implement its asset sales plan? 

Madam SPEAKER: Premier, you have two minutes.  
Mr NEWMAN: I was referring to the situation that we inherited. That is what the Labor Party 

was doing to this state, both economically and fiscally— 
Opposition members interjected.  
Mr NEWMAN: What a bizarre bit of laughter from those opposite. It is very strange, bizarre 

laughter. One would say it is manic laughter from those opposite. This state is seeing 4.1 per cent 
economic growth at the moment, moving to six per cent in about a year’s time. We are creating over 
half the jobs that have been created in Australia on a yearly basis. The building and construction 
sector is leaping ahead. There are cranes on the skyline. There is a 17.9 per cent increase in housing 
starts, I think, reported by the HIA last week. After the federal government’s budget, nationally 
consumer confidence went down, but as I recall Queensland’s went up by three per cent. The 
Courier-Mail’s Boom magazine—I think it was Friday—has a confidence index, showing that 
confidence is holding up in Queensland. Queensland is doing better than any other state. That is the 
point that we are making. I wish we had the financial strength of Victoria; I wish we had the financial 
strength of New South Wales. We only have to look at their debt per capita, because we have seen 
coalition governments get to work a little bit earlier than this state government to deal with the 
problems that they also inherited from Labor.  

However, I am very confident that this Treasurer and this team, with our strong plan for a 
brighter future, will turn this state around and get rid of the mess and the bureaucracy and the 
nonsense that we were left with and actually get the economy going, creating jobs for all 
Queenslanders, particularly young Queenslanders. That is what we are about. I know those opposite 
do not have a plan. They just have a whole lot of nonsense, recycled candidates, no plan for the 
future and a lot of manic laughter.  

(Time expired)  
Madam SPEAKER: The time for questions has expired.  

MOTIONS 

Suspension of Standing and Sessional Orders 
Mr STEVENS (Mermaid Beach—LNP) (Leader of the House) (3.31 pm), by leave, without 

notice: I move— 
That, notwithstanding anything contained in Standing and Sessional Orders, the Premier be permitted to immediately move a 
motion without notice about the cost of living, especially for seniors and pensioners, with the following time limits to apply:  

Mover of the motion 10 minutes; 

Leader of the Opposition or nominee 10 minutes 

All other members five minutes; 

Total time for debate one hour.  

Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

Cost of Living, Seniors and Pensioners 
Hon. CKT NEWMAN (Ashgrove—LNP) (Premier) (3.32 pm): I move— 

That this parliament acknowledges the opportunity to further lower the cost of living for all Queenslanders, especially seniors 
and pensioners by:  
• calling on the federal government to immediately restore funding for concessions; and 
• calling on the Australian Labor Party state and federal members and senators to pledge their support to repeal the 

carbon tax, renewable energy target and other green schemes, which would immediately reduce the cost of electricity.  

Further, that the Speaker, on behalf of the Legislative Assembly, relay this request to both houses of the Commonwealth 
parliament.  

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_153143
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My government is committed to doing the right thing by the people of Queensland. We have 
delivered and will continue to deliver on cost-of-living initiatives for Queenslanders. I know that older 
Australians and Queenslanders are feeling the rising costs of living. That is why the state budget did 
not increase or introduce any new taxes; in fact, state funding of concessions will grow by almost 
10 per cent in the coming year. However, the federal government has cut more than $50 million per 
year, representing a 15 per cent cut to concessions that help with electricity, water, gas, local 
government rates and public transport. Members should make no mistake: our government will be 
maintaining and increasing its funding support for concessions. Those concessions will continue to be 
paid, but the amount will be up to 15 per cent less due to the federal government’s changes.  

As part of our strong plan for our community, this team and I will continue to stand up for locals 
to have the federal government reverse these changes and reinstate funding for these important 
concessions. We have worked to lower the cost of living by: freezing family car registration fees for 
over 2.5 million family vehicles for three years, which is a concession of $132.3 million over three 
years; reinstating the principal place of residence concessional rate for stamp duty, saving up to 
$7,175 when buying a home, which is $917 million of value over three years; halving Labor’s public 
transport fare increases due in 2013-14, which is $158.2 million over four years; and providing free 
travel on TransLink after nine journeys in a Monday to Sunday week, which is $39 million over four 
years. We have abolished the waste levy and increased the payroll tax threshold. We froze household 
electricity bills in 2012-13 for tariff 11, excluding the cost of carbon, and we gave an $80 water rebate 
to South-East Queensland households in 2012-13.  

The sad fact is that, while we would like to do a lot more, we are hampered by Labor’s 
$80 billion debt, with an hourly interest bill of almost $500,000 and a yearly interest bill of $4 billion, 
which is more than that of any other state. Yet still in 2014-15 Queensland government funding for 
pensioners and senior card holders will grow by 9.9 per cent, compared to the estimated actual 
funding provided in 2013-14. Unlike those opposite who blindly follow their federal counterparts, often 
at the expense of Queenslanders, we will stand up for Queensland. I have been vocal about impacts 
that these cuts will have on Queenslanders and I have been fighting a strong fight for Queensland. In 
Bill Shorten’s own media release, he fairly and squarely blames the concession cuts on the 
Commonwealth. He stated, ‘... the Commonwealth provides $54.2 million in 2014-15—money that 
Tony Abbott is ripping away.’ I table that media release from the federal Leader of the Opposition. 
Tabled paper: Media release, dated 3 June 2014, by Hon. Bill Shorten MP, titled ‘Queenslanders Paying for Tony Abbott’s Lies’ 
[5322]. 

Labor cannot have it both ways. It is common knowledge that the single biggest cost relief to all 
households and businesses would be to repeal the carbon tax. The QCA report confirms that the 
carbon tax adds around $170 to the typical household’s annual bill. If the Labor Party and the Greens 
were to allow the repeal of the carbon tax in the Senate, instead of seeing average electricity prices 
rise 13.6 per cent, the scheduled tariff 11 increase would be cut to 5.1 per cent. The QCA has 
identified two other main drivers of electricity price increases as the Solar Bonus Scheme and the 
network charges. In total, around 17 per cent of the typical tariff 11 bill is comprised of green 
schemes, which include the Solar Bonus Scheme. We have put an end to Labor’s unsustainable 
Solar Bonus Scheme, saving Queenslanders $110 million.  

We have also undertaken the biggest ever reform of the electricity sector, which has already 
identified $2 billion of potential savings for electricity distributors and will help to stabilise electricity 
prices, which had skyrocketed over the last decade, causing more cost-of-living hardship for 
Queensland families and businesses. What was Labor’s policy on electricity? Andrew Fraser wrote to 
his federal counterpart, seeking to increase the regulated rate of return that could be recovered, in 
other words, arguing for higher profits. I table the document. 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 5 February 2009, from Hon. Andrew Fraser MP to Hon. Martin Ferguson MP, regarding the 
Australian Energy Regulator review of the weighted average cost of capital for regulated transmission and distribution 
businesses [5323].  

On this issue, Labor does not have a leg to stand on. Where was Labor when the carbon tax 
came in? We know where the member for Redcliffe was. What was Labor’s position when we voted 
here to repeal the carbon tax? That is right: they opposed it! Where was Labor when Julia Gillard and 
their federal friends cut $103 million out of Queensland Health? Absent without leave! Where was 
Labor when the renewable energy target came in? It was Labor’s policy to introduce unsustainable 
rebates for solar power. It was Labor that allowed gold plating of the Queensland electricity network. It 
was Labor that allowed the ETU to have a hotline to the Premier and the Treasurer to say what 
should be happening in the workplace in electricity companies. It was Labor that cruelly ripped out 
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Queenslanders’ 8c fuel subsidy with no consultation. What about that for cost-of-living pressures on 
Queenslanders! It was Labor and the current Leader of the Opposition who allowed public transport 
fees to get out of control. It was Labor that pushed local councils to the brink with cost shifting and 
expensive red tape that has cost ratepayers. What happened to the 40 per cent water and sewerage 
infrastructure subsidy? That is right: they ripped it off and pushed it onto the ratepayers! It was Labor 
that spent like drunken sailors and lost the state’s AAA credit rating. It was Labor that proposed to put 
up public transport fees by 15 per cent year on year over a five-year period, and they did it for three 
years running. It was Labor that spent billions on pipes that did not go anywhere and on dams, such 
as the Traveston, that were never built.  

It is Labor that has not learnt from its past mistakes, with no real policies and no way to fund 
them. That is why once again, if re-elected, Labor will revert to higher debt and deficit, higher taxes, 
more waste and put Queensland’s future in jeopardy. They have learnt nothing. The only commitment 
that they have to economy is to recycle failed Labor candidates, failed Labor members of parliament 
and failed Labor ministers who come forward with the same old tired and discredited ideas.  

The people they are trying to recycle are the ones who got us into the mess. The people whom 
they are recycling are the ones from the party who are to blame right now. They are the ones who 
blew the state’s budget to smithereens. They are the ones who, at a time when the global financial 
crisis was getting a grip on Queensland, held an antigrowth summit at the State Library. I know 
because I was there. For two days they railed on the terrible things about growth and how they 
needed to put the brakes and constraints on growth.  

They then came up with the Sustainable Planning Act instead of an integrated planning act. 
What happened? That is right; they crushed the development industry in this state. Hundreds—
probably thousands—of trades men and women lost their jobs because of the Australian Labor Party. 
Many of those trades men and women used to jump in their cars and leave the Sunshine Coast in 
droves every day and drive to Brisbane to desperately seek employment.  

They have carried on about fly-in fly-out work in the last few days. They made outrageous, silly, 
immature statements about FIFO camps. What happened to many of the trades men and women who 
lost their jobs in the development industry? That is right; they were forced into fly-in fly-out work by 
those hypocrites opposite. That is what they have form on. They are the ones who increase 
cost-of-living pressures on Queenslanders. They have done it to Australians in their various 
administrations across this nation.  

I cannot even believe that the Leader of the Opposition went out today without telling the 
seniors, who have been impacted by Tony Abbott’s cuts, the facts. The facts are that we increased 
the funding for the concession by 9.9 per cent. The fact is that we are fighting Tony Abbott on these 
cuts. The fact is that we want to get rid of the carbon tax to provide cost-of-living relief to pensioners 
and seniors and, indeed, all Queenslanders. The fact is that the Labor Party squibbed when they had 
the opportunity to back a motion calling for the repeal of the carbon tax.  

This afternoon, in a fit of generosity on this side of the chamber, we are giving them the 
opportunity to have a go at Tony Abbott—I am sure they will like that; they will not be able to help 
themselves. We are giving them an opportunity to redeem themselves and be admitted to the 
Queensland race and actually vote down the carbon tax. That is the challenge for them this afternoon: 
support Queenslanders, support cost-of-living relief and back this motion. A brighter future for 
Queensland will only come about with this strong team and a strong plan for Queensland’s future.  

Hon. A PALASZCZUK (Inala—ALP) (Leader of the Opposition) (3.41 pm): I move— 
That all words after concessions be deleted and the following words inserted: 
1. Notes that the Newman government had the opportunity to make up the federal shortfall in pensioner concessions 

when it brought down its 2014-15 budget just 24 hours ago, 
2. Notes that the Newman government failed to support the Opposition’s motion in this house on May 6 calling on the 

Premier and Treasurer to stand up to Tony Abbott’s cuts, and 
3. Calls on the Newman government to abandon its multi-million dollar Strong Choices political advertising campaign and 

immediately redirect the funds to help pensioners. 

The clear message out of the budget handed down yesterday by the Treasurer, Tim Nicholls, is 
that the pensioners across Queensland are hurting. The pensioners, those people who have worked 
hard all of their lives and who struggle week to week to make ends meet, are hurting. Why are they 
hurting? They are hurting because this government does not care. Campbell Newman, the Premier of 
this state, and the LNP government simply do not care about the pensioners in this state.  

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_154239
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I was proud to go out to Inala today and meet with the pensioners of Inala. These pensioners 
were meeting to discuss a number of issues but, more importantly, were fundraising to combat cancer 
in this state. While the LNP was holding their big lunch with the big end of town—fundraising for their 
political coffers—the people of Inala were fundraising for cancer research in this state.  

The pensioners are hurting. They are hurting because this government has axed their 
concessions. What does that mean? Let us put it in perspective so no-one can be under any illusion 
about what that means for the pensioners across this state. It means higher electricity prices, higher 
gas prices, higher public transport prices. That is what it means to pensioners across this state. This 
government has done absolutely nothing to alleviate their pain.  

I was out there listening to what the pensioners had to say. What did they say about this 
government? I am happy to tell the House some of the things they said. They were that ‘this 
government is lousy’, ‘this Premier does not understand’, ‘this Premier does not care about us’. They 
told me, ‘Get him out here and we’ll tell him what we think about them.’ They said that this 
government is out of touch. If they are saying that in Inala, they are saying it right across the state. I 
will be out there every day for the next few months talking to pensioners across Queensland about 
how this government failed to stand up to Tony Abbott and has failed to deliver for the pensioners 
across this state.  

We are told that this Strong Choices advertising campaign is costing Queensland taxpayers up 
to $20 million. I want to know the full facts. Is this government spending up to $20 million on their 
Strong Choices advertising blitz? No sooner had the Treasurer handed down the budget and there 
were ads in the paper. When I was driving out to Inala these ads were playing on the radio. Why is 
this government spending all of this money on this campaign when they could have quite easily 
redirected that money into alleviating the burden on pensioners?  

What this government is doing is absolutely smashing the pensioners in this state. I cannot wait 
until every member of this House gets back to their electorates and listens to what the pensioners 
have to say. I know that my office at Inala has been inundated with calls today from pensioners 
concerned about this arrogant, out-of-touch government, with a Premier, a Treasurer and a Deputy 
Premier who simply do not care. They are so out of touch that they think it is okay to spend up to 
$20 million, I am told, on an advertising campaign and not redirect that money to the people who are 
hurting the most.  

Then we had the mock outrage of the Premier coming in here today and saying that they are 
going to stand up to Tony Abbott in Canberra. This budget document was printed before the budget 
was handed down. People only need to go to the concession statement to see quite clearly that 
Queensland’s senior card holders will lose up to $54.2 million in 2014-15 and $233.2 million over four 
years.  

For goodness sake, this cabinet is supposed to be running the state. Did anybody in the 
cabinet not stand up and say that this is going to have a massive impact on our pensioners? Where 
was the Minister for Communities? What did she say? What did the Deputy Premier say in cabinet? 
They did nothing. They should hang their heads in shame. They did absolutely nothing.  

Now I turn back to the document that every Queenslander should keep at the next state 
election. That is Campbell Newman’s contract with Queensland. Their contract with Queensland will 
come back to haunt every single LNP member in this House. What did it say? Very clearly it said that 
they would ‘lower the cost of living’. Well go and tell the pensioners of Queensland how you are 
lowering their cost of living. Those opposite are all quiet now.  

Government members interjected.  

Madam SPEAKER: Order! Pause the clock! I call the Leader of the Opposition.  

Ms PALASZCZUK: Thank you very much, Madam Speaker. Pensioners are hurting. This 
government does not care and it is about time the government did something to fix their budget mess 
and help alleviate the pain for pensioners. The first thing they can do is abandon their Strong Choices 
campaign and redirect the funding.  

We know that Tony Abbott has copied Campbell Newman. He has used Campbell Newman as 
his role model on how to go about cuts to services and cuts to jobs, and the people of Queensland 
are going to remember all of this come the next election. Do not think for a moment they are going to 
forget the up to 20,000 jobs cut across this state. Do not think for a moment they are going to forget 
how the government made people at Eventide and Moreton Bay Nursing Care Unit leave their homes, 
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homes where they had lived. They should have had the dignity of a quality of life to the end of their 
life, and this government turfed them out in their hour of need. Now they turn their attack on the 
pensioners of this state. 

Honourable members interjected.  
Madam SPEAKER: Order, members! Pause the clock. There are too many interjections in the 

chamber. I call the Leader of the Opposition.  
Ms PALASZCZUK: Madam Speaker, I do not think it is any clearer than going to the Australian 

and to an article by well-respected journalist Michael McKenna, and the headline to that article was 
‘Copy me: Newman to Abbott’. That is exactly what Abbott is doing—copying Campbell Newman. To 
stand here in this House and say, ‘I am going to stand up to Tony Abbott’—well, do you know what? 
Queenslanders do not believe it, because we had a motion here before the federal budget came 
down and the LNP members failed to address it.  

What Campbell Newman has done is he has raised the white flag to Tony Abbott. He has rolled 
over and he has surrendered. If the government were serious about pensioners, they would have 
sorted the mess out before budget day. To come in here with mock outrage, with feigned outrage, 
about Tony Abbott and what he has been doing is absolutely disgraceful. What Campbell Newman 
should be doing is getting out there and mixing with real people. Get out there and meet with 
pensioners. I am quite sure there are some pensioners in Ashgrove who can tell him a thing or two. 
Get out there, meet with people, listen to what people have to say— 

Mr Mulherin: They’re supposed to be a grown-up government. 
Ms PALASZCZUK: I take that interjection from the deputy leader. This is not a grown-up 

government because a grown-up government would act by treating their pensioners with dignity and 
respect. They would not be handing down a budget that will impact on their quality of life when they 
have to start paying higher electricity prices, higher gas prices— 

Government members interjected.  
Madam SPEAKER: Order, members! Pause the clock. 
Ms PALASZCZUK:—and higher public transport costs. They should hang their heads in 

shame. This is a sad day for Queensland when the pensioners of our state have to suffer.  
(Time expired)  
Hon. TE DAVIS (Aspley—LNP) (Minister for Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services) 

(3.52 pm): Wasn’t that 10 minutes of interesting diatribe! I am at a loss to understand, having listened 
for 10 minutes to the Leader of the Opposition about her great concern for the pensioners and seniors 
here in this state, that she has any need at all to change the wording of this motion. This motion 
moved by the Premier is about calling on the federal government to immediately restore funding for 
concessions—and everyone in this House agrees. The second part of the motion is calling on the 
Australian Labor Party and their federal members to pledge their support to repeal the carbon tax, 
because what do we know would happen if the carbon tax were repealed? We know that there would 
be an immediate reduction in the yearly cost of electricity to pensioners, to seniors and to all 
Queenslanders. So to come into this House and spend 10 minutes talking about our government not 
wishing to support pensioners and seniors is outrageous. 

As the Minister for Communities, Child Safety and Disability Services, I am very happy to 
second the motion moved by the Premier because I, too, am extremely concerned about the impacts 
that the decisions made by the federal government regarding concessions will have on some of our 
most vulnerable Queenslanders—our seniors, our concession card holders, particularly people with a 
disability who are pensioners. But what we absolutely need to highlight is that this was a decision not 
by this government but by the federal government about cutting concessions. The Premier from the 
get-go has been wanting to have conversations and has had conversations with the federal 
government about our concerns on a range of issues including those around concessions.  

But if those opposite had been listening to the debate, if they had been listening to the budget 
and the contribution by the Treasurer yesterday, the Leader of the Opposition would know that we 
have increased concessions by 9.9 per cent. Sadly, as the Treasurer said, unfortunately that is not 
quite enough to make up the gap, but we are increasing our contribution to concessions across this 
state by nearly 10 per cent. So the deceptive argument that is coming from the Labor Party is 
outrageous given their stellar track record when it comes to concessions in this state, because they 
are the ones who cut the fuel subsidy—a decision that they made without any warning, costing 
Queenslanders more every time they went to the pump—people in South Brisbane, people in Inala— 
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Ms Trad: Who cut Education? Who’s cutting Health?  
Ms DAVIS: Health has gone up! I am not sure which chamber the member for South Brisbane 

was sitting in yesterday when the Treasurer handed down the budget, but there is an increase in 
Health in this year’s budget, not a decrease. So it would be really appropriate for the member for 
South Brisbane to have listened to what was being said yesterday in the budget or at least read the 
budget papers and find out for herself. But of course the opposition leader when she was the 
transport minister increased public transport fares by 15 per cent year on year on year and on year.  

Mr McArdle: And no seats.  
Ms DAVIS: And no seats in trains. That decision was going to affect all Queenslanders but 

particularly those must vulnerable in our community who need public transport—like our seniors and 
our pension card holders.  

We are working very, very hard as a government to make a difference. We have a strong plan 
for a bright future. I call on those opposite to support this motion. It assists our concession card 
holders, our seniors and our most vulnerable by calling on the federal government to immediately 
restore the concessions to this state but even more importantly to stand up for Queenslanders—just 
as this government is doing—and telling federal Labor to repeal the carbon tax, to stand up with the 
Abbott government, because we know that immediately that will make a difference to the cost of living 
for Queenslanders, pensioners and concession card holders.  

Mr PITT (Mulgrave—ALP) (3.57 pm): This is the second distraction this week. It is a distraction 
from what we are meant to be discussing this week—overall that is, of course, the Queensland 
budget. Yesterday we saw the Treasurer download and dump a secondary document into this whole 
budget process which is, of course, a distraction from the failings of the budget itself. So what this 
distracting motion is all about is again trying to avert attention from the fact that the Newman 
government have failed to actually do what they said they were going to do and stick up for 
Queenslanders against this Tony Abbott-led federal government.  

What we know is that they have failed to actually address the issue of concessions adequately 
in the budget. They had their opportunity yesterday and they have not done this. What they have 
done is actually kowtow as usual. We know that the Premier has been giving advice to the Prime 
Minister—‘Copy me. Copy me.’ Well they have; he has cut, cut, cut. It has been a budget of austerity 
federally and, of course, now it is also about hurting people. He is hurting pensioners. He is hurting 
others because we also know that there are going to be other cuts besides the ones to pensioners. 
Besides those cuts, over the next decade we are going to be seeing $80 billion in cuts—$50 billion in 
Health, $30 billion in Education. Those opposite must— 

Ms Davis: Support the motion.  
Mr PITT: I take the interjection from the member for Aspley. She says, ‘Support this motion.’ 

Why didn’t this government actually support the motion moved in this House by the Labor opposition? 
On 6 May we said— 
That this House:  
1. notes that the Abbott Liberal National government is currently considering breaking election promises by implementing 

massive spending cuts that will affect funding for health, education, pensioners, minimum wage earners and students; 
and  

2. calls on the Premier, the Treasurer and the entire Newman government to stand up for this state and reject the federal 
government’s plans that will adversely affect vulnerable Queenslanders.  

They did not support that motion. They did not support it. In fact, they tried to defend their 
mates in Canberra. That is the sort of thing we have come to see. They talk about duplicity. Well, take 
a good look in the mirror because that is exactly what this government is. It is about hurting 
Queenslanders and hurting vulnerable people.  

We keep hearing this nonsense about a strong plan. It is the wrong plan for pensioners, it is the 
wrong plan for job seekers and it is the wrong plan for families struggling with the cost of living. Every 
member opposite knows this is a distraction because we saw them clear out. They are embarrassed 
to sit here and hear their leader speak. They did not want to hear what he had to say.  

During question time today the Premier talked about loaded questions. He had the opportunity 
to move a straight motion, just like the one the opposition moved on 6 May calling for people to stick 
up for Queenslanders and attack Tony Abbott but he could not help himself. He had to rope in the 
carbon tax and something about condemning the Labor Party. That is the sort of nonsense we see 
from this government. We see it all the time. People should not be surprised because under this 
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government there have been broken promises all along. They have broken promises every single day 
of the week, it seems under this government. No-one trusts them anymore. Just like they said there 
would be no new taxes before the last budget, they said there are no new taxes in this budget. They 
even suggested there were no increases. Taxation per person has increased. It has gone up by $330 
since the Newman government came to power. It has increased by I think $73 in this budget. That 
means more pain— 

Mr Stevens interjected.  

Mr PITT: They are in your budget papers, member for Mermaid Beach. You might want to have 
a look. They do not understand the sort of pain they are inflicting on people in this state. This LNP 
government is not managing the economy for working Queenslanders. It is not looking after the 
people it said it would look after.  

Let us talk quickly about the carbon tax. Campbell Newman, the now Premier, said before the 
election that he was saving $120 per year for households on electricity. What do we know? He knew 
all about the carbon tax before he made that commitment. He knew that he could not honour that 
commitment but he made it anyway. What he fails to mention is that he also knew about the 
Household Assistance Package, which was offsetting the carbon tax for our most vulnerable people.  

We have crocodile tears being cried by the Treasurer when he says that he wants to do 
whatever he can to help out. They are crocodile tears because he described the Prime Minister’s cuts 
to concessions as ‘a strong decision’. He said it was a strong decision when he was providing his 
response to the federal budget. Shame on those opposite! What did the Treasurer say before the 
election? He said this government would reform electricity tariffs to ‘lower your bill’—not to keep it at 
bay, not to manage it but to lower it just like they said they would lower the cost of living. I table that 
document. 
Tabled paper: Letter, undated, from Mr Campbell Newman, Leader of the LNP, and Mr Tim Nicholls, member for Clayfield, 
regarding the 2012 State election [5324]. 

That is exactly what they have not done. They have hurt Queenslanders across-the-board. 
They should be ashamed of themselves.  

Mr Kempton interjected.  

Mr PITT: Guess what? You are going to face an election and your pensioners are going to belt 
you.  

Hon. MF McARDLE (Caloundra—LNP) (Minister for Energy and Water Supply) (4.02 pm): I 
have heard two speakers from the Labor Party use phrases such as ‘broken promises’ and ‘cost of 
living’. Let us look at broken promises. Let us look at the expertise sitting on the other side regarding 
broken promises on asset sales and the fuel levy. Broken promises roll off their tongue on an ongoing 
basis. Pre the 2009 election campaign, ‘There will be no asset sales.’ Anna Bligh walked into this 
chamber and stood right there and said there will be asset sales after making a promise on oath that 
there will be no asset sales. Do not come into this House and start using phrases like ‘broken 
promises’ when your record is totally abysmal.  

This state has a Premier who will stand up for the state. When it came about that the federal 
government was going to cut $54.2 million of concessions, this Premier was the first one to stand up 
on the eastern seaboard and say, ‘No, we won’t stand for that. We are going to take this issue on.’ He 
did take it on and he called a Council for the Australian Federation meeting on 18 May 2014 that was 
attended by the Labor Premier from South Australia and the Labor Chief Minister from the ACT. 
Collectively, they said that the CAF expressed grave concern that, contrary to the Prime Minister’s 
remarks today, there are immediate impacts on front-line services and the cost of living for 
Australians. For example, from 1 July 2014 there will be a reduction in funding of 1,200 hospital beds 
across Australia and the withdrawal of over $300 million per annum from concessions for pensioners 
and seniors.  

Their own Labor Party in South Australia and the ACT condemned the federal government, yet 
this mob will not stand up for the people of Queensland. They will not stand up and say the federal 
government has got it wrong. We are committed to making certain that Tony Abbott understands quite 
clearly he has got it wrong. This government is going to protect the interests of Queenslanders. Let us 
talk about the cost of living. Let us talk about Traveston Dam, $715 million; the Tugun desalination 
plant, $1.2 billion; the Western Corridor Recycled Water Project, $2.6 billion; Wyaralong Dam, 
$380 million; and the Solar Bonus Scheme, $3.3 billion that every Queenslander is paying because 
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this mob did not plan and did not do their homework. The cost of power and the cost of water is 
increasing because of a lack of planning, lack of capacity and lack of intellect to understand how to 
work for this state.  

When we came into power, the power debt on Powerlink, Ergon and Energex was $11 billion 
because Labor allowed gold plating to occur across this state, because they allowed the unions to run 
Ergon, Energex and Powerlink. This time we have the unions out of the boardroom and the 
boardroom operating efficiently and effectively. We are paying $500 million per annum in additional 
power costs because this mob did not get it right. Every single cent goes on power bills and water 
bills because the Labor Party did not have the gumption to stand up to the unions and make some 
hard choices. This government has done that. We have made the hard choices, we have done the 
hard yards, and the cost of the bulk water that has been passed through relates to the $10 billion debt 
that sits on the water grid because Labor simply did not get it right.  

Do not come in here and talk about the cost of living when your own record is abysmal. You 
have a litany of disaster after disaster after disaster, and you talk about concessions but you will not 
stand with your Labor colleagues in South Australia and the ACT to condemn the Abbott government 
to make payment of the $54.2 million. You are simply a sham and a caricature of the ETU and the 
CFMEU. You have no backbone. You do not understand what is going on across the state. This 
government has a plan for the future. You talk about the Strong Choices campaign. This campaign is 
about putting money in the coffers of Treasury to build for the future. It is a solid plan. It is a plan that 
will work if we get the mandate.  

This government is committed to making certain that the cost of living comes down and to 
stabilising power and water prices. Your history is a litany of disaster, excuses and horror stories, and 
people right across the state are suffering because of it. You fail to plan and everybody suffers the 
consequences of what you do and do not do. This government will move forward for the people of this 
state to make a better life for all concerned. It is a strong plan for a brighter future.  

Ms D’ATH (Redcliffe—ALP) (4.07 pm): This is nothing but a stunt. It is an absolute stunt. It is all 
about politics. If it were not about politics you would have supported Labor’s motion on 6 May. Even 
the media today are reporting that the Treasurer— 

Government members interjected.  

Madam SPEAKER: Order! Pause the clock. I know this is a heated debate and there are 
exchanges taking place, but it is becoming difficult to hear. I call the member for Redcliffe.  

Ms D’ATH: Thank you, Madam Speaker. If the government were serious about its motion, it 
would have supported what Labor put forward on 6 May— 
That this House: 

1.  notes that the Abbott Liberal National government is currently considering breaking election promises by implementing 
massive spending cuts that will affect funding for health, education, pensioners, minimum wage earners and students; 
and 

2.  calls on the Premier, the Treasurer and the entire Newman government to stand up for this state and reject the federal 
government’s plans that will adversely affect vulnerable Queenslanders. 

We have heard the Minister for Communities talk about how they are really concerned about 
vulnerable Queenslanders, but they were not willing to support this on 6 May. The only reason they 
are supporting this now— 

Ms Davis interjected.  

Madam SPEAKER: Order! Minister, I would ask for interjections to cease. It is becoming 
difficult to hear. I call the member for Redcliffe.  

Ms D’ATH: The Premier and the Treasurer and the LNP government are desperately trying to 
redeem themselves with the pensioners and the seniors out there across Queensland. Even the 
media today are reporting— 
Treasurer Tim Nicholls has taken to talk-back radio to defend unpopular measures in his third Queensland budget, particularly 
assets sales and cuts to pensioner concessions. 

Even the media can see what is going on here—that this government realise they have messed 
up big time. They are punishing Queenslanders and they are punishing pensioners and seniors, and 
they are trying to back-pedal as quickly as possible by once again blaming someone else. They are 
blaming the federal government instead of stepping up and taking responsibility for their own actions. 
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Let us have a look at what this government have actually done themselves over the last 
2½ years. They promised a reduction in electricity prices and they promised a reduction in water 
prices, but all we have seen is more and more pain and these prices going up. Of course, they said in 
their own budget speech that the federal government are taking away around $50 million in 
concessions— 

Mr Dowling interjected. 
Madam SPEAKER: Pause the clock. Order! Member for Redlands, I ask you to cease your 

interjections. 
Ms D’ATH: They seem to have found $6 million to promote their Strong Choices, to have their 

big billboards out there, to have all of their ads on the TV and on the internet, to go out and have their 
forums, but we are still to hear what the dollar amount is that they intend to spend into the future. 
They would not answer this question in question time today. How many more millions of dollars are 
the LNP government going to spend promoting their Strong Choices and their asset sales? We have 
already seen their website changed; they have got the new plan up there already. Are they going to 
have the billboards again? Are they going to have the television ads again? Are we going to have the 
full page ads in the newspapers all over the state? How much more are they going to spend? They 
are talking about $50 million in concession cuts from the federal government, but how many millions 
of dollars are they spending on this political advertising campaign on their asset sales? The 
pensioners and the seniors out there have the right to know. 

If they are serious about putting up a motion that supports Queenslanders and condemns the 
federal government for the actions they have taken, why aren’t they condemning them on the 
changing of the indexation for pensioners that will see them losing around $400 a year? Why aren’t 
they condemning them about the cuts to the seniors health card supplements, the increase in the fuel 
costs, the GP fee, the cost to go and get a blood test, the cost on pharmaceuticals, the extra $5 on 
medicines every time they go to the chemist? Why aren’t they condemning them for the attack on the 
most vulnerable, for those who are under 30 and who lose their job and who will get no welfare 
support at all for six months each year? Why aren’t they talking about what is in their own budget 
papers—the cuts to the early childhood education, the cuts to universities, the cuts to the tool 
allowance for apprentices? Why aren’t they talking about the cuts to the National Rental Affordability 
Scheme? They are bragging in their budget papers about the improvements on social housing, but 
they are not talking about these cuts. They need to get serious and stop the politics. 

(Time expired)  
Mrs FRANCE (Pumicestone—LNP) (4.13 pm): I am proud that the Newman government 

stands up for Queenslanders. There are two things that Canberra can do right now to put downward 
pressure on the cost of living for Queenslanders: firstly, immediately repeal the carbon tax and, 
secondly, reinstate funding for seniors and pensioner concessions. 

This government knows Queenslanders, particularly older Queenslanders, are feeling the 
pressure of rising costs of living. Queenslanders will know a key priority for the Newman government 
is easing cost-of-living pressures. Indeed, during the election, the Newman government committed to 
saving the average Queensland household up to $330. The government delivered on this 
commitment with measures such as: providing $63 million to freeze the standard electricity tariff, 
saving around $120 for the average household; providing $132 million over three years to freeze car 
registration fees for more than 2.5 million family vehicles, saving around $85 over this period; 
providing $917 million over four years to reinstate the principal place of residence concessional rate 
for stamp duty, providing savings of up to $7,175 when buying a home; and providing $92 million to 
deliver a rebate of $80 per connection for households supplied by the South-East Queensland bulk 
water grid. However, more needs to be done. 

I am concerned about the impact of electricity price rises on Queenslanders and the impact this 
will have on our seniors and pension card holders. The Queensland Competition Authority’s 2014-15 
Final Determination shows that a typical tariff 11 electricity bill will increase by 13.6 per cent unless 
the carbon tax is repealed. Canberra needs to show its support to Queenslanders with immediate 
cost-of-living relief by repealing the carbon tax. The QCA estimate that a typical Queensland 
household could save around $170 on their electricity bill if the carbon tax is repealed. I urge all 
Queensland Labor senators to represent the needs of their constituents and provide immediate 
cost-of-living relief by voting to abolish the carbon tax. At the last federal election, fewer than one in 
three Queenslanders gave the Labor Party their first preference, yet the Queensland Labor senators 
continue to keep electricity prices higher by blocking the repeal of the carbon tax. I urge Mark Furner, 
Claire Moore, Jan McLucas, Joe Ludwig, John Hogg and Greens Senator Larissa Waters to stand up 
for the Queenslanders they were elected to represent.  
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The state budget handed down yesterday by the Treasurer did not increase or introduce any 
new taxes. What the Treasurer did increase is state funding of concessions by almost 10 per cent in 
the coming year. It is disappointing that the federal government has cut more than $50 million per 
year—representing a 15 per cent cut—to concessions that help with electricity, water, gas, local 
government rates and public transport. The impacted concession items include the Electricity Rebate 
Scheme, the Pensioner Rate Subsidy Scheme, the South-East Queensland Pensioner Water Subsidy 
Scheme and vehicle registration concessions. Make no mistake: the Newman government will be 
maintaining and increasing its funding support for concessions but this will not be enough to offset the 
impact of the federal government’s cuts.  

In closing, I say that the action required here today is simple. If Labor MPs really care about the 
welfare of pensioners and concession card holders, they will turn their words into actions and support 
the Premier’s motion. Labor MPs can really make a difference in the lives of their constituents by 
encouraging their federal Labor colleagues to put the needs of their constituents before their political 
alliances and repeal the carbon tax and renewable energy targets. The Labor opposition know what 
their electorates want. The Labor opposition know what their electorates desperately need. I 
encourage them to do the right thing by their constituents and support the Premier’s motion. You 
allowed $80 billion worth of debt to be racked up— 

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Dr Robinson): Order! Through the chair please. 
Mrs FRANCE: Mr Deputy Speaker, it is the Labor opposition which allowed $80 billion worth of 

debt to be racked up and they are costing us $4 billion of interest throughout the year. The Labor 
opposition have the opportunity to do the right thing here today and support the Premier’s motion. I 
support the Premier’s motion before the House.  

Mrs MILLER (Bundamba—ALP) (4.18 pm): I would like to quote at the beginning from an 
article in the Courier-Mail dated 21 May. It said— 
Abbott government sources confirmed Mr Newman had left multiple phone messages with them and complained when some 
federal MPs did not return his calls. 

Was Campbell Newman using Maxwell Smart’s shoe phone? What was he doing? Was he on 
the phone saying, ‘It’s Maxwell Smart here. It’s Campbell Newman here’? No wonder they did not 
take any notice of the nerdy Premier of Queensland trying to put on a performance. 

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Dr Robinson): Order! I find those remarks to be unparliamentary and I 
ask for them to be withdrawn. 

Mrs MILLER: I withdraw. Maybe he should use a normal phone instead of trying to be a 
Maxwell Smart impersonator. We have Warren Entsch quoted as saying— 
How much of it is generated by a state election that is going to be held next year and how much of it is genuine concern, I am 
not sure. 

It just goes to show that if LNP federal MPs and if LNP federal senators are ignoring multiple 
messages being placed on their phones by the Premier of Queensland they are doing what the 
electorate is doing, which is ignoring this Premier because they know that whatever he says is full of 
deceit. Let’s have a look at the LNP. The LNP members in this House and the LNP members Abbott, 
Hockey and all of their colleagues in Canberra and in the Senate all come from the same gene pool. 
They all believe in the same thing, that is, looking after themselves. The LNP members here in 
Queensland and across Australia are all about looking after the wealthy. They are all about old 
money. They are all about living in their toffee houses. They are all about ‘Toorak tractors’ and the 
Ascot set and the mob opposite from the Gold Coast. However, they are not worried about 
pensioners. I can tell them that I have been receiving telephone calls and talking to people as well. Do 
you know what they are saying? ‘Why is Campbell Newman hurting my mother? Why is Campbell 
Newman making my mother cry?’ My father is saying to me, ‘Jo, why are they hurting my friends?’  

Honourable members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Dr Robinson): Order! Members will cease interjecting. 
Mrs MILLER: My father is a resident of a nursing home. Even he and his friends in nursing 

homes are worried. I say to those opposite that pensioners will be asking their sons and daughters for 
financial help. They will be asking their sons and daughters for help when the rates bill comes in, 
when the water bill comes in, when the electricity bill comes in and when the gas bill comes in. I 
would like to say to the sons and daughters of pensioners, particularly age pensioners, ‘Don’t wait for 
your mother or father to ask for help,’ because they know what their mother and father have done for 
them in putting them through school and in feeding and clothing them. Many of their parents made 
sacrifices to send them to TAFE and university. Due to this LNP government here and due to Tony 
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Abbott and Joe Hockey, it is time for the sons and daughters to now reach out to their parents and tell 
them that they will be there at their time of need to help them pay their bills because this government 
has not got the ticker to help their parents, to help the pensioners, across Queensland. What they are 
doing is spending $20 million on an advertising campaign across Queensland—spending $20 million 
on radio and TV ads. I would like to say regarding people like Ernie Colafranceschi in my area, who 
stands up for pensioners who cannot pay their gas bills, and John of Riverview, who cannot turn his 
gas oven on in a housing department home and bake a cake or cook a roast because it costs too 
much, those who cannot invite their grandchildren over because they are worried about how much 
water they will use in a bath, ‘This is what this is about. You are hurting people.’  

(Time expired)  
Dr DOUGLAS (Gaven—PUP) (4.23 pm): It is inconceivable that the Commonwealth 

government did not know what would occur when it abolished its contribution to pensioners’ and 
seniors’ concessions in respective states, including Queensland in the most recent budget. In the 
most recent announcement by the Treasurer here in the parliament in the 2014-15 budget, the LNP 
government has not covered that gap in the concessions because the Treasurer says there is no 
capacity in the budget, yet moments later within the same speech he stated that he is going to commit 
a further $5 million to the LNP election asset sales campaign on top of the $6 million already spent on 
the Stronger Choices campaign. Does any government member here see that those hollow criticisms 
of their federal mates and the Treasurer’s fritting away of those scarce funds in what he said 
yesterday that reasonably should have been directed towards those concessions to seniors and 
pensioners is absolute hypocrisy? If the LNP can afford a minimum of $11 million on an asset sales 
campaign, it can afford to pay a $50 million covering fee for pensioners in the state. It is clearly a 
no-brainer to describe the actions of Joe Hockey, the federal Treasurer, and Tony Abbott as appalling 
acts of cowardice directed at those who have very little to offer by way of defending themselves. As 
Professor John Foster of the University of Queensland’s economics department stated today on the 
ABC, these needy seniors and pensioners live day to day rather than week to week or month to 
month. They have no discretionary income and any unplanned expenditure that may well have to 
occur, even if it is only a dollar above what they already have, is very difficult for them to afford. 
Similarly, the major targets of the carbon tax were everyday people via their electricity accounts, and 
that was wrong. We in the PUP opposed that legislation and insisted that it be repealed as soon as 
possible. We will also stick up for the vulnerable and needy seniors and pensioners when the LNP 
clearly will not.  

What I do not understand here today is the arrogance of the politics. Largely, elderly people 
and pensioners are conservative voters.  

Mr Molhoek: Are you going to support the abolition of the carbon tax? 
Dr DOUGLAS: Listen to this. They are conservative voters, yet the government offers them no 

consideration in this latest budget in terms of some immediate relief of their anxiety, and it is insane. It 
will not be forgotten by this very worthy group at the next state election nor at the next federal election 
if a double dissolution comes earlier and it will probably be remembered even after that. Every one of 
the 73 LNP members will be directly affected by this offensive decision that has been taken in this 
budget. It comes three months after members of the executive of the government, including the 
Premier, accepted $100,000 plus in back pay. People will not miss this. This motion is supported, but 
not because of what this dreadful LNP government has become. This faux campaign of so-called 
discussion with the federal LNP government was mentioned in the Treasurer’s statement. It is all 
about political show and is not of any substance whatsoever. The public will see it for exactly what it 
is: it is sham concern and political spin. For government members to link these two issues here today 
says a lot about how truly shallow the LNP government is. Members of the public will not miss this 
distortion of issues. I call on the Premier and the Treasurer to show some humility today and cover 
that gap in the concessions if only to address the social impacts of that loss of $50 million on that 
group. Neither the Treasurer nor the Premier lose anything but all Queenslanders might reconsider 
whether either have any humanity whatsoever.  

Mr WELLINGTON (Nicklin—Ind) (4.27 pm): I rise to participate in this debate. I will be 
supporting the opposition’s amendment to the motion because I believe it is the only motion before us 
tonight which has a real potential to assist our pensioners, who are suffering as a result of the federal 
budget and the state budget. It has the capacity to assist pensioners today, tomorrow and every day 
thereafter. The government’s motion is simply grandstanding hot air. There is no guarantee that it will 
have any impact on the federal budget. I will support the opposition’s amendment to the motion. I say 
congratulations on standing up for pensioners. I will fight for the pensioners of Queensland whether 
they are in Nicklin, the Gold Coast, Cairns or anywhere else.  
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Madam SPEAKER: I call the Treasurer. There are three minutes on the clock.  
Hon. TJ NICHOLLS (Clayfield—LNP) (Treasurer and Minister for Trade) (4.28 pm): One is 

astounded at the member for Nicklin. I do not think anyone even understood a word of what he said.  
Mr Wellington interjected.  
Madam SPEAKER: Order! I warn the member for Nicklin under 253A. The Treasurer has the 

call.  
Mr NICHOLLS: There is nothing new in that. This is a government that is not afraid to stand up 

for Queensland’s interests and we have done so repeatedly irrespective of the colour of the 
government in Canberra. Let me reinforce that there has been no cut by this government. This 
government has increased the concession payments by 10 per cent. We fully fund those concessions 
for which we are a hundred per cent responsible. The medical emergency electrical concession, the 
heating and cooling concession and other concessions are fully funded and will increase. However, 
there is a pool of money to which we contribute 85 per cent and the federal government contributes 
15 per cent.  

The reason they do that is because the federal government made a decision to increase the 
number of people who are eligible for the concession. We continue to fund that 85 per cent and in fact 
we increase it, but the federal government has removed their contribution. They have reduced that 
amount of money. Why have they done that?  

I said yesterday in the budget speech that we understand what it is like to be left with a fiscal 
time bomb by an incompetent Labor government. When you look at what was left to those in 
Canberra, it was a fiscal time bomb. So if you want to go to the root cause of this problem, you need 
look no further than those opposite and their colleagues in Canberra, including the member for 
Redcliffe, who was part of it all. The reason that decisions like those made by the federal government 
even have to be considered is because Labor cannot manage the books. We disagree entirely with 
the decision made by the federal government in Canberra, and that is why this motion is so important 
and that is why we should support it. But when we look at the root cause behind it, there is only one 
party who is responsible for the cuts that pensioners will experience as a result of the federal 
government’s decision, and that is the Labor Party because of their history of misspending and 
because of their inability to control things.  

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr NICHOLLS: I heard people talking about an advertising campaign. I heard the member for 

Redcliffe, who, it seems to me, would rather be back in Canberra than here in Brisbane with her 
mates. When it comes to advertising, let’s have a look at what happened under Labor in their final 
term. The member for Redcliffe, previously the federal member for Petrie, breached her own 
government’s rules on advertising for the mineral resources rent tax, the carbon tax, the pink batts 
scheme and, as the member for Aspley has said, disability care. What did those opposite do in the 
last year of the Bligh government? In the last year of the Bligh government they spent in excess of 
$30 million trying to hang onto office and in breach of their own rules. The motion should be 
supported. Labor cries crocodile tears. 

(Time expired)  
Division: Question put—That the amendment be agreed to. 

AYES, 13: 

ALP, 8—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Pitt, Scott, Trad. 

KAP, 1—Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
NOES, 71: 

LNP, 71—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Berry, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, 
Crisafulli, Davies, T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, Flegg, France, Frecklington, Gibson, 
Grant, Grimwade, Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kaye, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, 
Maddern, Malone, Mander, McArdle, McVeigh, Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Newman, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rice, 
Rickuss, Robinson, Ruthenberg, Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Smith, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, 
Symes, Trout, Walker, Watts, Woodforth, Young.  

Resolved in the negative. 
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Division: Question put—That the motion be agreed to. 
AYES, 76: 

LNP, 71—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Berry, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, 
Crisafulli, Davies, T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, Flegg, France, Frecklington, Gibson, 
Grant, Grimwade, Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kaye, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, 
Maddern, Malone, Mander, McArdle, McVeigh, Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Newman, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rice, 
Rickuss, Robinson, Ruthenberg, Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Smith, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, 
Symes, Trout, Walker, Watts, Woodforth, Young.  

KAP, 1—Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
NOES, 8: 

ALP, 8—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Pitt, Scott, Trad. 

Resolved in the affirmative. 
Motion agreed to. 

SUSTAINABLE PLANNING (INFRASTRUCTURE CHARGES) AND OTHER 
LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 

Resumed from 8 May (see p. 1431). 

Second Reading 
Hon. JW SEENEY (Callide—LNP) (Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, 

Infrastructure and Planning) (4.40 pm): I move— 
That the bill be now read a second time.  

I thank the State Development, Infrastructure and Industry Committee for its detailed and 
robust consideration of the bill. I now table a copy of the government’s response to the report from the 
committee. 
Tabled paper: State Development, Infrastructure and Industry Committee: Report No. 41—Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure 
Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014, government response [5325]. 

The submissions to the committee showed clear support for the objectives of the infrastructure 
reform contained within the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2014, which set out to simplify, streamline and clarify the infrastructure framework 
and provide a system that supports local authority sustainability and development feasibility. I have 
considered the committee’s report and I am pleased to advise the House that this government 
supports seven of the nine recommendations of the committee either fully or in principle. I will move 
amendments to the bill to give effect to those recommendations as the process proceeds. 

Specifically, in response to recommendation 3, I will move an amendment to new section 94A 
of the bill to remove unnecessary processes and restrict the involvement of external consultants who 
were engaged to prepare the respective local government infrastructure plans.  

In response to recommendation 4, an amendment will be moved to clarify that credit is to be 
provided where a previous infrastructure charge has been paid. In relation to recommendation 5, an 
amendment will be moved to clarify that the examples about how to negotiate in good faith in relation 
to an infrastructure agreement relates to subsection 3 of section 671, not subsection 2. This is a 
correction to a simple drafting error.  

With regard to recommendation 6 from the committee, although an amendment to the bill is not 
proposed as the benefits of including the provision to negotiate in good faith are expected to outweigh 
the possible impacts raised by the stakeholders, the recommendation is supported in principle. The 
Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning will continue to work with the 
Queensland Environmental Law Association to address its concerns.  

Recommendation 7 of the committee was that the bill be amended to provide that an 
infrastructure agreement cannot override a development approval decision of the court. 
Recommendation 8 was for consideration to be given to amending the Sustainable Planning Act to 
enable a development to continue despite an appeal process relating to infrastructure matters. There 
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are no amendments proposed in response to recommendations 7 and 8. However, my department is 
committed to investigating these matters further during the preparation of the proposed planning and 
development bill.  

The committee’s recommendation 9 will be addressed by amending the State Development 
and Public Works Organisation Regulation to ensure that the key assessment documentation will be 
published on the internet. This includes public notification of the draft protected matters report and 
any amendment applications. The use of the internet in this way is consistent with the current practice 
of the Coordinator-General’s environmental impact statement process.  

I am also intending to move amendments to address some of the issues raised as points for 
clarification by the committee. Regarding the first point of clarification, which was the issue of 
transitioning existing priority infrastructure plans into the new framework, an amendment will provide 
for local governments that have commenced the drafting of an infrastructure plan to be able to 
continue to draft and adopt that plan in accordance with the legislation that is currently in place. 
Therefore, local governments that have commenced drafting a priority infrastructure plan under the 
current legislation will not be required to redraft it in an unreasonably short time frame. 

Point of clarification 2 asked for further information on offsetting and refunding against an 
infrastructure charge. Currently, the value of offsets and refunds is determined through a negotiation 
process and set out in an infrastructure agreement. The ability to determine the real cost of 
infrastructure and provide an offset or refund for that cost will provide greater equity to the framework. 
It is also important to note that local authorities will be required to provide offsets and refunds across 
all of the infrastructure networks. 

Regarding the committee’s third request for clarification on whether local governments will be 
able to include self-assessable development in the determination of demand, an amendment is 
proposed to new section 635, which clarifies that this will occur.  

The committee’s fourth point of clarification was in regard to the use of the term ‘existing uses 
that are lawful’ as opposed to ‘lawful use’ as defined in section 9 of the Sustainable Planning Act 
2009. The term ‘lawful use’ has a different definition from ‘existing uses that are lawful’ and was not 
functional in relation to infrastructure matters. As such, the term ‘existing lawful use’ will be used in 
place of ‘lawful use’.  

Regarding the fifth point of clarification as to why prior lawful existing uses and previously paid 
infrastructure charges were not included in proposed new section 636(2), an amendment will be 
moved to ensure that these matters are covered in new section 636.  

The last point for clarification on infrastructure matters is in relation to whether a 
distributor-retailer is considered a public sector entity for the purposes of new section 673. The only 
reason a distributor-retailer would need to be considered a public sector entity under new section 673 
is so that they are captured by a requirement to provide infrastructure agreements to local 
governments. This is a way to ensure that local governments are informed of upcoming development 
and changes to infrastructure plans. This outcome is achieved by an amendment, which will be 
moved today, to directly require that local governments and distributor-retailers provide each other 
with a copy of infrastructure agreements that will affect the other entity’s business. 

In regard to clarification point 7, the committee sought a response on whether all processes 
relating to the assessment of a bilateral project declaration and a coordinated project declaration can 
occur concurrently. This is the stated intention, as reflected in the legislative amendments. In 
response to the committee’s point of clarification 8, the committee asked for consideration to be given 
to the Coordinator-General’s discretionary power in proposed section 54W(3)(b) and advise whether 
any safeguards are in place in relation to this power. Proposed section 54W(3)(b) would allow the 
Coordinator-General to consider— 
Any other matter the Coordinator-General considers relevant.  

The government considers that there are adequate safeguards in relation to the exercise of 
section 54W(3)(b). First, the discretion of the Coordinator-General is limited by proposed section 
54T(3), which requires— 

... the Coordinator-General must not approve the undertaking of the coordinated project to the extent the project will impact an 
environmental matter protected by a specified provision in a way that, in the Coordinator-General’s opinion, is unacceptable or 
unsustainable.  

Secondly, proposed section 54W(2)(b) requires that the Coordinator-General must— 

Ensure the approval and conditions are not inconsistent with the bilateral agreement.  
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Thirdly, the Coordinator-General is limited to relevant matters only. The overall intent of 
proposed section 54W is to ensure that the Coordinator-General’s decision criteria are co-existent 
with existing part 4 of the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act, whilst being bound 
by and within the scope of the proposed bilateral approvals agreement. It should also be noted that 
under section 136(1)(g) of the Commonwealth Environmental Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999, the decision maker must consider ‘economic and social matters’, which 
provides a very broad discretion. The government, therefore, considers that no amendment is 
required.  

In response to the committee’s clarification point 9, an amendment is proposed to the definition 
of a proponent’s environmental record in new section 54I to include reference to the environmental 
history of a corporation’s parent corporation and its executive officers. In clarification point 10, the 
committee sought further information about the rationale for the general exclusion of the statutory 
time frames within the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971. Statutory time 
frames are generally put into environmental legislation to protect the interests of the proponents who 
can be subjected to long delays. Our Coordinator-General has a strong record of managing 
assessment times within statutory time frames. Over the past two years the Coordinator-General has 
reduced assessment time frames by 55 per cent compared to the historical averages of other 
Coordinators-General under Labor governments.  

The committee sought advice, in clarification point 11, about the rationale for the apparent 
exclusion of those acting in the public interest from bringing a proceedings relating to an offence 
provision to the Planning and Environment Court. It is the view of the government that these 
provisions are sufficiently open to any party that is genuinely affected by the project—that is, a person 
whose interests are significantly adversely affected by the subject matter of the proceedings.  

The committee also requested, through clarification point 12, information on the 
Coordinator-General’s process for selecting external consultants. The method of selecting external 
contract advice is influenced by (1), the availability of technical experts to provide the specialist 
advice; (2), the exclusion of potential consultants who may be conflicted by relevant previous or 
current work for the proponent and the proponent’s competitors or other relevant project stakeholders; 
and (3), prior consultation with the proponent about the scope, methodology and approximate cost of 
the advice. The procurement process of external advice is subsequently conducted in accordance 
with standard government procurement processes. The majority of coordinated projects have 
required no external contractor advice.  

As foreshadowed by the committee’s report, I will move amendments to enable the suspension 
and reinstatement of an environmental approval in addition to a cancellation. This responds to a 
number of submissions made to the committee and provides for a more flexible approach to 
enforcement.  

The government’s response to the committee’s report also addresses the 12 points for 
clarification identified by the committee. There are also some changes that I will make as a result of 
further consultation. I will move amendments to the bill relating to matters identified during this 
consultation. One of these amendments will provide for infrastructure charges to be levied on 
self-assessable development when that development is at a building works stage. This amendment 
ensures that local governments and distributor-retailers can levy charges to account for the additional 
impact on infrastructure which is produced by the self-assessable development. A further key 
amendment provides for those local governments that have started drafting their priority infrastructure 
plan to be able to continue to draft that plan in line with current regulation. This negates the need for 
local governments to have to undertake unnecessary drafting, saving both time and money.  

Other amendments are identified to clarify parts of the bill which stakeholders identified as 
uncertain. As a result of the robust consultation through the committee process and also the ongoing 
consultation undertaken with stakeholders, I intend to move an amendment that provides for 
transitional provisions for the new, streamlined water approval process, the utility model, which will be 
contained in the South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act 2009.  

The bill will align the distributor-retailer infrastructure charging and planning arrangements 
under the South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act with the local 
government framework under the Sustainable Planning Act. During consideration in detail the Water 
Supply Services Legislation Amendment Act 2014 was amended to remove the transitional provisions 
from the utility model so that further transitional provisions could be provided which accorded with the 
Department of State Development, Infrastructure and Planning infrastructure reforms. Both the utility 
model and the infrastructure reforms are proposed to commence on 1 July 2014.  
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I intend to move an amendment to section 96 of the City of Brisbane Act 2010 and section 94 
of the Local Government Act 2009 to specify that in deciding a rating category local governments may 
categorise residential land and decide differential general rates according to whether or not the land is 
the principal place of residence of its owner and to confirm that this has always been the case.  

I also propose to amend the Industrial Relations Act 1999 to repeal provisions setting out 
requirements for spending for political purposes. Chapter 12, part 12, division 1B currently provides 
for balloting to approve spending for a political purpose. It is also proposed to repeal schedule 2C of 
the Industrial Relations Regulation 2011 which sets the rules for the conduct of an expenditure ballot. 
A proposed transitional provision makes clear that no prosecution can be instituted or maintained 
during the time the provisions were in force. These provisions were introduced to ensure that 
members of industrial organisations have a say in how their organisation spends their fees when 
pursuing a political agenda. The Queensland government’s commitment to transparency and 
accountability of industrial organisations is firm. However, a recent decision of the High Court in 
Unions New South Wales v New South Wales in December 2013, where provisions in the New South 
Wales Election Funding, Expenditure and Disclosures Act 1981 were struck down, indicates that the 
High Court will read widely the implied right of freedom of communication on government and political 
matters. That decision has given the government cause to review the provisions for balloting to 
authorise spending for a political purpose provided for in the IR Act. We firmly believe in the 
transparency and accountability of industrial organisations in Queensland.  

There is no doubt that this bill delivers on the government’s clear commitment to deliver an 
efficient and effective infrastructure charges framework. This legislation will give local governments, 
water distributor-retailers and the development industries the tools needed to deliver new 
development to grow Queensland in a balanced and predictable manner. It will contribute to removing 
the existing duplication between Commonwealth and state regimes for environment assessment and 
approval processes and therefore to growing the Queensland economy.  

I conclude by once again congratulating the members of the committee. This is a highly 
technical bill. It involves a range of amendments that I have accepted on the points of clarification that 
were sought by the committee that do not change any of the essential elements of the bill. They 
clarify a range of technical matters and I thank the committee for bringing the need for that 
clarification to my attention. I commend the bill to the House.  

Hon. TS MULHERIN (Mackay—ALP) (Deputy Leader of the Opposition) (4.55 pm): I rise to 
speak to the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 
2014, a bill with a dual personality. This bill is a Jekyll and Hyde bill. The bill’s dual rationale gives two 
different outcomes: one calm and considered, the other an exhibition of this government’s darker 
nature. This bill has two objectives: firstly, to enact the legislative dimension of the government’s 
review of the infrastructure charges framework. This is not the only outcome of the review, nor is it the 
most significant outcome of the review.  

The proposed amendments to the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and the South-East 
Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act 2009 are a further step in the process of 
reforming the infrastructure charges framework which began in 2011 under the previous government. 
Whilst these changes are generally inoffensive, the Queensland opposition does hold some concerns 
about aspects of the legislative amendments to effect reforms to the infrastructure charges 
framework. We are also concerned about the proposed mechanism to lower infrastructure charges 
which is not contained within this bill. I will detail those concerns later in my speech. I appreciate that 
the Deputy Premier has taken up some of the issues that were raised by the committee’s report. I 
also place on record the work of the committee and particularly the secretariat.  

The dark side of this bill is the proposed amendments to give the Queensland government the 
power to grant federal environmental approvals. This new process has not been subject to any 
meaningful scrutiny during the rushed three-week time frame for the State Development, 
Infrastructure and Industry Committee to report mandated by the Deputy Premier. The bill was 
introduced into the House on 8 May 2014 with direction to the State Development, Infrastructure and 
Industry Committee to scrutinise the bill and report back by 29 May 2014, a period of only three 
weeks. Ostensibly, this tight time frame was to ensure that the legislative changes which flowed from 
the review of the infrastructure charges framework would be in place by the previously nominated 
deadline of 1 July 2014. However, with the inclusion of legislative changes in relation to the 
Queensland government’s assessment of federal environmental approvals, this time frame also 
limited scrutiny of the environmental implications of the Queensland Coordinator-General granting 
federal environment approvals.  
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To allow proper scrutiny of both legislative objects of this bill, the amendments to the State 
Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 should have been contained in a separate bill. 
There is no need for the legislative changes to give the Queensland government power to issue 
federal environmental approvals in this bill. These changes could have been in a stand-alone bill and 
scrutinised in its own committee inquiry. The attachment of the legislative changes to give effect to 
the Abbott-Newman deal to hand federal environmental approvals to the state is sneaky and 
underhanded. The rush to effect these legislative changes is unnecessary.  

The flaws in the amendments to the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 
1971 to give the Queensland government power to issue federal environmental approvals, which is 
contained within the bill currently being debated, will be outlined by my colleague the member for 
South Brisbane later in this debate. However, the crux of our position is this: while Queensland Labor 
will seek to ease regulatory burdens on business and industry, it will not water down protections for 
Queensland’s environment.  

I return to the amendments contained within the bill to reform the infrastructure charges 
framework. The stated aim of the government was to establish a framework that is acquitable and 
certain, while balancing local authority sustainability and providing confidence to the development 
industry when planning projects. When developing procedures for planning laws and demarcating the 
fiscal responsibilities for development between local councils and developers of new properties, the 
state government is always in a position where it must find a balance between those competing 
interests. During the State Development, Infrastructure and Industry Committee inquiry into this bill, 
submissions by stakeholders, including local governments and property development peak bodies, 
were generally approving of the bill. However, each stakeholder had their own concerns about 
aspects of the bill. In some ways, this is a sign of a good compromise.  

However, within this wide range of concerns may lurk a serious issue that may impair the 
proper function of the infrastructure charges framework. For example, I take the concerns raised by 
the Local Government Association of Queensland, which expressed concerns about the new court 
appeal rights applicants have to appeal a council’s rejection about an application to convert non-trunk 
infrastructure to trunk infrastructure, contained in clause 9 of this bill, under proposed section 478A of 
the Sustainable Planning Act. I note that similar appeal rights in relation to non-trunk infrastructure 
conversion applications also apply to the building and development dispute resolution committee 
under clause 12 of the bill. The LGAQ is concerned that this right of appeal sets up a clear source of 
uncertainty. On what legal principles will these conversion appeals be settled upon? When they 
determine these applications, how can councils prudently judge how they can best avoid costly court 
challenges? These are open questions that create uncertainty for councils.  

The government could remedy this by introducing regulations to set out the factors councils 
should take into account when deciding such conversion applications. Such a step would improve this 
bill and be a step towards the certainty that the review of the infrastructure charges framework was 
designed for. In its submission to the inquiry, the LGAQ has requested that the government genuinely 
consult with stakeholders about future regulation prescribing relevant criteria for conversion 
application decisions. I concur with the LGAQ request. I note that this is one of the recommendations 
of the committee and there has been an undertaking by the Deputy Premier for further consultation. 
The consultation requested by the LGAQ should be part of a general commitment and, as I said, the 
Deputy Premier has agreed to that.  

I also note the concerns raised by the Queensland Law Society to the proposed section 676(1) 
of the Sustainable Planning Act, which grants infrastructure agreements superiority over development 
approvals where the term of both conflicts. The Queensland Law Society is right to point out that, 
where an infrastructure agreement between two parties can override a development approval that 
may bind other parties outside of the two parties, this allows the parties to the infrastructure 
agreement to override the development approval to their advantage. In its report, the committee 
recommended that the power of the infrastructure agreements to supersede development approvals 
be removed.  

As this bill pertains to infrastructure charges reforms, there are improvements to the law that I 
can recommend. The insertion of the obligation for both developers and councils to act in good faith in 
negotiating infrastructure agreements, as contained within section 671 of the Sustainable Planning 
Act, is a positive development. However, I also concur with the recommendation of the committee to 
amend the accompanying notes to the proposed new section. To this end, the changes to the 
infrastructure charges framework in this bill deserve a chance to work. Queensland Labor will not 
oppose the portion of the bill that affects amendments to the Sustainable Planning Act 2009 and the 
South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act 2009.  
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However, the most potent reforms to the infrastructure charges framework are not contained 
within the legislation that we are debating today. As Minister Seeney raised in his first reading speech 
to this bill, a key outcome of the reform process undertaken by this government is the twin initiatives 
of the fair value charges schedule and the priority development infrastructure co-investment program. 
These two programs have been designed to act as a carrot-and-stick mechanism to influence 
councils to reduce their infrastructure charges. The fair value charge schedule, whilst not publicly 
released, has been characterised by the Deputy Premier, in his first reading speech on the bill, as 
generally 10 per cent below the current maximum charges for residential development and 15 per 
cent below the current maximum charges for non-residential development. Councils and distributor-
retailers that adopt the fair value charges will be solely eligible for state government funding under the 
priority development infrastructure co-investment program. In short, if councils do not drop their 
infrastructure charges they will not be eligible for the new infrastructure funding from the state.  

At this stage we cannot determine the value of this carrot-and-stick mechanism as we have no 
details about the value and the operation of the priority development infrastructure co-investment 
program. The priority development infrastructure co-investment program was included in this week’s 
budget in name only. No details were given about the size of the program nor were we privy to any 
more details about how it will operate. During the committee hearing, we were given no briefing about 
the details of the priority development infrastructure co-investment program and we were all left in the 
dark about what could be the biggest component of the reforms to the infrastructure charges 
framework. Let us be clear: this is a tactic by the Deputy Premier to induce councils to adopt the fair 
value charges schedule without showing the councils the colour of his money. It will fail. Councils will 
not fall for this. Councils will not drop their infrastructure charges unless they get substantial 
infrastructure co-investment funding from the state and they want to see the funds on offer first.  

I now return to the sorry side of the bill, that is, the attempt to smuggle into law amendments to 
the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 to give the Queensland government 
the power to issue federal environmental approvals. There are many flaws in this section of the bill 
and my colleague the member for South Brisbane will detail them in full during her contribution to the 
debate shortly. However, the most damning problem in this part of the bill, which gives the 
Queensland government the power to grant federal environmental approvals, is that it does not have 
the same standards of transparency as the existing federal legislation and, effectively, reduces the 
ability of individuals and community groups to access the justice system to challenge approvals. This 
is not a one-stop shop; it is a great big chop for justice. We should not abrogate our responsibilities to 
maintain the highest environmental standards for matters of national and international significance.  

This portion of the legislation should have been placed in its own bill and scrutinised, over a 
reasonable period, by the proper portfolio committee, the Agriculture, Resources and Environmental 
Committee. In their submissions to the committee inquiry, the Environmental Defenders Office and 
the Queensland Law Society laid out their concerns about the Queensland Coordinator-General 
granting federal environmental approvals. Both the Environmental Defenders Office and the 
Queensland Law Society agree that the proposed process for the Queensland Coordinator-General to 
issue federal environmental approvals is at variance and is inconsistent with the current federal 
process under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act. Both organisations 
believe that the inconsistency will be fertile ground for legal challenge to the federal environmental 
approvals granted by the Coordinator-General. This will lead to more uncertainty for development 
proponents, not less. This is a self-defeating legislative proposal. To this end we will not be bullied or 
cowed into supporting bad laws and we will not be forced to accept bad laws over good laws.  

For this reason, I move— 
That all words after ‘Bill’ be omitted and the following words inserted: 

‘be referred to the Agriculture, Resources and Environment Committee for consideration and report on clauses 50 to 55 of the 
bill’. 

In speaking to the amendment, the opposition does not wish to oppose the first part of this bill 
which deals with the sustainable planning amendments. In fact, if clauses 1 to 49 formed a single bill, 
the opposition would have no hesitation in supporting such a bill. The proposal in relation to 
infrastructure charges is a sensible position that deserves our support. However, by including the 
environmental approvals provisions in the same piece of legislation—a piece of legislation that has 
absolutely no connection with environmental policy—the opposition has to make a decision about 
what position to take.  
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The difficulty for us is that the bill includes two very separate lots of amendments about two 
very different matters of policy. By including both of those amendments in the one omnibus bill, 
members are then forced to either support the bill in its entirety or oppose the bill in its entirety, even 
though they may have very different positions on two policy areas.  

The Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee considered just this issue significantly in 
its consideration of the Guardianship and Administration and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2012 
and again in its consideration of the Youth Justice (Boot Camp Orders) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2012. The committee expressed this concept far more eloquently than I could 
manage and, to do it justice, I quote from the committee’s report. It states— 
The Committee’s concerns with omnibus bills relate primarily to Members’ feeling their ability to vote for or against such a bill in 
its entirety, as limiting their actions. These issues arise when bills such as this are presented containing a number of unrelated 
matters and unrelated amendments of varying significance, some of which a Member may agree with and others the Member 
may disagree. 

Arguably omnibus bills may breach the fundamental legislative principle in section 4(2)(b) of the Legislative Standards Act 1992 
because they fail to have sufficient regard to Parliament, forcing Members to vote to support or oppose a bill in its entirety when 
that (omnibus) bill may contain a number of significant unrelated amendments to existing Acts that would more appropriately 
have been presented in topic-specific stand-alone bills. 

There is nothing uncontroversial about the Bill. As outlined later in this part 2, there have been many submissions provided to 
the Committee raising substantial issues with both the youth justice component of the Bill and also the anti-discrimination 
aspects. Unlike the youth justice matters which were announced much earlier in the year and have been under policy 
development for some time, it is apparent that the anti-discrimination components of the Bill are reactive to recent events which 
will be discussed in greater detail in this Report. 

Setting aside the merits or otherwise of those amendments in the anti-discrimination area, the Committee considers that the 
issues being dealt with in this Bill, which limit the fundamental rights of a particular class of workers should not simply be 
appended to the back of a completely unrelated Bill dealing with youth justice issues. 

The Committee considers that if the Government decides that exemptions to the application of antidiscrimination principles are 
warranted and are important enough to be addressed through legislative amendment, then it should progress through the 
Legislative Assembly for consideration in its own stand-alone bill.  

In fact, so common was this practice in the Attorney-General’s portfolio that the committee saw 
fit in its report to the Youth Justice (Boot Camp Orders) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill to 
make a specific recommendation which stated— 
The Attorney-General and Minister for Justice limit the use of omnibus bills and ensure that substantive policy issues which are 
deserving of their own consideration by the Legislative Assembly be brought forward in stand-alone bills.  

All these concerns relate equally to this bill. There is no policy connection between 
infrastructure charges and environmental approvals and each of these topics should be the subject of 
their own bill.  

What is more significant is that, because they were in the same bill and the sustainable 
planning amendments are the most voluminous part of the bill, it was then sent to the state 
development committee. This means that the Agriculture, Resources and Environment Committee 
has not had the opportunity to consider what are not insignificant amendments which give total 
decision-making power in respect of environmental approvals to the Newman government.  

I am not alone in this view. The member for Gympie expressed similar concerns in relation to 
the Sustainable Planning and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2011 back in February 2012. He 
stated— 

... there is a view that omnibus bills may be a fundamental legislative principle issue, particularly when there are such a wide 
variety and a large number of policy changes.  

He went on to say— 
It would bode well for this parliament and indeed for all governments to look at the nature of omnibus bills and avoid them 
where they are used in a way that is fairly diverse.  

My amendment to the second reading question will allow the most appropriate committee to 
consider the amendments and to invite submissions specific to the bill and to hold public briefings and 
hearings if necessary to fully ventilate the views of the Queensland community in relation to the effect 
of this legislation. I urge members to give proper consideration to this sensible proposal. This will 
result in more effective consideration of the legislation and the stakeholders will at least feel that they 
have had the opportunity to be fully heard on the issues they raise.  

Proper scrutiny of legislation is the key to good legislation. The opposition has unfortunately 
been placed in a position where, unless the government is prepared to at least support this 
amendment and refer the bill to the Agriculture, Resources and Environment Committee for its 
consideration of clauses 50 to 55, we will be unable to support this bill.  
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Ms Trad: Mr Deputy Speaker— 
Mr Seeney: Mr Deputy Speaker— 
Ms Trad: Mr Deputy Speaker, I called first. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Ruthenberg): Order! I saw the Deputy Premier rise to his feet. I 

call the Deputy Premier. 
Hon. JW SEENEY (Callide—LNP) (Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, 

Infrastructure and Planning) (5.16 pm): The shadow minister has moved an amendment during his 
contribution to the second reading debate. It is an amendment that the government will not accept. It 
is an amendment which the shadow minister knows is quite absurd. He suggests that a portion of the 
bill should be referred to another committee based on the fact that it is part of an omnibus bill. For 
members who were not here in the previous parliament, this would cause gales of laughter from the 
previous government. I remember some classic examples with the previous government where their 
favourite tactic was to put something that they knew we wanted to vote against in a bill with 
something they knew we wanted to support. They did it over and over and over again as a very 
deliberate strategy.  

This, of course, is nothing like that. This is because of a timing issue. It is to put into effect an 
agreement that has been reached between the state and federal governments in relation to the 
bilateral assessment. That is why the particular part of the bill has been included. Equally, I would 
point out to the shadow minister that, had the committee had a problem with that, it has an ability 
under the standing orders to refer a portion of the bill to another committee. The committee could 
have done that had they wanted to. The fact that the agreement has been reached with the 
Commonwealth is the reason this has been included.  

The comments that the shadow minister made about omnibus bills were obviously written by 
one of the advisers out the back there who has no idea how this parliament operated under a Labor 
government and are simply ludicrous. Therefore, I move— 
That the question be now put.  

Division: Question put—That the question be now put. 
AYES, 66: 

LNP, 66—Barton, Bennett, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, Crisafulli, Davies, 
T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, Flegg, France, Frecklington, Gibson, Grant, Grimwade, 
Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kaye, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, Maddern, Malone, 
Mander, McArdle, McVeigh, Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Newman, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rickuss, Robinson, 
Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, Symes, Trout, Walker, Watts, Woodforth, 
Young.  

NOES, 13: 

ALP, 7—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Pitt, Trad. 

KAP, 2—Katter, Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
Resolved in the affirmative. 
Division: Question put—That the amendment be agreed to. 

AYES, 13: 

ALP, 7—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Pitt, Trad. 

KAP, 2—Katter, Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
NOES, 67: 

LNP, 67—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, Crisafulli, 
Davies, T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, Flegg, France, Frecklington, Gibson, Grant, 
Grimwade, Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kaye, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, Maddern, 
Malone, Mander, McArdle, McVeigh, Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Newman, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rickuss, 
Robinson, Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, Symes, Trout, Walker, Watts, 
Woodforth, Young.  

Resolved in the negative.  
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Mr YOUNG (Keppel—LNP) (5.30 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Sustainable Planning 
(Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. The bill puts in place a 
long-term framework that will support both sustainable local governments and a prosperous 
development industry in Queensland.  

The bill before us is evidence of the government’s strong commitment to genuine and robust 
stakeholder consultation and engagement. Right from the beginning of the review process—which 
started over a year ago in 2013—the government has invested time and energy in ensuring that the 
infrastructure charges review process was informed by key stakeholder groups. This included 13 
workshops held between February 2013 and April 2014 with key local authority and development 
industry stakeholders. In the public hearing the Property Council of Australia representative 
commented, ‘There have been multiple opportunities for stakeholders to provide written comment 
along the way.’  

The committee received 38 submissions from a broad field, with local government being the 
dominant responder—14 councils submitted from across Queensland. The Local Government 
Association of Queensland and other local government and council bodies also made representation. 
Distributor-retailer Unitywater, along with consulting engineers and planners, were also part of the 38 
to contribute. One common theme to come out of their submissions was that the infrastructure 
charging regulatory landscape has been constantly changing in recent years. Another shared concern 
from submitters was the identification of trunk and non-trunk infrastructure and also therefore who 
pays appropriately for that infrastructure, understanding the mechanisms around credits and offsets. 
Although many views were aired, the government’s commitment has remained constant to deliver an 
efficient and effective infrastructure framework.  

The government will streamline environmental approvals by the creation of a one-stop shop, 
thus removing the duplication of the assessment and approval process by the Commonwealth and 
the Queensland government. The bilateral agreement will ensure that Australia complies fully with all 
of its international environmental obligations; ensure that matters of national environmental 
significance are protected under the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act; 
promote the conservation and ecologically sustainable use of natural resources; ensure an efficient, 
timely and effective process for environmental assessment and approval of actions; and, again, 
minimise duplication in assessment. The memorandum of understanding signed by the Australian and 
Queensland governments in October 2013 will require amendments to the State Development and 
Public Works Organisation Act 1971 to ratify the bilateral agreement. 

I want to thank the Deputy Premier for his consideration of the committee’s recommendations. I 
also want to acknowledge the Deputy Premier and his departmental staff for their assistance and 
advice on the bill. I would particularly like to thank the committee members and give special thanks to 
the research director and the secretariat who worked extremely hard to develop the committee report 
No. 41. I support the passage of the bill through the House.  

Hon. DF CRISAFULLI (Mundingburra—LNP) (Minister for Local Government, Community 
Recovery and Resilience) (5.34 pm): I know my colleague the member for Townsville will be very 
interested in what I have to say here, hence the reason he was having a brief discussion with me. I 
rise in support of the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill. It is something I am particularly pleased to see debated here today. I want to start by 
painting a history of infrastructure charges. It started as something called PIPs. As someone who was 
involved in the local government sector at the time, boy oh boy do I know all about PIPs! It was an 
absolute shambolic attempt to try to find a way of funding infrastructure.  

Like most things that we saw implemented by the former government, it was big on ideas and 
small on planning. The way it was rolled out was absolutely farcical. Councils had to live through it. 
The building industry had to live through it. Mums and dads had to live through it. Quite frankly, 
something needed to be done. This bill does that. I acknowledge that all sectors in this debate will find 
parts of the bill rewarding and will find parts of it challenging, but everyone will acknowledge that it is 
another example of cleaning up a mess.  

What it does is finally give certainty to all involved to move on with life. There is certainty for 
local governments to be able to plan knowing their revenue that is coming in. There is certainty for 
builders to know that there is a job at the end of the tunnel. There is certainty for the construction 
industry to be able to adjust the price that they pay when purchasing land in order to factor in 
infrastructure charges. Today, in my mind, this bill is only one part of the debate. There is another 
portion of the debate, and that is the type of infrastructure that we are building. In my mind, what we 
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are doing today is working out a fair assessment of who pays what when, and that is needed, but 
there is another debate that needs to occur in this state and that is the kind of infrastructure that is 
needed, the standards that are required, and how and when we deliver that infrastructure. Until we 
have that right, we will never have a property sector, in my mind, that has fully embraced the 
opportunity that comes in a state that has a government with an attitude to do things. This bill takes a 
huge step in that direction, though.  

What I particularly like is the fact that those councils who seek to join us on the path towards 
getting the economy going will be rewarded. That is fair and is proper. The balance that the Deputy 
Premier has struck, in my mind, is an excellent one. There is an ability for councils who feel that they 
need the safety net of the higher cap to take it. There is also the opportunity for those councils who 
say, ‘We believe we can incentivise developments in certain areas. We believe we can get our hands 
on some of the infrastructure money that has been put on the table, and we believe it is worth our 
while to go for it at 100 miles an hour and make this happen.’  

I wish to say one more thing on the issue of infrastructure before I speak to the amendment, 
which is why I am rising to speak today. At the heart of this issue is a fact that has been lost on 
everybody when we have discussed infrastructure charges over the last half a decade, and that is 
that no matter how you cut it up, no matter how you look at it, in the end it is the same person who 
pays. One level of government calls them ratepayers. One level of government calls them taxpayers. 
The builder calls them a client, but they call themselves everyday people—mums, dads, retirees, first 
home owners, single people. They are all the same person. No matter how you address this and no 
matter how you cut it up, unless you have a system where the economy is doing well, unless you 
have a system where the standard of infrastructure is delivered at a level that suits everybody, it is 
always the same person who has to pay. 

I seek to speak to the amendment that the Deputy Premier will put forward. I do so with a great 
degree of thanks because it is something that absolutely needs to be done. I refer to the Supreme 
Court ruling. It has far more implications than just for the Mackay Regional Council. That is why it is 
absolutely essential that we move swiftly on this matter. In effect, it has implications for around 20 
councils across the state. I have correspondence from both the Local Government Association of 
Queensland and the Brisbane City Council, which I will table, but in it the respective organisations talk 
about a potential liability if this is not mopped up. In the case of local governments, it is about 
$2.3 billion. In the case of Brisbane City Council, it is about $1.1 billion. I table that correspondence. 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 27 May 2014, from the Office of the Lord Mayor, Mr Graham Quirk, to the Minister for Local 
Government, Community Recovery and Resilience, Hon. David Crisafulli MP, regarding the categorisation of land for 
differential general rates [5326]. 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 28 May 2014, from the Local Government Association of Queensland, Mr Greg Hallam to the 
Minister for Local Government, Community Recovery and Resilience, Hon. David Crisafulli MP, regarding the categorisation of 
land for differential general rates [5327]. 

There is a long history with councils having different rates for owner occupied properties versus 
investor’s properties. In fact, I believe the first council in the state to do it was the Brisbane City 
Council under Jim Soorley. I say to you, Mr Deputy Speaker, that it is not for me to say whether or not 
that is good policy; it is my role to try to stop what could be a massive burden for ratepayers in dealing 
with the past and to be able to give local governments the flexibility to be able to rate the way they 
see fit. In doing so, they can then be judged for their own actions. As a parliament, we should do all 
we can to enable local decision makers to make local decisions. 

In closing, can I say that I believe that the bill is an excellent step forward in what has been a 
very, very long issue, in what has been a real noose around the neck of getting the economy of 
Queensland going. I say with all of my interest as somebody who loves regional Queensland, who 
loves councils and who loves the economy that this is a great shot in the arm for Queensland.  

Hon. GW ELMES (Noosa—LNP) (Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander and 
Multicultural Affairs and Minister Assisting the Premier) (5.41 pm): I rise to speak in support of the 
Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. I will 
confine my comments to the elements of the bill which deal with the issue of party houses. This has 
been a problem in my electorate for a number of years. It has also been an issue for the member for 
Mermaid Beach, whose electorate shares a similar problem. 

Mr Seeney interjected. 
Mr ELMES: I will talk about infrastructure charges. One of the things with this particular bill that 

we are debating tonight with infrastructure charges— 
Mr Crisafulli: Very important.  
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Mr ELMES: It is very important, I know. These charges are put in place by the government; 
they are supported by the members who form the government side of the House. It is something that 
the Deputy Premier has been working at now for a long time to make sure that these important 
changes come into play so that they will be supported and go through the House tonight and come 
into force as soon as possible. This is one of those areas in our state where the passing of this bill 
continues to put together the building blocks of our state. These building blocks have been put in 
place by this government to ensure that the results of this will be known and seen in Queensland for a 
number of years. I certainly commend the bill to the House.  

Ms TRAD (South Brisbane—ALP) (5.44 pm): I rise to make a contribution on the Sustainable 
Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. I will contain my 
remarks to the last 30 pages of the bill, which was the more recent addition to the bill. This section of 
the bill enables the establishment of a bilateral approvals process under the federal Environment 
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, or the EPBC Act. To be clear, clauses 50 to 55 
devolve responsibility and power for approvals from the Commonwealth to the state for activities or 
actions that would have a significant impact on matters of national environmental significance. 

The EPBC Act is the most important piece of environmental legislation in Australia. The matters 
of national environmental significance that the EPBC Act protects are: matters of World Heritage, 
national heritage, wetlands of international importance—that is, Ramsar wetlands, listed threatened 
species and communities, listed migratory species, protection of the environment from nuclear 
actions, the marine environment, the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and the protection of water 
resources from CSG and mining. These matters are regulated under the EPBC Act because the 
Commonwealth has entered into binding international agreements for their protection. Generally, the 
act prevents a person from taking an action that has or will have or is likely to have a significant 
impact on any of those listed matters of national environmental significance unless they have 
obtained an environmental approval under the EPBC Act. The EPBC Act also sets out the 
environmental impact assessment process which covers referrals, the assessment process and the 
granting of approvals. 

Chapter 4 of the EPBC Act allows for agreements to be made between the Commonwealth and 
the state and territory governments regarding assessments and approvals under the act. A bilateral 
agreement can therefore either be an assessment bilateral or an approval bilateral. Queensland 
currently has an assessment bilateral agreement with the Commonwealth, but it is important to note 
that to date there have been no approval bilateral agreements entered into. The current bilateral 
agreement accredits assessment processes under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009, the State 
Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 and the Environmental Protection Act 1994. 
This means that, although state agencies can conduct an environmental impact assessment and 
make a recommendation as to the approval or rejection, the final decision regarding approvals under 
the EPBC Act is retained by the Commonwealth environment minister. 

By way of example, the proposed Traveston Dam, which members of the government including 
the Deputy Premier rail against at every opportunity, was assessed under the State Development and 
Public Works Organisation Act 1971. It was recommended for approval by the Coordinator-General 
subject to conditions. However, the federal minister rejected that recommendation and did not 
approve the project. If an approvals bilateral had been in place at the time, the project would have 
been approved. This is the great irony and hypocrisy of the current situation. Queensland Labor 
strongly opposes the Abbott government’s decision to hand over its environmental approval powers in 
Queensland to the Newman government. 

We are privileged to live alongside some of the greatest natural wonders in the world including 
the Great Barrier Reef, the Daintree and the Gondwana Rainforests. Our state’s identity is inherently 
linked to our natural environment, and these ecosystems require careful stewardship to ensure future 
generations can enjoy them for decades to come. Sadly, the Newman government has proved it 
cannot be trusted to protect our natural environment. The Newman government has systematically 
stripped away vital environmental protections, leaving our precious natural heritage at risk. Let us go 
over the list. They overturned Labor’s 23-year ban on uranium mining in Queensland. They ended the 
moratorium on shale oil mining and refinement— 

Mr Seeney interjected. 
Ms TRAD: It is clear that the Deputy Premier cannot sit there and listen to it. He cannot sit 

there quietly. They extended sandmining on North Stradbroke Island up to 2035, all for a grubby little 
political deal. They introduced legislation only yesterday to repeal wild rivers declarations. They 
scrapped a world-class coastal management policy. They encouraged interstate companies to dump 
waste in South-East Queensland landfills. They stripped away statutory protection for native 
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vegetation, despite the fact that the Premier made an ironclad election promise that he would not do 
so. They have made it harder for community groups to appeal environmental approvals. This is also 
the government that was so incensed that the Gillard government was taking its role as guardian of 
the Great Barrier Reef seriously that it wrote to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation, UNESCO, and asked it to bypass the Australian government and only deal with the 
Premier and the Deputy Premier. 

The fact that the Abbott government has looked at this record and still decided to hand over its 
powers to the Newman government is a shocking indictment of its own environmental credentials. 
Queensland Labor strongly believes that the federal government should not abrogate its 
responsibilities to maintain the highest standards for matters of national environmental significance. 
The federal government is a signatory to international environmental treaties, including the World 
Heritage Convention, the Convention on Biological Diversity, the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of 
International Importance, the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species and the Bonn 
Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals. As the signatory to these 
agreements, the Commonwealth government is the appropriate jurisdiction to grant final approvals on 
this matter. 

Regardless of its political persuasion, the federal government is less susceptible to conflicts of 
interest. State governments, as the direct recipients of royalties, have a direct incentive to facilitate 
mining developments. As a clear beneficiary of mining developments, extending environmental 
approvals to state governments creates a serious conflict of interest. This is especially the case when 
we consider that this bill sets up the state approvals agency to be the Coordinator-General and not an 
organisation tasked specifically with environmental protection. This is pretty consistent with this 
government’s track record to date: taking away all environmental responsibility from the minister and 
the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection and absorbing it within the Deputy Premier’s 
portfolio. Labor cannot condone the Coordinator-General being given powers that are currently 
exercised by the federal environment minister. The Coordinator-General is tasked with promoting 
economic development within Queensland and, sadly, from time to time there is a competitive tension 
between that goal and proper environmental protection. Unlike the federal environment minister, the 
Coordinator-General is not required to act according to the principles of ecologically sustainable 
development. This is a significant problem. I know that the Deputy Premier has a problem with 
ecologically sustainable development, but I will table those principles for the benefit of the House so 
that other people can have a read of them. At the very least, the Coordinator-General’s powers and 
responsibilities should be those currently held by the federal environment minister, Mr Greg Hunt. For 
the benefit of the House, I table those principles. 
Tabled paper: Australian Government Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts—Guidelines for Section 516A 
reporting—Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 [5328]. 

The consultation process—and this is what the Deputy Leader of the Opposition was getting 
to—over the last five clauses of this bill has been an absolute sham. If this government had any 
conscience whatsoever it would have agreed to the Deputy Leader of the Opposition’s motion, it 
would have separated the bill and it would have sent those matters pertaining to the approvals 
bilateral back to the Agriculture, Resources and Environment Committee. That committee was not 
consulted at all in relation to this bill. They would have agreed to the Deputy Leader of the 
Opposition’s motion, but they did not because they do not have a conscience and they do not agree 
with promoting development along the lines of adhering to the principles of ecologically sustainable 
development.  

Let us have a look at what other parties—not the Labor Party, but other parties—have said 
about the Newman government’s environmental credentials to date. As the approvals process will 
consider matters of international environmental significance, we should also take into account the 
views of UNESCO. The organisation’s draft decision on the Great Barrier Reef made it clear that it is 
unhappy with the transfer of approval powers to the Newman government. As the decision states, 
UNESCO— 
… considers that the transfer of decision-making power from Federal to State levels, before the vision, framework with desired 
outcomes and targets, and governance requirements to deliver the LTPSD have been adopted, is premature, and should be 
postponed to allow further consideration. 

When UNESCO tells you that you should slow down and reassess, it would be best to take that 
advice. However, it is not just UNESCO; it is also the Auditor-General. Report No. 15 states— 
Under its regulatory strategy, EHP focuses less on regulating access to the market—through the assessment and approval of 
applications for environmental authorities and their conditions—and directs its resources to increased effort in enforcement. To 
be effective, this approach requires high quality, relevant, reliable and timely data.  
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In conclusion, quite frankly, what the government is doing here is railroading the approvals 
bilateral through the House. It should stop. It should send it back to AREC— 

(Time expired)  
Mr CRANDON (Coomera—LNP) (5.53 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Sustainable 

Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. As part of the property 
and construction strategy, the government committed to reforming Queensland’s local infrastructure 
planning and charging framework. The bill addresses the challenging issue of infrastructure charges 
and provides a way forward that will encourage development and also ensure local authorities have 
the funds necessary to build local infrastructure such as roads and water and sewage treatment 
plants. The reforms will deliver an infrastructure charges framework that is fair and supports the 
long-term sustainability of local governments and water distributor-retailers and provides assurance to 
the development industry when planning and delivering projects.  

The bill will simplify, streamline and clarify the operation of planning legislation and the 
supporting appeal and dispute resolution processes for infrastructure charges matters within the SPA 
whilst also removing superseded and redundant provisions. In this way, the bill further supports this 
government’s objective to reduce regulatory red tape. The bill will also align the distributor-retailer 
infrastructure charging and planning arrangements under the South-East Queensland Water 
(Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act 2009 with the local government framework under the 
Sustainable Planning Act 2009.  

The package of reforms presented in this bill will deliver certainty, transparency and 
consistency to Queensland’s local infrastructure planning and charging framework and empower local 
governments and the development industry to get on with the business of delivering infrastructure, 
growth and employment opportunities in our local communities. In particular, if I might say, the 
building and construction industry on the northern Gold Coast is experiencing massive growth as is 
the whole of the northern Gold Coast but in particular the Coomera electorate. Over the last five years 
the Coomera electorate has seen growth in the number of constituents of in excess of 28 per cent. 
That 28 per cent growth has a demand attached to it for further housing, construction and 
infrastructure. This bill is going to simplify and certainly give the construction industry an opportunity 
to reduce their costs for those people moving into the northern Gold Coast and, in particular, the 
Coomera electorate. I commend the bill to the House.  

Mr MOLHOEK (Southport—LNP) (5.56 pm): I rise this evening to speak in support of the 
Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. This bill 
addresses the challenging issue of infrastructure charges and provides a way forward that will 
encourage development and also ensure that local authorities have the funds necessary to build local 
infrastructure such as roads and water and sewage treatment plants. The reforms will deliver an 
infrastructure charges framework that is fair and supports the long-term sustainability of local 
governments and water distributor-retailers and provides assurance to the development industry 
when planning and delivering projects.  

Under the old regime of the previous government we saw priority infrastructure plans that were 
onerous, that were expensive to produce, that were loaded with red tape and there was state review 
after state review. That made it very difficult for councils to effectively prepare and deliver 
infrastructure plans and policies and pricing policies such that they could provide any security to the 
development industry. In fact, the old system was incredibly cumbersome. Not only did the previous 
government make the system cumbersome by introducing its regime of red tape and 
overmanagement, they also took away from councils the traditional headworks, subsidies and support 
that were there in the past.  

This bill before us is evidence of our government’s strong commitment to genuine and robust 
stakeholder consultation and engagement. I am proud to stand in the House tonight and speak about 
that engagement process. Of the 13 stakeholder meetings that were conducted since February of last 
year, I personally had the privilege, the honour and the opportunity to attend most of those in my role 
working with the Deputy Premier as Assistant Minister for Planning Reform. Those 13 workshops 
were held between February of last year and right up until April of this year, with key local authority 
and development industry stakeholders. It was particularly pleasing for me to see not only some of 
the state’s top industry groups there but also that councils were well represented, both through the 
LGAQ and the direct involvement of people like the director for planning from the Gold Coast, Gail 
Connolly. The workshops were a collaborative effort and identified key framework issues and 
provided a valuable opportunity for us as a government to test the options for reform. The result of 
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those discussions is the legislation that we have before us here in the House tonight. The workshops 
were supported by the release of discussion papers for public consultation in July of last year. Those 
papers proposed options and sought opinions, and more than 80 submissions were received from a 
large range of stakeholders. In general, the submissions demonstrated support for the government’s 
reform agenda to create a more equitable, certain and consistent long-term framework.  

We heard from the member for Mundingburra earlier this evening about the frustrations and 
challenges of his firsthand experience with the entire process as a former councillor in Townsville and 
how the development industry was significantly bogged down. It made it very difficult for both councils 
and industry to get on with the job of construction and development.  

I note with great pleasure that one of the four pillars and one of the priorities of our government 
has been to get the construction industry going. As I stand here tonight, I firmly believe that these 
reforms will provide that certainty and that incentive to the development industry to get moving as the 
economy starts to improve and turn. This certainty ensures things like transport infrastructure charges 
and other charges have a degree of capping and accountability around them. It also ensures that we 
can provide a charging framework to the development industry right around the country that will make 
Queensland more attractive for investment and, as such, drive economic growth and employment 
opportunities here in Queensland. 

The program that the government is proposing in support of this is also a co-investment 
program. Whereas in the past the previous government withdrew all of the headwork subsidies and 
grants, our government has recognised that not only do we need fairer and more reasonable 
infrastructure charges and not only does the industry need responsible framework and certainty 
around the caps but also they need the government to re-engage. I commend the Deputy Premier 
and the department on the work that they have done in preparing policy initiatives around funding 
catalyst infrastructure into the future to assist development that supports economic growth.  

One of the other key issues we have discussed in the context of this legislation is the need for 
fair value charges. It is pleasing to see that some councils have already taken up that challenge. I 
note that the Fraser Coast is already offering significant incentives to the development industry by 
coming in well below the maximum capped charge and is seeing some great responses. I know last 
year the Gold Coast City Council offered some $23 million worth of subsidies to the industry, and the 
spin-off of that was that about $800 million worth of new projects were started and are on their way to 
stimulate the local construction industry. I note also that the Cairns council has been very aggressive 
in its infrastructure charges policy and pricing in supporting the industry and has retained its capped 
charges well below the current maximum cap. These councils are proving that the concept of a fair 
value charge is feasible. They also understand it is important, and it is great to see some of these 
local government authorities actually getting on with the job of supporting our agenda to stimulate 
economic growth through the construction industry.  

It is my great pleasure to stand in the House this evening and speak in support of this 
legislation. I have to say that it has been an incredible privilege to be a very small part of it in working 
with the Deputy Premier and the department and his team. I wholeheartedly support this bill in the 
House.  

Mr RUTHENBERG (Kallangur—LNP) (6.03 pm): I rise to make a brief contribution to the 
debate on the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill. I 
will concentrate specifically on aspects of the bill pertaining to infrastructure charges. At this time, and 
with my current understanding, I think that the bill strikes a fair and reasonable balance as to how 
developers will contribute to the cost of installing infrastructure.  

Trunk infrastructure, or infrastructure that is shared between developers, is generally identified 
by the local government’s priority infrastructure plan. Non-trunk infrastructure is infrastructure that is 
generally not shared with other developers because it is usually internal to an estate. A developer is 
required to provide this for a development, and that is then reflected in the cost of the development.  

Councils cannot always anticipate every possible scenario and so sometimes cannot anticipate 
where or when trunk infrastructure is needed. When a new development, for example, is proposed, 
sometimes how or where that is proposed is not anticipated. The question is who then pays for the 
base infrastructure, especially for that which will clearly be trunk infrastructure.  

The process proposed in the bill, as I understand it, will allow the applicant for a development 
application, who is subject to a condition of development for a non-trunk development, to apply to 
have that identified as trunk infrastructure and subsequently can apply for an offset or refund on the 
cost to build or install that infrastructure.  
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In my role as a member of parliament I met with the Moreton Bay Regional Council when this 
bill was going through the review process. Can I say that it is a good example of elected officials, both 
at state and local levels, working together for the benefit and good of our communities. I made 
representations on behalf of the council to the assistant minister at that time and sought clarification 
on a few points. I will not go into the nuts and bolts of the bill past this point, but there will be a good 
period for settling into the new way of doing things, and councils and developers will move through it. 
I suggest that this bill provides a reasonable solution to a very complex issue. I think a watching brief 
on this space by the Deputy Premier is wise, and I am happy to give this bill my support.  

Mr SYMES (Lytton—LNP) (6.05 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Sustainable Planning 
(Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. As part of the property and 
construction strategy, the government committed to reforming Queensland’s local infrastructure 
planning and charging framework. I would like to make a brief contribution about how this amendment 
bill will help in streamlining the planning process through the delivery of the one-stop shop as well as 
the bill’s ability to address infrastructure charges which will assist in bringing development investment 
into Queensland.  

The bill addresses the challenging issue of infrastructure charges and provides a way forward 
that will encourage development and ensure that local authorities have the funds necessary to build 
local infrastructure such as roads and water and sewage treatment plants in the future. The reforms 
will deliver an infrastructure charges framework that is fair, supports the long-term sustainability of 
local governments and water distributor-retailers and provides assurances to the development 
industry when planning and delivering these vital projects. The bill will also align with 
distributor-retailer infrastructure charging and planning arrangements under the South-East 
Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) Act 2009 and the local government 
framework under the Sustainable Planning Act 2009. This government is determined to deliver a 
one-stop shop to streamline environmental assessment and approval processes by removing 
duplication between state and federal processes and cutting red tape.  

On 14 May 2014, the federal environment minister and the Queensland Minister for 
Environment and Heritage Protection released a draft Queensland approval bilateral agreement for 
public comment. This was a key milestone for implementing the one-stop shop. Approval bilateral 
agreements allow a state to conduct a single environmental assessment and approval process that 
satisfies both state and Australian government requirements. An agreement will mean that major 
projects that would previously have required approvals at both state and federal levels will be able to 
avoid delays and uncertainty. Amendments included in the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure 
Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill will give effect to the approvals bilateral agreement 
and demonstrate our commitment as a government in implementing efficiencies that will simplify 
approval processes, while maintaining Australia’s strong environmental standards.  

The bill amends the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act to provide a 
mechanism for the state to issue environmental approvals in relation to matters protected by the 
Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 for projects declared 
as a coordinated project and requiring environmental impact statements.  

The draft approval bilateral agreement was released for public consultation by the federal and 
state governments on 14 May, and interested persons or organisations had the opportunity to 
comment on the draft agreement. This shows that the government is listening to major stakeholders 
in getting a win for the community and investment into Queensland. I support the bill.  

Mrs CUNNINGHAM (Gladstone—Ind) (6.09 pm): I rise to speak to the Sustainable Planning 
(Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. I have three areas that I wish to 
raise with the minister, if I could. One of the concerns that I had was in relation to the streamlining of 
the federal environmental approvals under the State Development and Public Works Organisation 
Act. It was my understanding—certainly the way I interpreted the changes—that the changes were as 
mentioned by the member for South Brisbane. I was in this chamber when Traveston Dam was 
proposed. Those not in government in this place were vehemently opposed to the proposal. From my 
perspective it was a very political decision to build Traveston Dam. It was a dam that was going to 
have very little yield, because it was shallow. It covered a great area. There would have been 
significant evaporation issues. That dam was approved by the state government and overturned by 
the federal government, which was also Labor. When the member for South Brisbane raised that 
point, the state development minister and Deputy Premier said that it is not the same situation at all. I 
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would seek the Deputy Premier’s clarification, if he could, in his summing-up as to why that would not 
occur under this current proposal. So I look forward to that comment because, to me, what is being 
proposed will set up exactly that occurring and I have grave concerns.  

The second matter that I wish to raise is the issue of the retrospective approval for differential 
rating. I would seek clarification as to whether there will be any landowners, whether they are 
investors or not, who would be disadvantaged by this. I understand that, in part, it is for local 
governments that have charged perhaps differential rates in the past and which may not have had the 
heads of power. The Minister for Local Government has indicated that no landowners will be 
disadvantaged and I thank him for that.  

The other issue that I wish to raise is the issue of infrastructure charges. When the caps were 
brought into being through legislation, the minister who auspiced that bill was Paul Lucas. I remember 
standing in this place talking about the concerns of the Gladstone Regional Council that proponents 
would not be paying sufficient in infrastructure or headworks to be able to cover the cost of installation 
and, therefore, the community generally would have to carry some additional cost. That should not 
occur. The developer, who has an opportunity to recoup those costs, should at least pay the actual 
costs. At the time Minister Lucas got up in the chamber and said that he could assure the member for 
Gladstone that the caps that are proposed exceed the charges that the Gladstone Regional Council 
charged excluding one area, and that was shopping centre at Agnes Water. On the basis of that 
information that the minister provided in this House, I supported the changes. When I returned to my 
electorate the opposite was the view of the council. It has maintained the view that, on the basis of 
those infrastructure caps, as a council it has to recoup the cost of providing infrastructure from the 
community generally, because the caps, as are in place, are insufficient to cover the cost of 
infrastructure as is required to be provided by the council.  

If that is the case, this bill proposes that councils that charge below the cap receive eligibility to 
access other infrastructure payments or inducements. It appears to me that, on the basis of the 
information that I have from the council, the Gladstone Regional Council will be significantly 
disadvantaged. I believe that the anecdotal information is that councils that charge less than the 
infrastructure caps will be rewarded with payments out of other funds. I know that the Gladstone 
Regional Council is very concerned about this issue. If the council has to cover the cost of 
infrastructure that is above the cap or above the fair value charge, then the people in the community, 
who the Minister for Local Government very ably represents—the mums and dads—will still be 
paying, because the council will have to find that cost somewhere.  

So I seek clarification from the minister, because it was put to me by local people that they 
were more or less being told, ‘If you don’t charge less, you won’t get any access to perhaps Royalties 
for the Regions or other infrastructure funds.’ That to me appears to be a contradiction if the council 
can show that what they are charging is a fair and reasonable charge. So I would seek the Deputy 
Premier’s clarification that, if a council has to charge up to the cap, or has to charge more than what 
the minister believes is appropriate and can show reasons, will that council still be eligible for other 
payments from the state government that it appears they will be ruled out of on the basis of this 
legislation. I look forward to the Deputy Premier’s reply.  

Dr FLEGG (Moggill—LNP) (6.15 pm): I rise to speak to the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure 
Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill. I noted that earlier tonight the Deputy Premier said 
that this is a highly technical bill, which it is. I am a little surprised that he did not go a bit further, 
because I suspect that it is a highly thorny issue as well. I think that this is a very complex area of 
policy that everyone has a different view on, but I want to extend my congratulations to the Deputy 
Premier for seizing this issue, because it is a problem and it is a problem that the government needs 
to try to address, difficult as it may be to do so.  

Infrastructure charging has become a very important source of revenue for many councils, 
some more struggling councils than others. Burgeoning communities that have to deal with the strain 
of growth and development need to be— 

Mr Crandon: Coomera.  
Dr FLEGG: Coomera is probably a reasonable example. I will take that interjection. Those 

councils need to be able to tap into the funds to provide infrastructure at all levels—the little local 
drainage and sewerage type of facility and the much more major upgrades that are needed for 
intersection, traffic flow, public transport et cetera. But balanced against this need must be the fact 
that infrastructure charges add to the cost of development and, in so doing, they not only discourage 
development—and if development is lost everybody loses out in the revenue stakes—but also and 
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importantly become a cost that is borne by the community who use that new development. For 
example, they are a cost that passes on to new home and unit buyers and add significantly to the 
issue of housing affordability when frequently it is the young first home buyer who needs to go into a 
new area and buy a new house who has to contain elements of infrastructure charges.  

The member for Gladstone raised the issue around this dilemma very well when she said that it 
is a balance between what is funded by community generally and what is funded by, I think the 
honourable member said, the developer. But I would add to that: the ultimate end user. That is a 
really difficult balance. This issue comes up in my electorate of Moggill all the time. There is a 
proposal for a little local retail precinct in Pinjarra Hills. There are some fairly sizeable housing estates 
down in Priors Pocket at Moggill and people have great concern about the ability, or more particularly 
the inability, of infrastructure to be able to cope. In this case, that infrastructure is Moggill Road—so it 
is a state controlled road—whereas in many cases it will be a council controlled road that will take 
incremental increases in traffic. It is very hard to get the balance to what costs should be levied on a 
new development that adds an incremental level as opposed to the new development being the sole 
user of the infrastructure.  

The Priority Development Infrastructure Co-Investment Program is, I think, a very exciting 
prospect to try to deal with some of these very difficult to address issues. I note that the PDICP is not 
a traditional loan or grants scheme to local government, but a co-investment program that will focus 
on delivery of key infrastructure such as major roads, water, sewerage and stormwater projects that 
will support significant economic development. I think the key there is that these projects to be 
favoured with funds from this program will be those that support key economic development.  

As a fairly longstanding Brisbane based member, certainly, some issues have been raised with 
me—and not surprisingly so because every council and community is going to have different needs in 
terms of how they manage development. In many respects the Brisbane City Council is a very 
unusual council in that it is the largest in Australia and has been able to take on projects as vast as 
the Legacy Way tunnel, a project currently under construction to benefit my constituents in Moggill. A 
question has been raised with me and I will put the question here to give the Deputy Premier the 
opportunity to respond to it because there are some concerns around Brisbane. I think it goes 
something along these lines: why should Brisbane and South-East Queensland councils adopt the 
reduced fair value infrastructure charges when they have no idea whether they can access the 
catalytic fund and, if so, how much they may be able to get and how much they will have to pay back? 
I understand the Brisbane City Council has already adopted a decision not to go to the new fair value 
charges. I think this is an issue in general that must be confronted. I do not envy the Deputy Premier’s 
task in doing it. These issues are ones that one would expect to come up in the course of this sort of 
legislation and I know that the Deputy Premier will continue to look at them and try to address them.  

If I could perhaps add one final comment of my own and that is that, as somebody who has at 
various times been involved with some small development applications with various councils around 
the place, the issue of the quantum of charges is only one issue that confronts people who are 
developing property and employing people and injecting money into the construction industry. One of 
the others that I think could also bear some looking at is significant time delays which have exactly 
the same effect as increased charges. I raised once before some years ago that I thought there would 
be some benefit in incentivising councils to reduce the average time taken to process the 
development applications. Most development applications are not highly controversial. Nobody wants 
to see a highly controversial or a high-impact development rushed through. Some of these 
development applications are very small indeed. Many of them have very little adverse impact and 
are not controversial. Any way that average processing times and red tape could be reduced could 
deliver an economic benefit to the state equally as significant as reducing the cost of fees charged. I 
am happy to commend the bill to the House and congratulate the Deputy Premier on tackling 
something that I do not envy him and I am sure was a very thorny issue and will probably continue to 
be so.  

Mr WELLINGTON (Nicklin—Ind) (6.24 pm): I rise to participate in the debate on the 
Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. At the 
outset can I say that there are some proposals contained in the bill and the amendments that I think 
are very sensible and very reasonable, but I have some real concerns because of the omnibus nature 
of this bill. There are other components of this bill that I think are wrong and I believe there is an 
ulterior agenda at stake. I make those comments after a recent conversation with a person who has 
been following politics for many years. We were having a conversation about anticipated dates for a 
state election. I said, ‘They have cleared the decks. They have got the amendments to the Crime and 
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Misconduct Act through, they have got the amendments to the Electoral Act through; it is all systems 
go’, and he said, ‘No, they have to get through the amendments to the Sustainable Planning Act.’ I 
said, ‘What are you talking about?’ We had a great conversation. He shared with me quite a number 
of questions he had been putting to the Deputy Premier for some time about some very important and 
very sensitive issues involving state development in Queensland and in the south-east part of 
Queensland.  

I put that on the record to set the scene and give the context. I take members to page 2 of the 
explanatory notes where it states— 
Streamlining the environmental approvals process by replacing the current duplicate assessment and approval process by the 
Commonwealth and the Queensland Governments with a ‘one-stop-shop’ for Queensland under an approvals bilateral 
agreement is expected to lead to faster decision timeframes and simpler communication pathways with project proponents and 
stakeholders, and greater certainty for all parties.  

That sounds like really good stuff. Then we go over to page 6, where it states under the 
heading ‘Approvals Bilateral—SDPWO Act’— 

The Bill amends the SDPWO Act to facilitate the implementation of the proposed bilateral agreement between the Queensland 
and Commonwealth Governments. The amendments to the SDPWO Act adopt Commonwealth EPBC Act responsibilities and 
enable the Coordinator-General to assess and authorise projects that may impact on EPBC Act protected matters. 

The Bill inserts a new Part 4A in the SDPWO Act for coordinated projects that are to proceed through the accredited 
authorisation process. The amendments enable the Coordinator-General to make an additional declaration where a 
‘coordinated project’ declaration has been made. The Part 4A declaration would initiate the Coordinator-General’s assessment 
of MNES and enable an environmental approval to be issued that replaces the need for an approval under the EPBC Act. The 
assessment requirements contained in Part 4 of the SDPWO Act would continue to apply.  

The EPBC Act is the federal legislation that effectively stopped the Traveston Dam. The 
members for South Brisbane and Gladstone spoke about it. I can remember, sitting in this House, that 
the only reason it was stopped was because the federal government intervened under the EPBC Act. 
I have real concerns with the capacity to review decisions made by the state government, especially 
by the leadership team of the Newman-led government in Queensland at the moment. The reason is 
because I do not have confidence in the Coordinator-General being totally independent and at arms-
length from the government, notwithstanding all of the conditions they come down with.  

I believe that our current committee system is not as effective as our Premier would like us to 
believe. I do not believe it is effective as a check and balance on the government. I believe the 
records show very clearly the government controls the majority of numbers on all of the committees. I 
believe that the committee system under the current structure is not working as effectively as it could. 
On that basis I believe we need to have the check of a federal government. We do not have a senate 
in Queensland. We do not have a house of review. All we have is one house of parliament, some 
committees out there that the government controls and we have a Coordinator-General and look at 
the record of all the conditions they put on approvals. Under this proposal we are removing the 
capacity of the federal minister for the environment to intervene. Traveston Dam needed our federal 
minister to intervene to stop it. I am not convinced that if this legislation goes through there will be the 
proper checks and balances to make sure a government that wants to abuse its power is held in 
check. I will be voting against the bill because I believe there is not sufficient protection for a 
government that wants to, for whatever reason, like the previous government with the Traveston 
Dam, abuse its power.  

On the issue of infrastructure charges for developers, I listened closely to the member for 
Gladstone’s comments and certainly share her concerns. There has been an issue on the Sunshine 
Coast with the Stockland development at Caloundra South. By crikey, we saw the previous 
government influenced by Stockland to take it out of the council’s hands.  

Mr Seeney: You supported the previous government. 
Mr WELLINGTON: By crikey, look at the Hansard records.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Krause): Order! Member for Nicklin, I will stop you there. At this 

stage the House will break and resume at 7.30 pm. 
Sitting suspended from 6.30 pm to 7.30 pm. 
Mr WELLINGTON: I continue with my contribution on the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure 

Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill. Before the meal break, I was talking about the 
power and influence of Stockland and—oh dear! That hit a raw nerve with the Deputy Premier; a raw 
nerve, indeed. On the topic of infrastructure charges, we need to ensure that the passing of this bill 
will not mean that now ratepayers can be required to subsidise the cost of developments. We need to 
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ensure that developers pay their fair share and pay their own way and that the ratepayers do not pick 
up the tab. Let us look at Caloundra South. For over two years, the council, the state government and 
Stockland have been in discussions, trying to make sure that future ratepayers will not pick up over a 
$500 million shortfall in infrastructure charges. We need to ensure that that does not happen.  

Now we have the Deputy Premier trying to put pressure on our Sunshine Coast Regional 
Council to have a further 1,400 hectares of land known as Halls Creek, just south of Caloundra South, 
included in the council’s planning documents and described as a ‘future urban investigation area’. 
That is what our Deputy Premier wants to do. He wants to have this 1,400 hectares included in the 
council’s planning scheme and identified as a ‘future urban investigation area’. One has to ask the 
question: why isn’t the Deputy Premier as passionate about making sure development happens along 
our railway corridor as he is about supporting Stockland and its influence? We all know the influence 
that it has. We have seen it happen in the past. I am certainly aware of its influence at the moment.  

This government should draw the line in the sand and say that Pumicestone Passage needs to 
be protected. We also need to protect the interurban break and we should not be bowing to the whim 
of the powerful big end of town, simply so that this land can be identified for a future urban 
investigation area. The development should be happening along our railway corridor. Maybe this is 
one reason why the state government does not want to know about it. It just makes a lot of noise.  

Mr HART: I rise to a point of order.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Watts): Order! Member for Nicklin, please hold on. What is your 

point of order?  
Mr HART: This has nothing to do with the bill that we are presently debating.  
Mr WELLINGTON: It has everything to do with the bill. It has everything to do with 

infrastructure charges.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I will make the ruling, thank you, member for Nicklin.  
Mr WELLINGTON: I am sorry, Mr Deputy Speaker. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Nicklin, I refer you back to the long title of the bill.  
Mr WELLINGTON: We need to ensure that development happens in the most appropriate 

location, and that is along our railway corridors. I believe that, if we saw the upgrade and duplication 
of the railway line from Brisbane to the Sunshine Coast, we would see a massive boom of 
development and not just where the developers want to see it happen. We would see the 
development happening in what the state government believes to be the most fit and proper location. 
When I was on council, we visited the current Maroochy botanical gardens site, which was a 
wasteland. I was instrumental in moving the motion that council purchase that land. We look at the 
Halls Creek land at the moment and state members say that it is only former pine plantation land, it is 
grazing land or wasteland, and it should be used for residential development. I say that is not the 
case at all. We need to look to the future.  

Mr HART: I rise to a point of order.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Pause the clock, please. Member for Burleigh, what is your 

point of order? 
Mr HART: The long title of the bill clearly talks about infrastructure charges.  
Mr WELLINGTON: And it talks about sustainable planning and development, which is what I 

am talking about. You’ve your chance straight after me.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Member for Nicklin, you will address your comments through 

the chair.  
Mr WELLINGTON: I am sorry, Mr Deputy Speaker.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I will make the judgement as to whether or not you are on 

topic; not you. Could you get back to the long title of the bill.  
Mr WELLINGTON: We need to ensure that the excesses of this government are kept in check. 

At the moment, the only way we can do that is to ensure that the federal government is a check on 
the excesses of this government. We know the committee system is controlled by the government 
and we know that the Coordinator-General may bring in hundreds of regulations and conditions, but 
by and large they are rubber stamped. I believe that the Traveston dam would have gone ahead if this 
proposal was the law at the time. We need to ensure that that never happens again and we need to 
have a proper system of checks and balances on the state government. The federal government is 
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the only system we have at the moment. We do not have a senate in Queensland. We do not have a 
committee system that is able to really put some checks and constraints on a government. I do not 
believe that the Coordinator-General has the capacity to do that.  

(Time expired)  
Mr HART (Burleigh—LNP) (7.35 pm): I might bring a bit of relevance back to the debate tonight 

by talking about infrastructure charges and the bilateral agreement. I rise to add my support to the 
Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. In the 
Deputy Premier’s first reading speech, he said— 

This bill delivers on the government’s commitment to reform Queensland’s local infrastructure planning and charging 
framework and makes essential amendments to the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971.  

After extensive consultation with local governments, water distributor-retailers and the 
development industry, we know that this bill does exactly that. As the House has heard, this bill 
provides for the establishment of a long-term local infrastructure planning and charging framework in 
Queensland that supports the mentioned consulted stakeholders. As members in this place would be 
aware, in Queensland local authorities are responsible for the provision of local infrastructure 
networks, including things such as roads, water, wastewater, stormwater, parks and land for 
community groups. Local governments currently levy infrastructure charges and impose infrastructure 
conditions on new developments to contribute to the cost of providing that infrastructure.  

This bill and, in particular, the infrastructure charges review is a key part of this government’s 
planning reform agenda to build a resilient and competitive Queensland economy. We would all like to 
see that, wouldn’t we? There are four major policy objectives of the bill: to establish a long-term local 
infrastructure planning and charging framework that is certain, consistent and transparent and that 
supports local authority, sustainability and development feasibility in Queensland; to simplify, 
streamline and clarify the operations, as well as supporting the appeal and dispute resolution process 
for charges within the SPA; to remove superseded and redundant provisions of the SPA, which is yet 
another red-tape reduction measure in this government’s agenda; and to align the distributor-retailer 
infrastructure charging and planning arrangements under the SEQ water act of 2009 with a local 
government framework under SPA. The four main policy objectives are ultimately achieved through a 
number of key elements: a process for converting non-trunk infrastructure to trunk infrastructure; 
infrastructure planning by local councils; improving the clarity of conditions, offsets and refunds; 
charges limitation; appeals and dispute resolution; state infrastructure provider conditions; and 
infrastructure agreements.  

With regard to the part of the bill that covers the environmental approvals bilateral agreement, it 
is important to understand that the proposed amendments in the bill are necessary to give effect to 
the memorandum of understanding signed by both the Queensland and Australian governments on 
18 October 2013. This memo of understanding strengthens intergovernmental cooperation on 
environmental assessments and approvals, and ensures that by September 2014 a comprehensive 
bilateral agreement will be in place.  

The aforementioned amendments have not fallen from the sky; as I said, they have been 
discussed for quite a while. As everybody in this place is well aware, the Newman LNP government is 
focused on consultation and ensuring that the decisions made in this place are well informed and 
form part of a strong plan to get this state back on track.  

For this particular bill a discussion paper—the infrastructure planning and charging framework 
review—was available for public consultation from 1 July until 9 August 2013. In total 85 submissions 
were received from local authorities, the development industry, peak bodies as well as other 
interested stakeholders. As well as the discussion paper, between February last year and April this 
year the department undertook 13 workshops with key stakeholders to discuss issues and options for 
reform. This consultation informed the committee and provided for a methodical way of refinement for 
preferred reform options.  

Unlike the member for Nicklin, I actually think that the committee system in this place is working 
very well. We had quite a robust and intense discussion on a lot of the issues contained in this bill 
over the course of the committee’s inquiry into the bill. That informed the committee in terms of the 
recommendations that we put forward to government and also some of the points for clarification.  

We heard from the Deputy Premier today that, in terms of the government’s response, a lot of 
those recommendations were accepted by the government. Quite a few of the points of clarification 
turned from points of clarification into amendments that will be moved later tonight. The system is 
working very well. I commend the committee system to members here. I thank the minister for 
bringing this forward in the manner that he has.  
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Queensland is a great state with great opportunity. Only the Newman government has a strong 
plan to ensure it remains that way. I thank the Deputy Premier and my committee colleagues for their 
work. I unquestionably commend this bill to the House.  

Ms MILLARD (Sandgate—LNP) (7.41 pm): I rise to speak in support of the Sustainable 
Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment 2014. In short, the proposed 
legislation would deliver three major benefits in terms of development in Queensland. They are: one, 
streamlined development processes for the far more efficient and timely delivery of projects; two, cuts 
in red tape; and, three, common sense.  

This government wants to deliver a process for streamlined environmental assessment and 
approvals through a one-stop shop that will remove duplication between state and federal levels of 
government. This would be achieved through the use of an approvals bilateral agreement, allowing 
the state to conduct a single environmental assessment and approval process that would satisfy both 
state and Australian government requirements. It goes without saying that for major projects this 
would signal massive savings in terms of potential delays and uncertainty and, in turn, reduce costs.  

Coming from an industry background, I have been involved in many sizeable projects that 
experience extremely long lead times, even years, between project plans, budgets and government 
approvals before works can begin. Yes, big projects do not happen quickly, but this government is 
asking the important question: are all the delays and red tape necessary? The answer is coming up 
no.  

The good news is that the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Bill will introduce a mechanism to reduce red tape and facilitate development—approved 
bilateral agreements—that is so simple it almost defies reason as to why no-one has thought of it 
before. Shall we say, it almost defies reason until we recall who was running the state before us.  

On the other hand, amendments included in the Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) 
and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 would not compromise Australia’s strong environmental 
standards. Under amendments to the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act, the 
state would be able to issue environmental approvals for projects declared as a coordinated project 
and require an environmental impact statement under the Commonwealth Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, the EPBC Act. Contrary to compromising environmental 
protections, the bill is designed to facilitate the increased sharing of environmental information 
between state and federal governments, community and business.  

May I note that the draft approval bilateral agreement was released for public consultation by 
the federal government on 14 May. I believe it is still open for comment. I hope that avid supporters of 
responsible development will take advantage of this consultation as development is the backbone of a 
thriving economy and the society that we all want to have. As always, I applaud the work of our 
committee secretariat. I commend this bill to the House.  

Mr KNUTH (Dalrymple—KAP) (7.44 pm): I rise to speak to the Sustainable Planning 
(Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. The explanatory notes state— 
The Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 (the Bill) provides for the 
establishment of a long-term local infrastructure planning and charging framework in Queensland that supports local 
government and distributor-retailer (local authority) sustainability and development feasibility.  

In Queensland, local authorities are responsible for the provision of local infrastructure networks, including: Roads; water; 
wastewater; stormwater; and parks and land for community facilities. However, where a local government is a participating 
local government of a distributor-retailer they are only responsible for the provision of infrastructure for stormwater, parks and 
roads, with the distributor-retailer responsible for water and wastewater infrastructure provision. This infrastructure is necessary 
to manage growth and provide for new development in local communities. Local authorities levy infrastructure charges and 
impose infrastructure conditions on new development to contribute to the cost of providing this infrastructure.  

There is no doubt about it, besides health, sustainable planning and infrastructure, 
development is probably the most important portfolio within government. We talk about sustainable 
planning and infrastructure. We need to ensure that whatever we build is sustainable and cost 
effective. Likewise, we should not invest billions of dollars or millions of dollars into projects that result 
from a political decision. 

I know that in the past we had nation builders who played a big part in our country. The Snowy 
Mountains scheme is an example. Dams and power stations were built and beef roads opened up. I 
cannot recall the name of the dam around Bundaberg—I think it may be Paradise Dam—but I think it 
was the last dam built in Queensland. One of the big dams built was the Burdekin Dam. That was a 
massive project.  
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The explanatory notes further state under the heading ‘Approvals bilateral—State Development 
and Public Works Organisation Act 1971’— 
Queensland is seeking accreditation of provisions of the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 ... as an 
authorisation process for the purposes of a proposed approvals bilateral agreement with the Commonwealth Government for 
environmental assessment and approvals under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act ...  

This provision relating to bilateral agreements between the state and federal governments is 
very relevant with regard to the Burdekin Dam project. It was a massive project. Many people were 
behind the project—the farmers, the irrigators, the water board and the Bjelke-Petersen government. I 
recall that there was a federal election taking place at the time. I remember that Sir Joh flew over the 
area and had a lot of communication with the lobbyists to push this massive scheme.  

There was a Commonwealth election campaign in 1983 and the issue at that time was the 
building of the Burdekin Dam. The state government saw that the scale of the project was such that it 
could not be funded. They brought the federal government on board. Ted Lindsay was running for the 
seat of Herbert. The first thing they said to him was, ‘What are you going to do? Are you going to 
support the Burdekin Dam project?’ Ted Lindsay ended up winning the seat. In the end there was a 
combined state and federal contribution to that dam.  

This bill has been introduced. Previous members have spoken about Traveston Dam. That was 
not built. I cannot recall the name of the dam built near Bundaberg. The Burdekin Dam is the main 
dam that was been built, and there has really been nothing else built since then. 

Then there was a water crisis in the south-east corner. In terms of that water crisis, the Labor 
government was in power and did very little in relation to water infrastructure. It did nothing in regard 
to water infrastructure. Then we had a drought year in year out and the south-east corner was on 
water restrictions continually. Peter Beattie, the then Premier, knew that he had to do something 
about water because they had embraced the no new dams policy, the no water infrastructure policy. 
So he flew over Traveston and he put his hand on his heart and said, ‘I will build my dam there.’ But 
many lives were ruined as a result of that decision.  

That decision was not about providing water because building a dam there had been rejected 
by Wayne Goss, it had been rejected by the Borbidge government and it had also been rejected by 
SunWater because it would be a multibillion dollar project and would provide very little water because, 
as members said previously, it would be a shallow dam. A lot of money was spent in buying up all of 
those blocks. So a decision to continue with that dam would have seen not only more lives ruined but 
billions of dollars of taxpayers’ money wasted on a project that was all about setting a perception 
about doing something about water infrastructure in the south-east corner. It was about saving the 
political hide of the Premier at the time.  

When it comes to the clauses in this legislation that remove the safeguards, the checks and 
balances, of the federal government, we do not want to get to a point where the government says, 
‘We are the LNP now. We would not do anything like that,’ because that is not the case. People out 
there just do not trust governments. A lot of decisions are made that are political decisions. As I said, 
had there not been a need to change the government from the Fraser government to the Hawke 
government, we may not have had the Burdekin Dam. I believe the push to have that dam was very 
great, very powerful, but we also needed federal government funding to build that dam. Bob Hawke 
came up to Townsville and they asked him, ‘What are you going to do about the dam?’ He knew that 
he needed the support of Townsville and he needed that seat to take government.  

There is an element of good legislation here but there is also a concern about removing those 
checks and balances. In terms of Traveston Dam, we were fortunate that the federal government 
stepped in and overrode the state Labor government at the time. They did that because they could 
see the viability side of it and the environmental side of it and likewise what it would do to the Mary 
Valley. There were a hell of a lot of protesters, and it also paved the way for a number of members of 
parliament to win their seat on the back of the anxiety that this issue had caused. It also cost the then 
member for Noosa. She was very much anti dam and ended up causing a lot of controversy in her 
own party because she could see that this project was not the right thing for the south-east corner.  

So, yes, there is some good legislation here—there is some good policy—but there is a big 
concern about removing the safeguards, the checks and balances. We need to ensure that we have 
those in place. Like the member for Nicklin was saying, we do not have an upper house. Previously 
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we had those checks and balances and, without them, the people of Queensland would have seen a 
multimillion dollar project that was a waste of money go ahead, and it would have provided very little 
benefit to Queensland, to ratepayers. It would have cost millions of dollars but it would also have cost 
ratepayers millions of dollars. That history needs to be brought to the attention of the House—the 
history behind decisions that were made on political grounds, trying to save a government’s political 
hide. I wanted to bring that to the attention of the House.  

(Time expired)  

Hon. IB WALKER (Mansfield—LNP) (Minister for Science, Information Technology, Innovation 
and the Arts) (7.54 pm): I am pleased to rise in the House tonight to support this legislation. It came to 
my mind the other night when I was at one of the new estates in my electorate as to the real impact 
that this very difficult policy conundrum has in the real world. The Mansfield electorate is largely a 
settled and well-developed electorate and to some extent this issue does not impact immediately 
upon many of the residents of Mansfield. But I do have a number of areas which are expanding by 
way of new development very quickly—in particular, two estates at Rochedale: the Arise 
development, which is a development of Mr Nev Pask’s company, and the Rochedale Estates 
development, which is a development by FKP.  

I was at drinks the other night for the new residents of the Rochedale Estates development. We 
gathered at a beautiful cafe, next to a well-developed children’s park, around swimming pools that are 
there for the residents and a gym. It is not your ordinary run-of-the-mill development because it does 
have a body corporate attached to it, so it is a little different from the norm. But it did impact upon me 
the difference between what new owners these days might expect by way of infrastructure that serves 
their developments and what was expected in generations gone by. I particularly remember my own 
parents, who bought a house at Wattle Avenue, Carina—a great Australian address—from a surveyor 
who lived in that area, a Mr C Jones. Mr Jones had carved up that land. He was Clem Jones, who 
later became Lord Mayor of Brisbane. He made a lot of money from subdivisions around that part of 
town. But for my parents, unlike those who moved into the Rochedale developments, the streets were 
not sealed, so we had a dirt road outside our home for many years. We did not have kerb and 
channelling. We had no sewer. The park down the road was just grass with green ants, and there was 
no library. Eventually the swings and the slippery sides came, the road was paved and the library 
came.  

It raises the issue—which is what this bill intends to address—as to what is a fair encumbrance 
of infrastructure for those who are moving into an area and what is that infrastructure, particularly 
infrastructure that is ‘paid for’ by the developer, going to mean to the cost of housing in that area, 
because we all know that the developer does not in fact pay the infrastructure charges; he passes 
that cost on to the first owner. You then get some very interesting matters of principle. To what extent 
should the first owner have to pay for assets? Let’s take a local park. To what extent should the first 
owner have to pay at the beginning of the life of that park the full amount for the provision of that park 
and not have that amortised across the life cycle of that park, which may be used by successive 
owners of that house or by other people in the community who are not part of that new estate who 
also might use the park? So it is a very simplistic thing to say that the developer should pay for all 
infrastructure. Certainly the developer has a role in paying for infrastructure, but the council and the 
local community also have a role in paying for infrastructure across the community and across the 
years as the infrastructure is in fact used for the benefit of the people who live in that community.  

The Minister for Local Government rightly pointed out that this has been a difficult problem in 
planning law for many, many years. I can remember as a student first studying planning law the 
myriad of cases that were around the concept of reasonable and relevant conditions that were 
imposed upon development. That was the test—whether the condition imposed by way of an 
infrastructure burden upon the development was reasonable and relevant to the development that 
was happening. Of course that is subject to very broad interpretation or very narrow interpretation. It 
became clear over the years that legislation was needed to clarify that. We then eventually had the 
PIPs, the priority infrastructure plans, and the infrastructure charges schemes which all tried to find a 
way forward in allocating proper infrastructure charges to development. But all found difficulty and 
even up to the present day this has been a vexed problem.  

I commend the Deputy Premier for the consultation that he has had in respect of these 
changes. I recall when I was first appointed assistant minister to the Deputy Premier that this was one 
of the very first things that he started to consider upon this government taking office. I recall meeting 
with him and the local government minister to start the process of working out what we would do.  
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In the early stages of that debate, it was a simple debate of what would the developer pay and 
what would the council pay. The Deputy Premier at one stage intervened to say that he thought the 
state government had a role as well, and that was really the genesis of what we have found in the 
suggestions in the Deputy Premier’s speech introducing the bill that the Priority Development 
Infrastructure Co-investment Program will be a way in which the state can take its part in this matter. I 
think that is entirely appropriate, particularly because I believe the Deputy Premier, after the extensive 
consultation that has been had since about February last year with the industry and with councils, has 
found a fair and reasonable balance in setting capped charges that are not over the top but are fair in 
their return to local government but will not inhibit development and, more importantly, for the sake of 
our children will not push the price of their first home beyond what it should be.  

That is really the key to a lot of the reform that the Deputy Premier has introduced in this bill 
tonight. It is about affordable housing for our children. It is about reasonable infrastructure being 
provided at the time a subdivision starts. It is about infrastructure improving over time as the rate base 
that is created by the very development happening expands, councils get a significant rate increase 
and the whole system begins to get an equilibrium of its own.  

I commend the Deputy Premier for the concept of the priority development co-investment 
program. I note that in yesterday’s budget introduced by the Treasurer the strongest and smartest 
part of the Treasurer’s speech flags a fund which will be accessible for this very purpose. So it is not 
just pie in the sky. It is now part of the program the government has in reducing debt in starting up a 
new infrastructure fund of funds. One of those funds is, in fact, assigned to this very project. 

In summary, I believe the Deputy Premier has found a spot which is fair, which sets a 
reasonable capped charge which will not inhibit development, which sets a reasonable capped 
charge which will not unnecessarily inhibit local government in its budgetary process and certainly 
sets a charge which allows housing to remain affordable to those who are wanting to enter 
homeownership. That concept of homeownership is, of course, the great Australian dream and it is 
one that is supported by this government. 

The other positive thing about this legislation, as I said, is the introduction of the concept of the 
state assisting with the appropriate infrastructure if and when councils are themselves prepared to 
take part of the burden by keeping infrastructure charges at a reasonable rate below the fair cap 
charge. I think the Deputy Premier has skilfully put together a package which meets all of the policy 
objectives of the government which will provide a fair and equitable way of charging infrastructure and 
which will encourage homeownership within our community. I commend the measure to the House.  

Hon. JW SEENEY (Callide—LNP) (Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, 
Infrastructure and Planning) (8.03 pm), in reply: I thank all honourable members for their contributions 
to the debate this evening. Can I especially thank and congratulate the member for Mansfield and my 
ministerial colleague for his insightful consideration of the issue. The member for Mansfield was the 
assistant minister when we started considering this issue two years ago, and he has demonstrated in 
his address to the bill tonight a clear understanding of the complexity of the issue and the need to find 
a balance between a whole range of competing issues. Regrettably, over the two years we have been 
considering this issue it has been characterised by people who have only been prepared to consider 
a singular part of it—too often motivated by self-interest. And so it has been in the debate here 
tonight, I think. A lot of members, especially on the other side of the House, have just looked at one 
particular part of what is a very complex piece of legislation. If anyone wants to understand the issue, 
I would commend the address that has just been made by the member for Mansfield and my 
ministerial colleague to anyone. 

One of the key objectives of the bill was to establish a long-term local infrastructure planning 
and charging framework for Queensland that is certain, equitable and supports local government and 
distributor retailer sustainability in development feasibility in Queensland. The amendments to the 
Sustainable Planning Act and the SEQ water act outlined in the bill are the result of the government’s 
commitment to reforming Queensland’s local infrastructure planning and charging framework. The 
reform process has been underway since early 2013 and has been supported by extensive 
stakeholder consultation and engagement.  

I also note the support provided by the opposition tonight for the government’s reforms to the 
infrastructure charges provisions of the Sustainable Planning Act. The bill will deliver a local 
infrastructure charging and planning framework that provides a more level playing field for all 
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stakeholders. The bill will also provide confidence to the development industry when planning and 
developing projects as it will ensure that developers have a better understanding upfront of what they 
will be expected to contribute for local infrastructure together with the steps involved.  

Local governments continue to have the ability to plan for and manage the delivery of local 
infrastructure in the most efficient way in their local community. The bill ensures that the processes for 
levying infrastructure charges and conditioning development approvals for infrastructure will be 
consistent across local government and distributor-retailer entities. Therefore, applicants will have 
one set of rules to become familiar with instead of two.  

In response to the State Development, Infrastructure and Industry Committee’s 
recommendations, amendments to the bill will be moved during consideration of the bill in detail 
today. I went through those amendments in my earlier contribution to the second reading debate. This 
is further evidence of the government’s willingness to listen and respond to stakeholder issues in 
relation to this bill, and more generally we have engaged in an extensive consultation process with all 
stakeholders.  

The bill also supports the Queensland government’s commitment under a moratorium of 
understanding with the Commonwealth that an approvals bilateral agreement for a one-stop shop for 
environmental assessment and approval process be established by September 2014. This was 
always a tight time frame we had to work with to support the Commonwealth’s processes on an 
approvals bilateral. The amendments to the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 
for coordinated projects will ensure Queensland is well positioned to implement the approvals bilateral 
for major project proposals within the necessary time frames. Approvals bilateral agreements have 
been possible under the Commonwealth’s Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 
the EPBC Act, as it is known, since it was first passed in 1999. The Australian and Queensland 
governments are now implementing the efficiencies that can be provided through an approvals 
bilateral agreement as envisaged when the EPBC Act was first introduced in 1999.  

When implemented, the approvals bilateral agreement will simplify state and federal 
environmental assessment and approvals processes in Queensland. It will significantly reduce the 
complexity, the costs and time frames associated with assessments, it will increase certainty for 
industry and, most importantly, it will maintain the high environmental standards required under our 
state legislation and under the EPBC Act.  

The proposed amendments are designed to provide a mechanism for the state to issue 
environmental approvals in accordance with the bilateral agreement for declared coordinated 
projects. The new provisions have been designed to fully meet the standards of accreditation of 
environmental approvals issued by the Australian government in March this year. In summary, these 
amendments will enable the seamless integration of state and federal approval processes without any 
reduction in environmental standards.  

It is appropriate that I address some of the issues raised by members during the debate in 
some detail—in particular, the members for Mackay and South Brisbane. I note the opposition does 
not support the proposed approvals bilateral agreement and considers it would be an abrogation of 
the Commonwealth’s responsibilities. The Traveston Dam which has been quoted by members is a 
good example of why a one-stop shop with one decision maker is necessary to consider all state and 
Commonwealth social, environmental and economic decisions in an integrated way.  

The fundamental point at the heart of the bill is that the actual approvals bilateral agreement 
describes in detail all the Commonwealth standards that must be followed by the state. Members 
opposite seem to believe that standards of transparency will be compromised under Queensland 
legislation compared to the current situation under the Commonwealth legislation, and this is quite 
simply nonsense. Those members have attempted to portray that these amendments are somehow 
rushed and made without appropriate consultation. These characterisations are equally nonsense.  

The proposal to draft amendments to the State Development and Public Works Organisation 
Act to implement the proposed approvals bilateral agreement was put directly to four key 
environmental groups at the beginning of March 2014. Those groups were the Queensland 
Conservation Council— 

Ms Trad interjected. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Just hold the clock please. Member for South Brisbane, I will ask you 

to address your comments through the chair and I will ask you to use the members’ names when you 
are in this House. 
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Mr SEENEY: Those four conservation groups were the Queensland Conservation Council, the 
Australian Conservation Foundation, the Wilderness Society and the World Wildlife Fund. I note that 
the Environmental Defenders Office is associated with Queensland Conservation. Despite invitations 
for further direct discussion on this matter, none of these four bodies sought further information and 
none made submissions by the end of the March deadline. Nonetheless, the government has 
considered carefully the subsequent submissions of the Environmental Defenders Office to the 
parliamentary committee and I will move several amendments to address their concerns. 

Further, the Queensland consultation process is only part of a broader national consultation 
process that is underway through the Commonwealth government and the Parliament of Australia. 
Under the EPBC Act, draft approval bilateral agreements must be released for a minimum 28-day 
public consultation period. The Commonwealth advised that a Queensland authorisation process to 
be accredited under the agreement must be in bill form prior to the commencement of the public 
consultation process for the draft approvals bilateral agreement. It is a requirement of the EPBC Act 
that the authorisation processes to be accredited under the agreement must be tabled in both 
Commonwealth houses of parliament for a minimum of 15 parliamentary sitting days. It is expected 
that the draft approvals bilateral agreement will be tabled alongside the authorisation process to 
provide context as a package. 

To meet the time frame agreed by the Australian and Queensland governments, as set out in 
the memorandum of understanding, for an agreement to be concluded in September 2014, the draft 
agreement must have commenced public consultation by mid May 2014 and be tabled in both houses 
of parliament in early July 2014. I am concerned but not surprised that the member for South 
Brisbane does not appear to believe that the Coordinator-General should be given responsibility to 
assess and approve projects that may impact on national environmental matters. The 
Coordinator-General has been successfully operating the assessment bilateral agreement for more 
than 10 years, providing detailed project assessments and recommendations to the Commonwealth 
minister on a wide range of large-scale development projects in accordance with high Commonwealth 
standards. It is also entirely appropriate that the Coordinator-General balances environmental, social 
and economic issues in his decision-making process. The Office of the Coordinator-General is, 
therefore, well placed to efficiently deliver the approvals bilateral. 

A strong assurance framework will be implemented to ensure that environmental standards are 
maintained and enhanced under the one-stop shop concept. These comprehensive standards, 
policies and guidelines and international conventions are all well documented and locked in by the 
approvals bilateral agreement. This includes the principles of ecologically sustainable development. 
The reality is that the Coordinator-General must follow stringent decision-making criteria that meet or 
exceed all the very high standards that the Commonwealth environmental minister adheres to now. 

It is clear that the members who oppose this part of the bill have not read or understood the 
draft approvals bilateral agreement, and I would recommend that they do that. All the standards are 
included in the bilateral agreement. There is simply no evidence to support the assertion that 
standards will not be met. The fact is that the Commonwealth will only accredit the state and 
authorise the Coordinator-General to make decisions on protected matters if they are satisfied that 
their high standards of accreditation will be met by the state. 

The member for Gladstone asked that I clarify whether the Gladstone Regional Council can 
receive funding from the priority development infrastructure fund or the Royalties for the Regions fund 
without reducing its infrastructure charges—which, by the way, I note are mostly at the full caps 
provided for under the SPRP. I can confirm that, for the council to take advantage of the significant 
funds on offer from the state to facilitate the provision of infrastructure that will promote growth, the 
council will need to play its part and reduce its charges to no greater than the fair value charge. It is 
about sharing the cost of development. 

As the member for Mansfield indicated in his address, the cost of development needs to be 
shared between the developer, the local council and, for the first time in a long time, us as the state. 
We have recognised that and that is why we have put in place the Priority Development Infrastructure 
Co-investment Program that the member for Mansfield spoke about. For the first time in a long time, 
the state will contribute to the infrastructure costs that are necessary for development in our 
communities because we believe that development is good for everyone in the community. It provides 
a benefit to everyone in the community. 

Equally, councils have to realise that development in their communities is good for their whole 
community—that the existing residents of their community will benefit from the development and 
therefore they should bear some cost of the development. I do not accept for a moment the 
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proposition that has been put that somehow developers have to bear 100 per cent of the cost of the 
infrastructure required for their development. Certainly, the internal development costs need to be 
borne by the developer, but the costs of the trunk infrastructure—the infrastructure that will be used to 
the benefit of the rest of the community, with all the benefits that come from growth in a community—
need to be shared by the local government and by the state. That is the philosophy that underwrites 
the Priority Development Infrastructure Co-investment Program that we will fund from the smart 
choices strong futures campaign that the Treasurer has outlined. 

The member for Mackay says this is a Jekyll and Hyde bill. He objected to the inclusion of the 
State Development and Public Works Organisation Act amendments in this omnibus bill, asking that 
they be referred to a committee and the House rejected that suggestion. As I noted earlier, his 
objections are nonsense, but it is worth reminding the House that omnibus legislation is an essential 
tool for the effective management of parliamentary business. This government certainly does not take 
it to the extremes that the previous government did. 

I want to quote what the former member for Lytton said when he was speaking to the 
Sustainable Planning and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2011. As I recollect, he was defending an 
attack that I made, similar to the one the member for Mackay made earlier tonight, about the 
absurdity of combining a whole range of different issues in omnibus legislation. This was not the 
current member for Lytton but the previous member for Lytton. He said— 

Mr Wellington interjected. 
Government members interjected. 
Mr SEENEY: The member for Nicklin! Colleagues, I have not addressed the comments the 

member for Nicklin made because they were absurd beyond belief. I would say to the people of 
Nicklin that the best thing they could do is come and watch their member in this parliament and 
understand the absurdity of the person who gets paid to represent them in this place. The member for 
Nicklin was the member who installed the Labor government in this House. The member for Nicklin 
supported the government that brought us the Traveston Dam. The member for Nicklin tries to run 
away— 

Honourable members interjected. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The House will come— 
Honourable members interjected. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! When I ask for order, come to order. Interjections across the 

chamber will cease. 
Mr SEENEY: The member for Nicklin can never run away from the fact that he alone installed 

Labor into government in this House. Everything that the Labor government did, he shares the 
responsibility for. One of the great injustices— 

Mr Wellington interjected. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Please direct your comments through the chair. The Deputy 

Premier has the call. 
Mr SEENEY: The man is truly a fool. He is truly a fool. He installed the Labor government into 

this place. Everything that the Labor government did he shares responsibility for. One of the great 
injustices is that so many Labor members paid the price for the incompetence of the Labor 
government but the member for Nicklin escaped that justice.  

Honourable members interjected.  
Mr Wellington interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Watts): Order! Interjections will cease. The Deputy Premier has 

the call.  
Mr SEENEY: You, sir, are a complete idiot. You are a complete and utter idiot. You do not 

deserve to be in this House.  
Mr Wellington interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Deputy Premier, please direct your comments through the 

chair. Member for Nicklin, your interjections will cease. Deputy Premier, please direct your 
comments— 
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Mr Wellington interjected.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Nicklin, the Deputy Premier has the call.  

Mr SEENEY: As I was saying, the former member for Lytton, in defending the omnibus bill at 
that time against accusations that I made that are very similar to the ones that the member for 
Mackay made tonight, said— 
... we need to have a good understanding of how much legislation we actually do have in parliament these days. If you do not 
aggregate the legislation you will be doing hundreds of amending bills. Frankly, we need to get used to a mechanism by which 
we do have more omnibus bills to deal with specific and discrete areas. If we do not, we will deal with bill after bill after bill after 
bill. It will expand to meet the available space so that you will be dealing with 20 bills instead of one bill that deals with 20 
matters. That is a discipline that we have to have in this place.  

The relevant part of that quote is the one I will repeat again, because it illustrates what the 
former Labor government—of which the member for Mackay was part—did routinely. I will repeat it 
again. It states ‘instead of one bill that deals with 20 matters’. That is the sort of omnibus bill that the 
former Labor government used to use in here. They used to have omnibus bills that dealt with a lot 
more than two matters, which this bill deals with. The former member for Lytton, in that quote, 
conceded that they dealt with bills that contained up to 20 different matters. The political strategy that 
they developed was to take a contentious issue that they knew we wanted to support and combine it 
with a contentious issue that they knew we wanted to oppose and put them in the same bill so we 
were forced to vote on a particular bill. There is no such political strategy in the bill tonight. The 
member for Mackay is suffering from a little bit of— 

A government member: Delayed memory.  

Mr SEENEY:—delayed memory, a bit of delayed guilt. The guilt is catching up with him. There 
is absolutely no basis to the comments that he made about the appropriateness of the bills before the 
House.  

Finally, the member for Mackay expressed concern about how council would respond to an 
appeal against their decision to refuse an application to convert non-trunk infrastructure to trunk 
infrastructure. The House will be pleased to be assured that, as with all aspects of these extensive 
reforms of the infrastructure charges framework, my department has already consulted with local 
government and industry stakeholders about the guideline for local government infrastructure plans. 
This guideline will include parameters for the process of converting non-trunk infrastructure to trunk 
infrastructure and enable local governments to establish a clear basis for the conversion process that 
suits their particular circumstances.  

I conclude by once again congratulating everybody who has been involved in this process. It is 
a process that extended over two years. It began with the member for Mansfield, who was then my 
assistant minister and brought to this seemingly intractable problem a degree of expertise and a 
degree of experience which was particularly valuable. His work was continued by my assistant 
minister, the member for Southport. I congratulate him as well on the contribution that he has made to 
the effort to get this bill into the House tonight.  

I congratulate all of the people who were in the interest groups. The member for Southport can 
correct me, but the last number I heard was that it was workshop No. 14. We held 14 workshops 
trying to wrestle with the complexities of this issue. It is a very complex issue. It is a contentious issue 
and it involves a lot of complexities. Those people who take a simplistic view and put forward a 
simplistic solution are ignoring those complexities and, unfortunately, we have seen some examples 
of that here in the House tonight.  

I think the position that the government has arrived at is one that is markedly different from the 
one we inherited. First of all, we have recognised that the state government has a responsibility to 
share the costs of growth in our communities. We will insist that local councils also recognise that 
they have a responsibility to share the cost of growth in their communities because that growth is to 
the benefit of all of us. The economic growth in Queensland is to the benefit of all Queenslanders, 
and that is why the state will share the cost of that growth. Economic growth is important to the 
people who live in communities. That is why local councils need to share the cost of growth in those 
communities. Of course, sharing those costs between the two levels of government and the 
developers who are involved will always be a question of where you strike the balance. I think the 
framework that we have put in place tonight provides a great opportunity to strike a balance that has 
been missing in this particular area for quite some time. I commend the bill to the House.  
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Division: Question put—That the bill be now read a second time. 
AYES, 66: 

LNP, 66—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Berry, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, 
Crisafulli, Davies, T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, Flegg, France, Frecklington, Gibson, 
Grant, Grimwade, Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, Maddern, 
Malone, Mander, McArdle, Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rickuss, Robinson, Ruthenberg, 
Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Smith, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, Symes, Trout, Walker, Woodforth, 
Young.  

NOES, 13: 

ALP, 7—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Pitt, Trad. 

KAP, 2—Hopper, Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
Resolved in the affirmative.  
Bill read a second time.  

Consideration in Detail 
Clause 1, as read, agreed to.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Watts): Order! I note the Deputy Premier’s amendment No. 1 

proposed to amend clause 2, which relates to a proposed new clause in amendment No. 101, which 
is outside the long title; therefore, consideration of clause 2 is postponed until after all other clauses 
and amendments have been considered. 

Clause 2 postponed.  
Clauses 3 to 49— 
Mr SEENEY (8.33 pm): I seek leave to move the following amendments en bloc.  
Leave granted.  
Mr SEENEY: I move the following amendments— 

2  Clause 5 (Insertion of new ch 3, pt 2, div 4, sdiv 2) 
Page 13, lines 18 to 29 and page 14, lines 1 to 6— 
omit, insert— 

(2)  In conducting an LGIP review, the local government must follow the process stated in a 
guideline— 
(a)  made by the Minister; and 
(b)  prescribed by regulation. 

(3)  An LGIP review is not a review for the purposes 
3  Clause 8 (Amendment of s 347 (Conditions that can not be imposed)) 

Page 15, line 20, ‘the applicant’— 
omit, insert— 

a person 
4  Clause 9 (Replacement of s 478 (Appeals about particular charges for infrastructure) 

Page 16, line 13— 
omit, insert— 

refund; 
5  Clause 9 (Replacement of s 478 (Appeals about particular charges for infrastructure) 

Page 16, after line 19— 
insert— 

(d)  if the infrastructure charges notice states a refund will be given—the timing for giving 
the refund. 

6  Clause 9 (Replacement of s 478 (Appeals about particular charges for infrastructure) 
Page 16, lines 22 and 23— 
omit, insert— 

(a)  the adopted charge itself; or 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_203352
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_203352
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7  Clause 12 (Replacement of s 535 (Appeals about charges for infrastructure)) 
Page 19, line 5— 
omit, insert— 

refund; 
8  Clause 12 (Replacement of s 535 (Appeals about charges for infrastructure)) 

Page 19, after line 11— 
insert— 

(c)  if the infrastructure charges notice states a refund will be given—the timing for giving 
the refund. 

9  Clause 12 (Replacement of s 535 (Appeals about charges for infrastructure)) 
Page 19, lines 14 and 15— 
omit, insert— 

(a)  the adopted charge itself; or 
10  Clause 13 (Replacement of s 554 (Establishing a building and development committee)) 

Page 21, line 2, ‘554C(1)’— 
omit, insert— 

554B(2)(b) 

11  Clause 13 (Replacement of s 554 (Establishing a building and development committee)) 
Page 21, lines 5 and 6— 
omit, insert— 

committee proceeding written notice of the decision to end the proceeding. 
(5A)  A notice under subsection (5) must state— 

(a)  that the person who started the ended proceeding may commence proceedings in the court; 
and 

(b)  how the court proceedings may be commenced. 
12  Clause 13 (Replacement of s 554 (Establishing a building and development committee)) 

Page 21, line 12, after ‘Power’— 
insert— 

of chief executive 
13  Clause 13 (Replacement of s 554 (Establishing a building and development committee)) 

Page 22, lines 18 to 33 and page 23, lines 1 to 23— 
omit, insert— 

554B  Power to end committee proceeding or establish new committee 
(1)  This section applies if the chief executive is satisfied the building and development committee 

established for a committee proceeding— 
(a)  does not have the expertise to hear or decide the proceeding; or 
(b)  is not able to make a decision for a proceeding. 

(2)  The chief executive may— 
(a)  suspend the proceeding and establish another building and development dispute 

resolution committee to re-hear the proceeding; or 
(b)  if satisfied it is not reasonably practicable to establish another building and 

development dispute resolution committee—decide to end the committee proceeding. 
Examples of when it is not reasonably practicable— 

•  if there are no general referees or insufficient general referees appointed under section 
571, who are not disqualified under section 505(3) 

•  if the referees who are available will not be able to decide the proceeding in a timely way 

(3)  The chief executive must give all parties to the committee proceeding written notice of an 
action taken or decision made under subsection (2). 

(4)  Subsections (5) and (6) apply if the chief executive decides to end the committee proceeding. 
(5)  The notice under subsection (3) must state— 

(a)  that the person who started the ended proceeding may commence proceedings in the 
court; and 

(b) how the court proceedings may be commenced. 
(6)  Despite another provision of this Act, a court appeal period for the matter the subject of the 

ended proceeding starts again when the person who started the ended proceeding is given a 
notice under subsection (3). 
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14  Clause 14 (Insertion of new s 569A) 
Page 23, line 29, ‘554C(1)(b)’— 

omit, insert— 

554B(2)(b) 

15  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 25, lines 21 and 22, ‘that they give’— 

omit. 
16  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 26, lines 19 and 20, ‘changes and’— 

omit, insert— 

changes, extension approvals and 
17  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 26, lines 27 to 32 and page 27, lines 1 to 5— 

omit, insert— 

(ii) a request (an extension request) under section 383 to extend the period of a 
development approval; and 

(iii)  a request for compliance assessment for development; 

(b)  for the applicant for a development approval—a person making a change request, an 
extension request or a request for compliance assessment for development; 

(c)  for a development approval—an approval of a change request or an extension request, 
or a compliance permit; 

(d)  for the giving of a development approval—the giving of a change approval, an 
extension approval or a compliance permit. 

18  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 27, lines 8 and 9, ‘and compliance assessment’— 

omit, insert— 

, extension requests and compliance assessment 
19  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 27, line 10, after ‘approval’— 

insert— 

or an extension approval 

20  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 27, line 22, after ‘approval’— 

insert— 

or extension approval 

21  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 27, line 26, after ‘request’— 

insert— 

or extension request 

22  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 27, after line 32— 

insert— 

(3A)  However, despite subsection (3)(a), a local government may only amend an infrastructure 
charges notice for a relevant development approval for a change approval or an extension 
approval if the amendment relates to the change to, or extension of, the development approval. 

23  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 28, lines 3 to 5— 

omit, insert— 

extension approval means the approval, under section 387(1), of an extension request. 

relevant development approval means— 

(a)  for a change approval—the development approval changed under the change 
approval; or 

(b)  for an extension approval—the development approval to which the extension approval 
relates. 
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24  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 29, line 21, ‘value’— 
omit, insert— 

current replacement cost 
25  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 29, line 27, after ‘acquisition,’— 
insert— 

financing, 
26  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 30, lines 31 and 32 and page 31, lines 1 and 2, from ‘the local’ to ‘notices’— 
omit. 

27  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 32, line 25, ‘both’— 
omit, insert— 

all 
28  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 32, line 30— 
omit, insert— 

infrastructure; 
(c)  development infrastructure that is required to be provided under a condition imposed 

under section 647(2). 
29  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 39, after line 28— 
insert— 

633A  Criteria for deciding conversion application 
(1)  A charges resolution must include criteria for deciding a conversion application. 
(2)  The criteria must be consistent with parameters for the criteria provided for under a guideline 

made by the Minister and prescribed by regulation. 
30  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 40, lines 22 and 23— 
omit, insert— 

(a)  a development approval has been given; and 
31  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 41, line 17— 
omit, insert— 

deemed approval notice; or 
(c)  if paragraphs (a) and (b) do not apply—within 20 business days after the local 

government receives a copy of the development approval. 
32  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 42, lines 7 to 13— 
omit, insert— 

(2)  In working out additional demand, the demand on trunk infrastructure generated by the 
following must not be included— 
(a)  an existing use on the premises if the use is lawful and already taking place on the 

premises; 
(b)  a previous use that is no longer taking place on the premises if the use was lawful at 

the time it was carried out; 
(c)  other development on the premises if the development may be lawfully carried out 

without the need for a further development permit. 
(3)  However, the demand generated by a use or development mentioned in subsection (2) may be 

included if an infrastructure requirement that applies or applied to the use or development has 
not been complied with. 

(4)  In this section— 
charges notice means— 
(a)  an infrastructure charges notice; or 
(b)  a notice mentioned in section 977(1). 
infrastructure requirement means a charges notice, or a condition of a development 
approval, that requires infrastructure or a payment in relation to demand on trunk infrastructure. 
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33  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 43, line 3, after ‘refund’— 
insert— 

, including when the refund will be given 
34  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 47, line 7, ‘trunk’— 
omit, insert— 

development 
35  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 47, after line 9— 
insert— 

Note— 

See section 627, definition trunk infrastructure. 

36  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 47, line 12, ‘trunk’— 
omit, insert— 

development 
37  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 48, line 19, after ‘charge’— 
insert— 

to the development 
38  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 48, lines 27 to 33 and page 49, lines 1 to 7— 
omit, insert— 

charge to the development— 
(a)  there is no amount payable for the development approval; and 
(b)  the local government must refund the applicant the proportion of the establishment cost 

of the trunk infrastructure that may be apportioned reasonably to users of premises 
other than the subject premises. 

Example— 

A necessary infrastructure condition of a development approval requires transport infrastructure to 
be provided. The cost of the transport infrastructure is $500000. Adopted charges apply to the 
development at a total amount of $600000. The cost of the infrastructure under the necessary 
infrastructure condition ($500000) must be offset against the total amount worked out by applying 
the adopted charge to the development ($600000), rather than offsetting it only against the part of 
the charge relating to transport infrastructure. 

39  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 51, lines 7 to 16— 
omit, insert— 

(b)  otherwise— 
(i)  if the additional payment condition applies for reconfiguring a lot—when the 

local government approves the plan of subdivision for the reconfiguration; or 
(ii)  if the additional payment condition applies for building work—when the 

certificate of classification or final inspection certificate for the work is given; or 
(iii)  if the additional payment condition applies for a material change of use—when 

the change happens. 
40  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 53, lines 12 and 13— 
omit. 

41  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 54, lines 16 to 26— 
omit, insert— 

(a)  a development approval requires the applicant to provide trunk infrastructure; and 
(b)  the local government has given the applicant for the development approval an 

infrastructure charges notice that includes details of an offset or refund under this part 
relating to the establishment cost of the trunk infrastructure; and 

(c)  the applicant does not agree with the value of the establishment cost. 
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42  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 54, after line 30— 
insert— 

(2A)  A notice under subsection (2) must be given to the local government before the levied charge 
under the infrastructure charges notice becomes payable under section 638. 

43  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 56, lines 7 and 8— 
omit, insert— 

(2)  In deciding the conversion application, the local government must have regard to the criteria for 
deciding the application in its charges resolution. 

44  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 63, lines 11 to 13— 
omit, insert— 

•  section 651(2) 
45  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 64, line 6, ‘(2)’— 
omit, insert— 

(3) 
46  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 65, line 6, ‘public’— 
omit, insert— 

distributor-retailer or a public 
47  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 65, line 11, after ‘The’— 
insert— 

distributor-retailer or 
48  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 

Page 65, after line 12— 
insert— 

673A  Copy of particular infrastructure agreements to be given to distributor-retailers 
(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  a participating local government for a distributor-retailer is a party to an infrastructure 
agreement; and 

(b)  the distributor-retailer is not a party to the infrastructure agreement; and 
(c)  the infrastructure agreement relates to a water approval or an application for a water 

approval under the SEQ Water Act, chapter 4C, part 2. 
(2)  The local government must give the distributor-retailer a copy of the agreement. 

49  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 66, line 17, ‘infrastructure’— 
omit. 

50  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 66, after line 26— 
insert— 

(4)  In this section— 
charges notice means— 
(a)  an infrastructure charges notice; or 
(b)  a notice mentioned in section 977(1). 

51  Clause 18 (Replacement of ch 8 (Infrastructure)) 
Page 68, lines 9 to 20— 
omit, insert— 

679  Conditions about non-trunk infrastructure if no LGIP etc. 
(1)  This section applies if the trunk infrastructure for a local government is not identified because 

paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the definition trunk infrastructure under section 627 do not apply. 
(2)  The local government may impose a condition on a development approval for the supply of 

development infrastructure for 1 or more of the purposes mentioned in section 665(2). 
(3)  The condition must state the infrastructure to be provided and when it must be provided. 
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52  Before clause 19— 
Page 68, after line 20— 
insert— 

18A  Amendment of ch 10, pt 9, hdg 
Chapter 10, part 9, heading, ‘provision’— 
omit, insert— 

provisions 
18B  Insertion of new ss 959A to 959I 

Chapter 10, part 9— 
insert— 
959A  Definitions for pt 9 

In this part— 
amended Act means this Act as in force after the commencement. 
amending Act means the Water Supply Services Legislation Amendment Act 2014. 
commencement means the commencement of the amending Act, section 30. 
former, in relation to a provision, means the provision as in force immediately before the repeal 
or amendment of the provision under the amending Act. 
unamended Act means this Act as in force immediately before the commencement. 
water connection aspect, of a development application or development approval, means an 
aspect of the application or approval that is for a matter for which a distributor-retailer or its 
delegate has a concurrence role under the amended Act. 

959B  Distributor-retailer or participating local government continues as concurrence agency 
for existing applications 
(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  a development application was made, but not decided, before the 
commencement; and 

(b)  the development application involves a water connection aspect. 
(2)  For dealing with and deciding the development application, the following entity 

continues to be a concurrence agency for the water connection aspect— 
(a)  if the distributor-retailer has delegated its functions as a concurrence agency 

for the application to its participating local government—the participating local 
government; 

(b)  otherwise—the distributor-retailer. 
(3)  The unamended Act continues to apply to the development application as if the 

amending Act had not been enacted. 
Note— 

See also the SEQ Water Act, section 140C. 

(4)  However, if the development application is for a material change of use of premises or 
reconfiguring a lot, the unamended Act applies to the application only until a 
development approval takes effect for the application. 

(5)  To avoid any doubt, it is declared that after a development approval for an application 
mentioned in subsection (4) takes effect, this Act does not apply to the water 
connection aspect of the development approval. 

959C  Related applications 
(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  for a development approval (an original approval) given before the 
commencement—another development application (a related application) for 
a development approval related to the original approval is made; and  

(b)  the related application involves a water connection aspect. 
(2)  For dealing with and deciding the related application, the following entity is taken to be 

a concurrence agency for the water connection aspect— 
(a)  if the distributor-retailer has delegated its functions as a concurrence agency 

for the application to its participating local government—the participating local 
government; 

(b)  otherwise—the distributor-retailer. 
(3)  The unamended Act continues to apply to the related application as if the amending 

Act had not been enacted. 
Note— 

See also the SEQ Water Act, section 140C. 
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(4)  However, if the related application is for a material change of use of premises or 
reconfiguring a lot, the unamended Act applies to the application only until a 
development approval takes effect for the application. 

(5)  To avoid any doubt, it is declared that after a development approval for a related 
application mentioned in subsection (4) takes effect, this Act does not apply to the 
water connection aspect of the development approval. 

959D  Existing staged development approvals 
(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  before the commencement, a staged development approval has been granted; 
and 

(b)  the development approval involves a water connection aspect; and 
(c)  for the same land, or part of the same land, to which the staged development 

approval relates, a later development application for either of the following 
would have been made for the water connection aspect, if the amending Act 
had not commenced— 
(i)  reconfiguring a lot; 
(ii)  operational works. 

(2)  On and after the commencement, this Act does not apply to the water connection 
aspect of the staged development approval. 

(3)  In this section— 
staged development approval means a development approval for reconfiguring a lot. 

959E  Other development approvals 
(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  before the commencement, a development approval, other than an approval to 
which section 959D applies, has been given; and  

(b) the development approval involves a water connection aspect. 
(2)  This section also applies to a development approval for operational works that— 

(a)  takes effect for a development application under section 959B or 959C; and 
(b)  involves a water connection aspect. 

(3)  The unamended Act continues to apply to the development approval as if the 
amending Act had not been enacted. 

(4)  Without limiting subsection (3), the unamended Act continues to apply to the following 
for the development approval— 
(a)  a request to change the approval; 
(b)  an appeal about the approval; 
(c)  the levying of charges for the approval; 
(d)  infrastructure agreements and other infrastructure requirements relating to the 

approval. 
Note— 

See also the SEQ Water Act, section 140D. 

959F  Existing compliance assessments 
(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  before the commencement, a compliance assessment for development, a 
document or work was required under the unamended Act but not completed 
(an existing assessment); and 

(b)  former section 755G or 755H applied to the existing assessment. 
(2)  For dealing with the existing assessment, former chapter 9, part 7A, division 4 

continues to apply as if the amending Act had not been enacted. 
959G  Infrastructure charges notices continue in effect etc. 

(1)  This section applies to each of the following notices given by a distributor-retailer under 
the unamended Act before or after the commencement— 
(a)  an infrastructure charges notice; 
(b)  an adopted infrastructure charges notice; 
(c)  a regulated infrastructure charges notice; 
(d)  a negotiated infrastructure charges notice; 
(e) a negotiated regulated infrastructure charges notice; 
(f)  a negotiated adopted infrastructure charges notice. 

(2)  The unamended Act continues to apply to the notice as if the amending Act had not 
been enacted. 
Note— 

See also the SEQ Water Act, section 140D. 
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959H  Infrastructure agreements 
(1)  This section applies to an infrastructure agreement that— 

(a)  is in force immediately before the commencement; and 
(b)  relates to the infrastructure of a distributor-retailer in relation to its water 

service or wastewater service. 
(2)  The infrastructure agreement continues to have effect and is binding on the parties to 

the agreement as if the amending Act had not been enacted. 
959I  Existing land transfer agreements or requirements in lieu of charge 

(1)  An existing land transfer agreement, or an existing land transfer requirement, not 
complied with immediately before the commencement continues to have effect. 

(2)  Despite the repeal of former sections 755L and 755MA, the sections continue to apply 
for the existing land transfer agreement or existing land transfer requirement, as is 
applicable. 

(3)  In this section— 
existing land transfer agreement means an agreement mentioned in former section 
755L(1)(d) or 755MA(2)(d) or (9)(c). 
existing land transfer requirement means a requirement under former section 
755L(2) or 755MA(4). 

18C  Amendment of s 960 (Transitional regulation-making power) 
Section 960(5)— 
omit. 

53  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 
Page 70, lines 8 and 9, ‘, as in force’— 
omit. 

54  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 
Page 70, after line 28— 
insert— 

976A  Preparing and making PIP under unamended Act 
(1)  This section applies if, immediately before the commencement, a local government has started 

the process under former section 627 to prepare a PIP. 
(2)  The local government may continue to prepare and make the PIP under the unamended Act as 

if the amending Act had not commenced.  
(3)  For preparing and making the PIP, the guideline mentioned in former section 627 continues to 

apply as if the amending Act had not commenced. 
(4)  A PIP made under subsection (2) is taken to be an LGIP under the amended Act.  
(5)  Section 982(2) and (3) apply to the PIP as made under subsection (2). 
(6)  In this section— 

former, in relation to a provision, means the provision as in force immediately before the repeal 
or amendment of the provision under the amending Act. 

976B  Existing development approvals 
(1)  This section applies if, before the commencement, a development approval has been given. 
(2)  The unamended Act continues to apply to the development approval as if the amending Act 

had not been enacted. 
(3)  Without limiting subsection (2), the unamended Act continues to apply to the following for the 

development approval— 
(a)  a request to change the approval;  
(b)  an appeal about the approval; 
(c)  the levying of charges for the approval; 
(d)  infrastructure agreements and other infrastructure requirements relating to the 

approval. 
55  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 

Page 71, lines 3 and 4, from ‘before’ to ‘Act’— 
omit, insert— 

under the unamended Act before or after the commencement 
56  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 

Page 71, line 11, after ‘negotiated’— 
insert— 

adopted 
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57  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 
Page 71, lines 14 and 15, from ‘subsection (2)’ to ‘applies’— 
omit, insert— 

subsection (2) and section 976B(2), if a person 
58  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 

Page 71, after line 19— 
insert— 

(4)  However, section 657 does not apply to an infrastructure charges notice as amended under 
subsection (3). 

(5)  Also, subsection (3) does not apply if the notice was given by a distributor-retailer. 
Note— 

For the amendment of notices given by a distributor-retailer, see the SEQ Water Act, section 140D. 

59  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 
Page 72, lines 2 to 8— 
omit, insert— 

(1)  Subject to this section, an adopted infrastructure charges resolution of a local government as in 
existence under the unamended Act (an existing resolution) continues in effect and is taken 
to be a charges resolution under the amended Act. 

(1A)  Subsection (1) applies even if an existing resolution includes a provision that is contrary to, or 
does not otherwise comply with, the amended Act. 
Example— 

An existing resolution continues in effect even if it does not comply with section 630(3), 632(4) or 
633(1). 

(1B)  A charge adopted under an existing resolution (an existing charge) is taken to be an adopted 
charge under the amended Act and is taken to have had effect on the day it had effect under 
the unamended Act. 

(1C)  However, on and after 1 July 2015— 
(a)  an existing resolution ceases to be a charges resolution under the amended Act; and  
(b)  an existing charge ceases to be an adopted charge under the amended Act. 

(2)  Also, an existing resolution or an existing charge is of no effect to the extent it is inconsistent 
with the SPRP (adopted charges). 

60  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 
Page 72, after line 15— 
insert— 

(3A)  If the existing resolution does not include criteria for deciding a conversion application, the 
existing resolution is taken to include criteria as set out in a guideline— 
(a)  made by the Minister; and 
(b)  prescribed by regulation. 

61  Clause 19 (Insertion of new ch 10, pt 11) 
Page 74, line 29, after ‘Act’— 
insert— 

, other than a development application to which section 959B or 959C applies. 
Note— 

For development applications to which section 959B or 959C applies, see the SEQ Water Act, 
section 140C. 

62  Clause 20 (Amendment of sch 3 (Dictionary)) 
Page 78, line 10, ‘, 554B(1)(b) or 554C(1)(a)’— 
omit, insert— 

or 554B(2)(a) 
63  After clause 22— 

Page 81, after line 22— 
insert— 

22A  Amendment of s 99BRAF(Applying for water approval) 
Section 99BRAF— 
insert— 
(2A)  However, subsection (2) does not apply to the extent the application relates to a publicly-

controlled place. 
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64  Clause 25 (Amendment of s 99BRAJ (Water approval conditions must be relevant and reasonable)) 

Page 82, line 25, ‘the applicant’— 

omit, insert— 

a person 

65  Clause 26 (Amendment of s 99BRAK (Power to amend)) 

Page 83, line 18, after ‘notice’— 

insert— 

if the new infrastructure charges notice relates to the amended condition 

66  Clause 29 (Amendment of s 99BRAU (Requests for standard connections)) 

Page 84, line 11— 

omit, insert— 

(1)  Section 99BRAU(3)(b), from ‘if’ to ‘standard connection’— 

omit, insert— 

if the land related to the standard connection is land other than a publicly-controlled 
place and the person making the request is not the owner of the land 

(2)  Section 99BRAU(6), note, ‘applies’— 

67  Clause 36 (Amendment of s 99BRBF (Appeals about applications for connections—particular charges)) 

Page 87, line 27— 

omit, insert— 

refund; or 

(iii)  if the infrastructure charges notice states a refund will be given—the timing for giving 
the refund. 

68  Clause 36 (Amendment of s 99BRBF (Appeals about applications for connections—particular charges)) 

Page 88, lines 1 and 2— 

omit, insert— 

(a)  the relevant charge itself; or 

69  Clause 41 (Amendment of s 99BRBO (Appeals about applications for connections—particular charges)) 

Page 91, line 5— 

omit, insert— 

refund; or 

(iii)  if the infrastructure charges notice states a refund will be given—the timing for giving 
the refund. 

70  Clause 41 (Amendment of s 99BRBO (Appeals about applications for connections—particular charges)) 

Page 91, lines 8 and 9— 

omit, insert— 

(a)  the relevant charge itself; or 

71  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 93, line 9, ‘value’— 

omit, insert— 

current replacement cost 

72  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 93, line 15, after ‘acquisition,’— 

insert— 

financing, 

73  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 95, after line 18— 

insert— 

Note— 

See also section 140F. 
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74  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 98, after line 9— 
insert— 

99BRCHA Criteria for deciding conversion application 
(1) A board decision must include criteria for deciding a conversion application.  
(2) The criteria must be consistent with parameters for the criteria provided for under a guideline 

mentioned in the Planning Act, section 633A(2). 
75  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 99, lines 29 to 30 and page 100, lines 1 to 9— 

omit, insert— 

(2)  In working out additional demand— 
(a)  any existing demand for a water service or wastewater service must not be included if it is the 

subject of an existing water approval for the premises; and 

(b)  the demand on trunk infrastructure generated by the following must not be included— 
(i)  an existing use on the premises if the use is lawful and already taking place on the 

premises; 

(ii)  a previous use that is no longer taking place on the premises if the use was lawful at 
the time it was carried out;  

(iii) other development on the premises if the development may be lawfully carried out 
without the need for a further development permit under the Planning Act. 

(3)  However, the demand generated by a water approval, use or development mentioned in subsection (2) 
may be included if an infrastructure requirement that applies or applied to the water approval, use or 
development has not been complied with. 

(4)  In this section— 

charges notice means— 
(a)  an infrastructure charges notice under this Act or the Planning Act; or 

(b)  a notice mentioned in the Planning Act, section 977(1). 

infrastructure requirement means a charges notice, a water approval condition or a condition of a 
development approval under the Planning Act that requires infrastructure or a payment in relation to 
demand on trunk infrastructure. 

76  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 100, line 27, after ‘refund’— 

insert— 

, including when the refund will be given 
77  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 104, line 10, ‘trunk’— 

omit, insert— 

development 
78  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 104, after line 12— 
insert— 

Note— 

See schedule, definition trunk infrastructure. 

79  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 104, line 15, ‘trunk’— 

omit, insert— 

development 
80  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 105, line 25, after ‘charge’— 
insert— 

to the connection 
81  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 105, line 33, after ‘charge’— 

insert— 

to the connection 
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82  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 106, lines 6 to 13— 
omit, insert— 

infrastructure that may be apportioned reasonably to users of premises other than the subject 
premises. 

83  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 110, lines 21 and 22— 
omit. 

84  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 112, after line 16— 
insert— 

(2A)  A notice under subsection (2) must be given to the distributor-retailer before the levied charge under 
the infrastructure charges notice becomes payable under section 99BRCL. 

85  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 113, lines 17 and 18— 
omit, insert— 

(2)  In deciding the conversion application, the distributor-retailer must have regard to the criteria for 
deciding the application in its infrastructure charges schedule. 

86  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 
Page 116, lines 27 to 29— 
omit, insert— 

•  section 99BRCV(2) 
87  Clause 45 (Insertion of new ch 4C, pt 7) 

Page 118, after line 2— 
insert— 

99BRDMA Copy of water infrastructure agreement to be given to local government 
(1)  This section applies if a participating local government is not a party to a water infrastructure 

agreement that relates to its local government area. 
(2)  The distributor-retailer must give the local government a copy of the agreement. 

88  After clause 47— 
Page 120, after line 14— 
insert— 

47A  Insertion of new ch 6, pt 9, divs 2 and 3 
Chapter 6, part 9— 
insert— 
Division 2  Provisions about delegations 
132  Delegations for concurrence agency functions 

(1)  This section applies to— 
(a)  a development application mentioned in the Planning Act, section 959B(1) or 

959C(1); and 
(b)  a development approval mentioned in the Planning Act, section 959E(1) or (2). 

(2)  A delegation under former section 53(5)(a)(i), or a subdelegation of that function under 
former section 53(6), continues to apply to the development application or development 
approval, as if the amending Act had not been enacted. 

(3)  Also, a delegation under former section 53(5)(d), or a subdelegation of that function 
under former section 53(6), continues to apply to a development approval mentioned in 
subsection (1)(b) as if the amending Act had not been enacted. 

(4)  Former section 53(6) to (10) continues to apply to a delegation mentioned in 
subsection (2) or (3). 

133  Delegations related to functions under the Planning Act, ch 9, pt 7A, div 4 continue 
(1)  This section applies if a compliance assessment (an existing assessment) mentioned 

in the Planning Act, section 959F was, or is, required. 
(2)  A delegation under former section 53(5)(a)(ii) or (5)(d), or a subdelegation under 

former section 53(6), continues to apply to the existing assessment as if the amending 
Act had not been enacted. 

(3)  Former section 53(6) to (10) continues to apply to a delegation mentioned in 
subsection (2). 
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134  Delegation of functions under the Planning Act, ch 9, pt 7A, div 5 
(1)  A distributor-retailer may delegate its functions under the Planning Act, former chapter 

9, part 7A, division 5 to its relevant participating local governments. 
(2)  Former section 53(6) and (10) is taken to apply to a delegation made under subsection 

(1). 
Division 3  Provisions about development approvals 
135  Water connection aspect of development approvals under the Planning Act 

(1)  This section applies to the following development approvals if the approval involves a 
water connection aspect— 
(a)  a development approval that takes effect under the Planning Act, section 959B 

or 959C if the approval is for a material change of use of premises or 
reconfiguring a lot under the Planning Act;  

(b)  a staged development approval to which the Planning Act, section 959D 
applies. 

(2)  The water connection aspect of the development approval is taken to be a water 
approval for a staged connection.  

(3)  All conditions of the development approval relating to the water connection aspect are 
taken to be conditions of the water approval. 

(4)  In this section— 
development approval means a development approval under the Planning Act. 
staged development approval means a development approval for reconfiguring a lot. 
water connection aspect, of a development approval, means the aspect of the 
approval that is related to the infrastructure of a distributor-retailer in relation to its 
water service or wastewater service. 

89  Clause 48 (Insertion of new ch 6, pt 10) 
Page 120, after line 24— 
insert— 

140B  Definitions for pt 10 
In this part— 

commencement means, other than for section 141, the commencement of the Water Supply 
Services Legislation Amendment Act 2014, section 30. 
concurrence agency see the Planning Act, section 251. 
development approval means a development approval under the Planning Act. 
unamended Planning Act means the Planning Act as in force immediately before the 
commencement. 

140C  Development application for development approval—distributor-retailers 
(1)  This section applies to a development application to which the Planning Act, section 959B or 

959C applies if the application is for a material change of use of premises or reconfiguring a lot 
under the Planning Act. 

(2)  Despite the Planning Act, sections 959B(3) and 959C(3), for the aspect of the application for 
which a distributor-retailer or its participating local government is a concurrence agency— 
(a)  the following provisions of the unamended Planning Act do not apply for deciding the 

application— 
(i)  chapter 8; 
(ii)  section 347(1)(b); 
(iii)  chapter 9, part 7A, division 5; and 

(b)  section 99BRAJ(2)(h), (3) and (4) and chapter 4C, part 7, divisions 4 and 6 apply for 
deciding the application— 
(i)  as if a reference to an application for a water approval were a reference to a 

development application; and 
(ii)  as if a reference to an applicant for a water approval were a reference to an 

applicant for a development approval; and 
(iii) as if a reference to a water approval were a reference to a development 

approval; and 
(iv)  as if a reference to a water approval condition were a reference to a condition 

of a development approval; and 
(v)  as if a reference to a distributor-retailer were a reference to the concurrence 

agency for the development application; and 
(vi)  with any other necessary changes. 
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(3)  The distributor-retailer or its participating local government may, under chapter 4C, part 7, 
impose on any development approval given for the development application a condition about 
infrastructure for the distributor-retailer’s water service or wastewater service as if the 
development approval were a water approval. 

(4)  To remove any doubt, it is declared that if a condition is imposed on a development approval 
under subsection (3), the condition is a condition of the development approval.  
Note— 

The water connection aspect of a development approval given for a development application to 
which the Planning Act, section 959B or 959C applies becomes a water approval under section 
135. 

140D  Existing notices 

(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  a notice (an original notice) to which the Planning Act, section 959G applies is given 
for a development approval to which the Planning Act, section 959E applies; and  

(b)  a person makes a request under the Planning Act, section 369(1) to change the 
development approval. 

(2)  Despite sections 959E(3) and 959G(2), an infrastructure charges notice may be given under 
the amended Act, chapter 4C, part 7, division 2, subdivision 3 to replace the original notice as 
if— 

(a)  the original notice were an infrastructure charges notice under this Act; and 

(b)  a reference to a water approval were a reference to a development approval. 

(3)  However, section 99BRDC does not apply to an infrastructure charges notice given under 
subsection (2). 

(4)  In this section— 

amended Act means this Act as in force after the commencement of the Sustainable Planning 
(Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Act 2014, section 45. 

140E  Power to give infrastructure charges notice for particular existing development approvals 

(1)  This section applies if a water connection aspect of a development approval is taken to be a 
water approval under section 135. 

(2)  For section 99BRCI, a reference in that section to a decision notice is taken to be a reference 
to the decision notice for the development approval under the Planning Act. 

(3)  A distributor-retailer can not levy a charge under section 99BRCI for the supply of trunk 
infrastructure for the water connection aspect if a charge was levied under the Planning Act for 
the supply of the trunk infrastructure before the water connection aspect was taken to be a 
water approval. 

(4)  However, this section does not limit a distributor-retailer from levying a charge under section 
99BRCI for the supply of additional or related trunk infrastructure if a subsequent water 
approval takes effect under this Act.  

140F  Adopted infrastructure charges at commencement continue in effect 

(1)  This section applies if— 

(a)  before the commencement— 

(i)  a State Planning Regulatory Provision under the Planning Act provided for a 
charge for the supply of trunk infrastructure; and 

(ii)  the distributor-retailer’s board adopted a charge (an existing charge) for the 
supply of the trunk infrastructure under the unamended Planning Act, section 
755KA; and 

(b)  the relevant distributor-retailer has not adopted an infrastructure charges schedule 
under section 99BRCE. 

(2)  Despite section 99BRCF(1), the adopted charge for providing the trunk infrastructure is the 
existing charge for the infrastructure and is taken to have had effect on the day it had effect 
under the unamended Planning Act. 

(3)  However, an existing charge is of no effect to the extent it is inconsistent with the SPRP 
(adopted charges). 

(4)  Subsection (5) applies if a decision (an existing board decision) of the distributor-retailer’s 
board under the unamended Planning Act, section 755KA does not include a method for 
working out the cost of infrastructure the subject of an offset or refund. 

(5)  The decision is taken to include a method as set out in a guideline mentioned in the Planning 
Act, section 979(3). 

(6)  If the existing board decision does not include criteria for deciding a conversion application, the 
existing board decision is taken to include criteria as set out in a guideline mentioned in the 
Planning Act, section 979(3A). 
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90  Clause 49 (Amendment of schedule (Dictionary)) 

Page 121, after line 27— 

insert— 
Note— 

See also section 140F. 

91  Clause 49 (Amendment of schedule (Dictionary)) 

Page 125, line 6— 

omit, insert— 

infrastructure; or 

(c)  development infrastructure that is required to be provided under a condition 
imposed under section 99BRCR(2). 

I table the explanatory notes to my amendments. 
Tabled paper: Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014, explanatory notes to 
Hon. Jeff Seeney’s amendments [5329]. 

Amendments agreed to.  
Clauses 3 to 49, as amended, agreed to. 
Clauses 50 to 55— 
Mr SEENEY (8.35 pm): I seek leave to move the following amendments en bloc.  
Leave granted.  
Mr SEENEY: I move the following amendments— 

92  Clause 52 (Insertion of new pt 4A) 

Page 128, line 26— 

omit, insert— 

planning framework; and 

(c)  if the proponent is a corporation that is the subsidiary of another corporation (the 
parent corporation)— 

(i)  any proceedings under an environmental law to which the parent corporation 
has been a party; and 

(ii)  the parent corporation’s environmental policies and planning framework. 

93  Clause 52 (Insertion of new pt 4A) 

Page 128, after line 34— 

insert— 

reinstatement request see section 54ZJA(2). 

94  Clause 52 (Insertion of new pt 4A) 
Page 138, lines 21 and 22— 

omit, insert— 

(v)  any information, advice or comment given under section 54S(6); 

(vi)  all accepted submissions for the project; and 

95  Clause 52 (Insertion of new pt 4A) 

Page 140, line 27, ‘54ZC(2)’— 

omit, insert— 

54ZC(3) 

96  Clause 52 (Insertion of new pt 4A) 

Page 144, lines 5 to 30, page 145, lines 1 to 35, page 146, lines 1 to 33 and page 147, lines 1 to 18— 

omit, insert— 

Division 5  Cancelling or suspending environmental approval 
54ZF  Cancellation or suspension at proponent’s request 

(1)  This section applies if the proponent of a coordinated project makes a written request to the 
Coordinator-General to cancel or suspend the approval in relation to a specified provision. 

(2)  The Coordinator-General may, by written notice to the proponent, cancel the environmental 
approval, or suspend it for the period stated in the notice, in relation to the specified provision. 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5329
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54ZG  Cancellation or suspension for grounds including contravention or unforeseen significant 
impact 
(1)  The Coordinator-General may cancel an environmental approval, or suspend it for a period, in 

relation to a specified provision if the Coordinator-General reasonably believes a ground for 
cancellation or suspension mentioned in subsection (2), (3) or (4) exists. 

(2) An environmental approval may be cancelled or suspended in relation to a specified provision 
if— 
(a)  the approval or a condition of the approval has been contravened; and 
(b)  either— 

(i)  the contravention has caused a significant impact on the environmental matter 
protected by the specified provision; or 

(ii)  because of the contravention, cancelling or suspending the approval is 
reasonably necessary to protect the environmental matter protected by the 
specified provision. 

(3)  An environmental approval may be cancelled or suspended in relation to a specified provision 
if— 
(a)  the coordinated project has had, will have or is likely to have a significant impact on the 

environmental matter protected by the specified provision; and 
(b)  the impact was not identified during the assessment of the project; and 
(c)  the approval would not have been issued, or would have been issued with particular 

conditions, if information about the impact were available to the Coordinator-General 
during the assessment of the project. 

(4)  An environmental approval may be cancelled or suspended in relation to a specified provision 
if— 
(a)  information provided to the Coordinator-General during the assessment of the project 

did not accurately identify the likely impacts of the coordinated project on the 
environmental matter protected by the specified provision; and 

(b)  the information was inaccurate because of the proponent’s negligence or deliberate act 
or omission. 

(5)  In this section— 
assessment, of a coordinated project, means either or both of the following— 
(a)  the Coordinator-General’s assessment of the project under division 3 for the purpose of 

deciding whether to issue an environmental approval or impose a condition on the 
approval; 

(b)  if the environmental approval for the project was amended under division 4—the 
Coordinator-General’s consideration of an amendment application for the project under 
division 4 for the purpose of deciding whether to amend the approval or a condition of 
the approval. 

54ZH  Notice of proposed cancellation or suspension 
(1)  Before cancelling or suspending an environmental approval in relation to a specified provision 

under section 54ZG(1), the Coordinator-General must give the proponent for the coordinated 
project a notice stating— 
(a)  that the Coordinator-General proposes to— 

(i)  cancel the approval; or 
(ii)  suspend the approval for the stated period; and 

(b)  the ground for the proposed cancellation or suspension; and 
(c)  that the proponent may, within a stated time of at least 14 days, give the Coordinator-

General a written response to the proposed cancellation or suspension. 
(2)  The Coordinator-General must consider any response given by the proponent within the stated 

time. 
54ZI  Notice of cancellation or suspension decision 

(1)  If the Coordinator-General decides under section 54ZG(1) to cancel or suspend an 
environmental approval in relation to a specified provision, the Coordinator-General must, 
within 14 days after the decision, give the proponent written notice of the decision and the 
reasons for it.  

(2)  If the decision is to suspend the environmental approval in relation to a specified provision— 
(a)  the notice must state the period of the suspension (the suspension period); and 
(b)  during the suspension period, the specified provision applies to the coordinated project 

the subject of the environmental approval as if the approval had not been given. 
(3)  A decision to cancel or suspend the environmental approval takes effect on the later of the 

following— 
(a)  the day the written notice is given to the proponent; 
(b)  the day of effect stated in the written notice. 
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54ZJ  Issuing amended environmental approval 
(1)  This section applies if an environmental approval remains in force for 1 or more specified 

provisions after a decision of the Coordinator-General under section 54ZG(1) to cancel the 
approval in relation to a specified provision takes effect. 

(2)  The Coordinator-General must— 

(a)  amend the environmental approval to give effect to the partial cancellation of the 
approval; and 

(b)  issue the amended environmental approval to the proponent. 

(3)  However, if a reinstatement request in relation to the cancellation is approved under section 
54ZJC— 

(a)  subsection (2) does not apply; and 

(b)  any amended environmental approval issued under subsection (2)(b) because of the 
cancellation, and before the reinstatement request is decided, ceases to have effect. 

54ZJA  Request to reinstate cancelled or suspended environmental approval 
(1)  This section applies if a proponent for a coordinated project is given notice under section 

54ZI(1) that an environmental approval for the project is cancelled or suspended in relation to a 
specified provision. 

(2)  The proponent may, by written notice (a reinstatement request), ask the Coordinator-General 
to reinstate the environmental approval to the extent it is cancelled or suspended. 

(3)  A reinstatement request must— 

(a)  be made no later than 2 months after the day the notice under section 54ZI(1) is given; 
and 

(b)  state the grounds on which the proponent seeks to have the environmental approval 
reinstated. 

54ZJB Coordinator-General may request information about reinstatement request 
(1)  This section applies if the Coordinator-General considers further information is reasonably 

necessary to decide a reinstatement request.  

(2)  The Coordinator-General may, by written notice, require the proponent to provide the further 
information within the period stated in the notice.  

(3)  If the further information is not provided within the stated period, the reinstatement request 
lapses. 

54ZJC  Deciding reinstatement request 
(1)  The Coordinator-General must— 

(a)  decide whether to approve or refuse the reinstatement request; and 

(b)  give the proponent written notice of the decision, including the grounds for the decision. 

(2)  In deciding the request, the Coordinator-General must consider the matters mentioned in 
section 54ZG(2), (3) and (4). 

(3)  A decision under subsection (1)(a) must be made within 20 business days after the later of the 
following— 

(a)  the day the Coordinator-General receives the reinstatement request; 

(b)  the day the Coordinator-General receives any further information requested under 
section 54ZJB(2). 

(4)  If a decision is not made within the period mentioned in subsection (3), the Coordinator-
General is taken to have refused the reinstatement request the day after the period ends. 

(5)  If the Coordinator-General approves the request, the cancellation or suspension ceases to 
have effect from the day notice of the decision is given under subsection (1)(b). 

97  Clause 52 (Insertion of new pt 4A) 
Page 148, lines 9 and 10, ‘section 493A applies’— 

omit, insert— 

sections 437 to 440 and 493A apply 

98  After clause 52— 
Page 150, after line 25— 

insert— 

52A  Amendment of s 157A (What is an enforceable condition) 
Section 157A(1)— 

insert— 

(e)  a condition of an environmental approval under part 4A. 
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52B  Amendment of s 157P (Executive officer must ensure corporation does not commit particular 
offences) 
Section 157P(5)— 
omit. 

99  Clause 55 (Amendment of sch 2 (Dictionary)) 
Page 153, after line 3— 
insert— 

executive officer, of a corporation, means a person who is concerned with, or takes part in, its 
management, whether or not the person is a director or the person’s position is given the name 
of executive officer. 

100  Clause 55 (Amendment of sch 2 (Dictionary)) 
Page 153, after line 24— 
insert— 

reinstatement request, for part 4A, see section 54ZJA(2). 

Ms TRAD: In relation to the amendments moved en bloc, I want to quite clearly point to the fact 
that these amendments would have been in the original bill had the government taken the time 
necessary to consider the bill properly and had the government taken adequate time to consult on 
these amendments on this component of the bill.  

I want to take issue with some of the statements made by the Deputy Premier in his summation 
where he claims that adequate consultation had occurred with the conservation groups in relation to 
the approvals bilateral. Quite clearly, that is not the case. Under examination during the public 
hearing, the departmental briefing on the bill, it became clear that the department had actually 
corresponded with conservation groups on 28 February 2004 in relation to the inclusion of the 
bilateral approvals in another piece of legislation—the regulatory reform legislation. But the 
government in its wisdom, or because it was conducting a sham process here, decided to extract the 
bilateral approvals statutory framework and put it in the sustainable infrastructure reform bill that we 
are debating here tonight.  

What became clear is that the way in which consultation occurred for the local government and 
other stakeholders involved in the infrastructure reform component of the bill was very different to 
what occurred in relation to the approvals bilateral. Those stakeholders involved in the first part of the 
bill got a draft exposure, they had workshops and there were direct invitations. What the conservation 
groups got was an ambiguous letter about changes that would be made in the third quarter of 2014—I 
note that it is not the third quarter of 2014 yet—and that those groups should contact the department 
if they are interested in contributing to this ambiguous matter. Nowhere in the letter, which I will table 
for the benefit of the House, does it talk about the bilateral approvals process.  
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 28 February 2014, to Mr Dermot O’Gorman from Mr Barry Broe, Coordinator-General regarding 
proposed amendments to the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 and the State Development and 
Public Works Organisation Regulation 2010 [5330]. 

Nowhere in the letter does it mention that this legislation would be brought to the House in the 
second half of the year. There is nothing at all. This is the way that this government treats those 
people who have problems with what the government is doing in relation to environmental protection 
and ensuring that our environment is regulated adequately in this state. This government set up a 
sham process, and they are trying to hide behind the cover of a letter from 28 February. It will not hold 
up.  

Mrs CUNNINGHAM: I wish to again express my concern about the power that these 
amendments are going to confer on the Coordinator-General. I understand that the minister recited 
the credentials of the Coordinator-General.  

Over the years in this parliament there have been varying structures in terms of which 
departments manage what areas of government, and in the departments where environment has 
been combined with state development or mines, the minister responsible for those two very diverse 
areas is torn and eventually has to make a priority decision and almost play one area of responsibility 
off against the other. The Coordinator-General is conclusively pro development and has been intrinsic 
in the approval of much of the heavy industry in my electorate and has certainly taken advice from the 
department of environment. I have to commend this government for separating environment and 
heritage and putting it under Minister Powell, who is doing an excellent job, and putting mines and 
state development in the hands of separate ministers so that that contradiction and competing interest 
is not felt by the same minister.  

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5330
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I fear that the Coordinator-General has that same intended bias. He is pro development. That 
position is pro development. I believe that, without reference to the federal government—and I 
listened to the minister’s explanation about the Traveston Dam—without reference to a second 
opportunity to have a look at conditioning, to have a look at the approvals process, to have a look at 
impacts and social and community concerns, there will be decisions made that will be 
disadvantageous not only to the community but also to areas of the environment, particularly those 
areas that are particularly vulnerable.  

Mr SEENEY: Can I deal very briefly with the quite inane comments that were made by the 
member for South Brisbane in relation to the number of amendments? The reason there are so many 
amendments to this bill is that the committee system in this parliament works. The committee system 
that we put in place in this parliament was meant to work the way we have seen it work tonight, where 
a very complex, a very detailed bill was introduced into the parliament. The committee did its job and 
raised a whole range of issues that were about clarification. They were not about changing the 
fundamental philosophy of the bill, because that is not the committee’s role. They were about making 
sure that the legislation was better—not different, but better. As the minister responsible, I have 
congratulated the committee a number of times in doing that and I do that again. I can assure the 
House that every minister who introduces legislation into this place should be prepared to take on 
board the recommendations of the committee in terms of the areas of clarification and the detail of the 
bill. That is exactly what we have done tonight.  

It is a great shame that the member for South Brisbane has not had enough parliamentary 
experience or cannot display enough political maturity to understand the processes of this place. The 
only thing that the member for South Brisbane has brought to this House is a manic grin that has 
become her trademark. The member shows no understanding of the processes of this parliament. 
There has been extensive consultation on this bill. A whole range of stakeholders have had an 
opportunity to be involved.  

I now address the concerns that have been raised by the member for Gladstone in relation to 
the bilateral agreement. I think, fundamentally, the member for Gladstone does not understand the 
bilateral agreement and what it entails. For quite some time the Coordinator-General and we as a 
government have operated under a bilateral assessments process, which means that the 
Coordinator-General— 

Opposition members interjected.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Watts): Order, members! 

Mr SEENEY: Thank you, Mr Deputy Speaker. As I was saying, for quite some time the state 
government and the Coordinator-General have operated under a bilateral assessment process, which 
existed before we came to power. The former Coordinator-General operated under a bilateral 
assessment process. The Coordinator-General at a state level did a single assessment, produced a 
report and each government made their own decisions about approvals on that particular report, on 
that Coordinator-General’s assessment. That was the process that operated under the previous 
government. It was the process that gave rise to the decision on the Traveston Dam, which some 
members have tried to misrepresent tonight.  

As I said in my closing remarks, the opportunity for the Coordinator-General to not only make a 
single assessment—not only for us to operate under a bilateral assessment—but for that single 
assessment then to be used for a bilateral approvals system that allows the Coordinator-General to 
make decisions about approvals under an accreditation that I outlined that is agreed to by the 
Commonwealth, provides the opportunity for all of those issues to be considered together. Had they 
been considered together in the Traveston Dam instance, we would not have had the absurdity that 
we had. If it were considered by the Coordinator-General at that time, that that particular project could 
not be approved under the EPBC Act, then that would have been identified in the bilateral approvals 
process. It would have been dealt with at that stage, rather than having a system where one approval 
was given at a state level and then at a federal level it was adjudged—rightly or wrong; forget about 
the debate and talk about the process—that the project did not meet the requirements of the EPBC 
Act. Had there been a bilateral approvals process in place, those two decisions would have been 
made together and we would not have had the absurdity that we saw.  

I say to the member for Gladstone that it does not detract from the process; it adds to the 
process. It allows those two decisions to be taken together under a system that is accredited by the 
Commonwealth to a quite significant degree. It is not an abdication of powers at all. It is our 
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Coordinator-General operating under a bilateral approvals process, which is a natural extension of the 
bilateral assessment process that has operated for many years, which was foreseen by the architects 
of the EPBC Act and provided for in the EPBC Act when it was first introduced.  

Division: Question put—That the minister’s amendments be agreed to.  
AYES, 68: 

LNP, 68—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Berry, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, 
Crisafulli, Davies, T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, Flegg, France, Frecklington, Gibson, 
Grant, Grimwade, Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, Maddern, 
Malone, Mander, McArdle, McVeigh, Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Newman, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rickuss, 
Robinson, Ruthenberg, Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Smith, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, Symes, 
Trout, Walker, Woodforth, Young.  

NOES, 13: 

ALP, 7—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Pitt, Trad. 

KAP, 2—Hopper, Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
Resolved in the affirmative.  

Amendments agreed to.  

Ms TRAD: In relation to the clauses as they stand, the Labor opposition has a fundamental 
objection to the referral of approval powers from the Commonwealth under the EPBC Act to the state. 

Mr SEENEY: I rise to a point of order. I think the member is speaking to the wrong clauses. The 
issue that she is speaking to is contained within clause 50. We have not got there yet.  

Ms TRAD: I got the nod from the chair.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! We are in clauses 50 to 55 as amended.  

Ms TRAD: Thank you. I take it the Deputy Premier was wrong so I will resume.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: I am happy to give you guidance, member for South Brisbane. You 
have the call.  

Ms TRAD: Thank you.  

Mrs Miller interjected. 

Ms TRAD: He has been here for a very long time. I think they do claim to be a mature 
government if not an intelligent one.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Member for South Brisbane, would you speak to the clauses.  

Ms TRAD: Thank you for your protection, Mr Deputy Speaker. In relation to the clauses, I will 
repeat that the Labor opposition does not have any faith that this government, the LNP government, 
can be trusted with Commonwealth powers to approve projects in areas of national environmental 
significance. We do not have any faith. This is the same government whose leader when in opposition 
promised, hand on his heart, that he would maintain Labor’s ban on uranium mining and then 
repealed it; it is the same government when in opposition promised to maintain the statutory 
protection on native vegetation in Queensland and then repealed it. This is the government that 
UNESCO has identified as being aggressively anti environment. This is the government that wants to 
be trusted with the Great Barrier Reef completely. Well, I do not trust this government with the Great 
Barrier Reef. I do not trust this government with Norman Creek, let alone the Great Barrier Reef. I do 
not trust a government that gives Kentucky Fried Chicken $40,000 to encourage their recycling 
program. I do not trust a government that thinks that if they put the call out to all the punters out there 
to turn their backs on Ben and Jerry’s that all of the punters out there are going to listen to them. I 
think Ben and Jerry’s sales have escalated because the people of Queensland know that this 
government, when it comes to protecting the reef, when it comes to protecting the environment, you 
cannot trust this mob. You cannot trust them, not for a second, not with the Great Barrier Reef, not 
with Norman Creek, not with their own back yard.  

Mr SEENEY: The House has just been treated to a prime example of the hysterical socialist 
left. Can I say to members who did not have to endure that sort of thing for as many years as my 
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colleague and I here did that that is the sort of ideology that underwrote the last Labor government. 
But, honourable members, it is dripping with hypocrisy. Anyone who wants to compare the 
environmental record of our government in its short two years to that of the former government need 
look no further than Abbot Point, a proposition that the former government, the government 
dominated by that sort of hysterical socialist left thinking, had proposed—a dredging program of 
30 million cubic metres.  

Mr Newman: Thirty-eight.  
Mr SEENEY: Thank you for the correction: 38 million cubic metres. How many was it, six or 

nine different coal terminals?  
Mr Newman: Nine coal terminals. 
Mr SEENEY: Nine coal terminals. The multicargo facility was like a new island in the Great 

Barrier Reef. When we came to power we took it off the table straight away. It was absurd. It was too 
big. It was ridiculous. The dredging that we now propose is three million cubic metres—10 per cent of 
what was proposed by the historical people—the hysterical people who sit opposite. 

Government members interjected. 
Mr SEENEY: Historical as well. The other issue that illustrates the hypocrisy of the contribution 

from the member for South Brisbane is her reference to UNESCO. UNESCO became involved with 
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park and the Queensland government because the former Labor 
government did not even engage before they approved the LNG plants on Curtis Island. They did not 
even engage with UNESCO and that is what raised UNESCO’s concern at the time. The former Labor 
government did not even engage. Since we have come to power we have engaged with UNESCO in 
a very meaningful and a very significant way. We have done that both through the federal government 
and directly. We have engaged with UNESCO to provide the assurance that we can quite easily 
provide to anyone in the world that our management regime for the Great Barrier Reef is second to 
none. It is world best. It is a marked improvement on what was achieved by the previous Labor 
government. The strategic assessment that we have almost completed is a piece of work that the 
former government would not even attempt.  

Ms Trad: We started it. We started it and you know it! 
Mr SEENEY: The member for South Brisbane is not only hysterical, she is delusional as well. 

In the two short years we have been in government, our record on the environment surpasses 
anything that the former Labor government did. I repeat: it surpasses anything that the former Labor 
government did.  

Mr Powell interjected.  
Mr SEENEY: I thank the Minister for Environment. The Minister for Environment raises the 

other issues that we could talk about: our record on Cape York and our willingness to work with local 
communities on Cape York to find a solution that both protects the environment and guarantees the 
future of those Indigenous communities; and our record with people such as the members of the 
Carpentaria Land Council whom the former Labor government would not work with. We work with 
those people to get realistic environmental outcomes. It is absurd for the member for South Brisbane 
to come into this parliament and make accusations about this government’s environmental record.  

I wish to quote my friend the Treasurer, who is not here. He uses the word ‘totemic’. I believe 
there is one issue that will always stand as a totem in illustrating our government’s ability to make 
things happen for real environmental outcomes and that is the Steve Irwin Reserve. Under the former 
government, no protection was offered. Platitudes and empty words were all they would provide. We 
provided the protection that that particular circumstance deserves and we did it in a way that will 
ensure that the environmental values and the environmental outcomes there are available for 
generations to come.  

This government’s record on the environment is infinitely better than that of the Labor 
government that we replaced. That is what beguiles members such as the member for South 
Brisbane, because they know that the Labor government that they supported did not produce the 
environmental outcomes. They produced the nonsense, the hysteria and the rhetoric, but they did not 
produce the outcomes. In two years, we have produced environmental outcomes that we can be 
proud of and they can never emulate.  
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Division: Question put—That clauses 50 to 55, as amended, be agreed to. 
AYES, 68: 

LNP, 68—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Berry, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, 
Crisafulli, Davies, T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, Flegg, France, Frecklington, Gibson, 
Grant, Grimwade, Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, Maddern, 
Malone, Mander, McArdle, McVeigh, Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Newman, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rickuss, 
Robinson, Ruthenberg, Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Smith, Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, Symes, 
Trout, Walker, Woodforth, Young.  

NOES, 13: 

ALP, 7—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Scott, Trad. 

KAP, 2—Hopper, Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
Resolved in the affirmative.  
Clauses 50 to 55, as amended, agreed to. 
Insertion of new clause— 
Mr SEENEY (9.08 pm): I seek leave to move an amendment outside the long title of the bill.  
Leave granted. 
Mr SEENEY: I move the following amendment— 

101  After clause 55— 
Page 153, after line 30— 
insert— 

Part 3A  Amendment of local government legislation 
Division 1  City of Brisbane Act 2010 
55A  Act amended 

This division amends the City of Brisbane Act 2010. 
55B  Amendment of s 96 (Power to levy rates and charges) 

Section 96— 
insert— 
(1A)  Without limiting subsection (1), the council may categorise rateable land, and decide differential 

rates for rateable land, according to whether or not the land is the principal place of residence 
of the owner. 

55C  Amendment of ch 8 hdg (Repeal, transitional and savings provisions) 
Chapter 8, heading, ‘and savings’— 
omit, insert— 

, savings and validation 
55D  Insertion of new ch 8, pt 6 

After section 268— 
insert— 
Part 6  Validation provision for Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other 

Legislation Amendment Act 2014 
269  Validation of rates charged  

It is declared that the council always has had, whether under this Act or a repealed Act, the 
power to categorise rateable land, and decide differential rates for the rateable land, in the way 
stated in section 96(1A). 

Division 2  Local Government Act 2009 
55E  Act amended 

This division amends the Local Government Act 2009. 
55F  Amendment of s 94 (Power to levy rates and charges) 

Section 94— 
insert— 
(1A)  Without limiting subsection (1), a local government may categorise rateable land, and decide 

differential rates for rateable land, according to whether or not the land is the principal place of 
residence of the owner. 
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55G  Amendment of ch 9 hdg (Other transitional provisions) 
Chapter 9, heading, after ‘transitional’— 
insert— 

and validation 
55H  Insertion of new ch 9, pt 8 

After section 306— 
insert— 
Part 8  Validation provision for Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other 

Legislation Amendment Act 2014 
307  Validation of rates charged 

It is declared that a local government always has had, whether under this Act or a repealed 
Act, the power to categorise rateable land, and decide differential rates for the rateable land, in 
the way stated in section 94(1A). 

Amendment agreed to.  
Insertion of new clause— 
Mr SEENEY (9.08 pm): I seek leave to move an amendment outside the long title of the bill.  
Leave granted.  
Mr SEENEY: I move the following amendment— 

102  Before part 4 heading— 
Page 154, before line 1— 
insert— 

Part 3B  Amendment of industrial relations legislation 
Division 1  Industrial Relations Act 1999 
55I  Act amended 

This division amends the Industrial Relations Act 1999. 
55J  Amendment of s 71OG (Right of entry) 

Section 71OG(1), ‘or an associated entity of an organisation’— 
omit. 

55K  Amendment of s 353 (Entry to places) 
Section 353(4), definition workplace, paragraph (b), from ‘, a branch’— 
omit, insert— 

or branch of an organisation. 
55L  Amendment of s 356 (Power to require information) 

Section 356(1)(a)(iv)— 
omit. 

55M  Omission of ch 12, pt 12, div 1B, hdg and sdiv 1, hdg 
Chapter 12, part 12, division 1B, heading and subdivision 1, heading— 
omit. 

55N  Omission of s 553C (Division does not apply to organisations with local government members) 
Section 553C— 
omit. 

55O  Relocation of s 553D (When does an organisation spend money for a political purpose) 
Section 553D— 
relocate and renumber as section 552A. 

55P  Omission of s 553DA (When an entity is an associated entity of another entity) 
Section 553DA— 
omit. 

55Q  Amendment of section 553E (Other definitions for div 1B) 
(1)  Section 553E, heading— 

omit. 
(2)  Section 553E, ‘In this division—’— 

omit. 
(3)  Section 553E, definitions candidate for election, legislature, local government, political matter, 

political object and political party— 
relocate to section 551. 
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55R  Omission of ch 12, pt 12, div 1B, sdivs 2-4  
Chapter 12, part 12, division 1B, subdivisions 2 to 4— 
omit. 

55S  Amendment of s 557B (Register of political spending) 
Section 557B(3)(d)— 
omit. 

55T  Amendment of s 557S (Spending for political purposes) 
Section 557S(d)— 
omit. 

55U  Amendment of s 560 (Requirements for audit report) 
Section 560(f)— 
omit. 

55V  Insertion of new ch 20, pt 19 
Chapter 20— 
insert— 

Part 19 Transitional provision for Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation 
Amendment Act 2014  

838  Matters relating to expenditure ballots 
(1)  This section applies if, during the relevant period, an entity— 

(a)  committed an offence against a provision in chapter 12, part 12, division 1B; or  
(b) committed an offence against section 557B(1) because the entity failed to state, in a 

register the entity was required to keep under that subsection, a matter mentioned in 
section 557B(3)(d); or 

(c)  committed an offence against section 557O because the entity failed to include in a 
financial disclosure statement the entity was required to prepare under that section a 
matter mentioned in section 557S(d).  

(2)  No proceeding may be started or continued against a person, and no penalty may be imposed, 
in relation to the offence.  

(3)  Subsection (2) applies despite the Acts Interpretation Act 1954, section 20. 
(4)  In this section— 

relevant period means the period— 
(a)  starting on 1 July 2013; and 
(b)  ending immediately before the commencement of this section. 

55W  Amendment of sch 5 (Dictionary) 
(1)  Schedule 5, definitions associated entity and expenditure ballot— 

omit. 
(2)  Schedule 5, definitions candidate for election, political matter and political party, ‘division 1B 

and chapter 12, part 12A, see section 553E’— 
omit, insert— 
see section 551 

(3)  Schedule 5, definitions legislature and local government, ‘, division 1B, see section 553E— 
omit, insert— 
see section 551 

(4)  Schedule 5, definition political object, ‘section 553E’— 
omit, insert— 
section 551 

(5)  Schedule 5, definition political purpose, ‘section 553D’— 
omit, insert— 
section 552A 

Division 2  Industrial Relations Regulation 2011 
55X  Regulation amended 

This division amends the Industrial Relations Regulation 2011. 
55Y  Omission of pt 12, div 2 (Expenditure ballots for spending for political purposes) 

Part 12, division 2— 
omit. 

55Z  Omission of sch 2C (Rules for conduct of expenditure ballot) 
Schedule 2C— 
omit. 
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Ms PALASZCZUK: I could not quite hear the Deputy Premier. Was that ‘amendment No. 102’? 
I think that refers to a repeal of a provision that is now going to cause major embarrassment to this 
LNP government. They had to come in here tonight with their heads bowed down. There is the 
incompetent Attorney-General, sitting there in the back row, hiding. He is not prepared to stand up 
and talk on the bill. There he is. Let’s give him a wave over there, because this is embarrassing. This 
is a complete and utter bungle by the Attorney-General and it is about time that the Premier sacked 
him. It is about time that he went. It is about time that he left the position of Attorney-General. Why 
have they come in the dark of the night, whispering the repeal? They have whispered the repeal 
because they have had to come and fix up a major blunder from the Attorney-General. It is another 
blunder; another Bleijie beauty. He could not even do it himself. He had to get the Deputy Premier in 
to hide it in another bill.  

Honourable members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Watts): Order!  
Ms PALASZCZUK: Why have they come to do this tonight? It appears that in New South 

Wales the High Court has struck out similar legislation, because there is an implied right of freedom of 
speech in this country.  

An opposition member: They don’t have dissenting opinions. 
Ms PALASZCZUK: No. The Attorney-General does not understand the implied right of freedom 

of speech. 
An opposition member: He doesn’t understand the separation of powers. 
Ms PALASZCZUK: He does not understand the separation of powers. What an 

embarrassment! What a complete and utter embarrassment! If I was a member of the LNP 
backbench, I would be hanging my head in shame tonight. I would be hanging my head in shame and 
saying, ‘Why are we putting up with this incompetence? Why are we putting up with this incompetent 
Attorney-General?’ It is no wonder that the Solicitor-General resigned; he could not take it anymore.  

It is very rare that I say this, but tonight the opposition will be supporting the repeal of this 
provision. We are supporting the repeal because we believe in the implied right of freedom of speech.  

(Time expired)  
Mr MULHERIN: Who would have believed that we would be in here tonight finally supporting 

an LNP industrial relations amendment bill? How ironic is that? The only reason we are doing it is 
because of the incompetence of the Attorney-General. He had to get the Deputy Premier to come in 
here and mop up his mess. What an embarrassment. It is the latest confirmation that this is well over 
the Attorney-General’s head. We only have to look at some of his faux pas to date. In terms of the 
boot camps, he could not even keep two kids in and then awarded the next contract for a boot camp 
at twice the cost. There is a long line of legislative extremities that stem from his pathological inability 
to accept advice and guidance from people.  

It is surely time to recognise the words that the former Solicitor-General said about him, ‘It is 
really difficult to conclude otherwise than that he should go and do something else to which he might 
be suited.’ We warned the Attorney-General during the debate that this matter would be on 
constitutional shaky ground. As a result of the High Court challenge by the New South Wales unions, 
it reaffirms what I said in the debate some months ago.  

This government owes the people an explanation as to why they went down this path. Was it 
pure ideology or pure hatred for organised labour? Why do you not table the advice that you got from 
the Solicitor-General to reassure the people of this state how incompetent you were when you went 
against the advice of the Solicitor-General? Anyway, we will be supporting this amendment tonight.  

Ms TRAD: I want to return to one of the central themes of our opposition to this entire bill, 
particularly in relation to approvals bilateral, and that is the lack of consultation. We said around the 
time, some 364 days ago, that the Attorney-General introduced the actual legislation—the provision 
that is being repealed tonight—that there was a lack of consultation. There was a lack of 
understanding around the principles of freedom of speech and freedom of association. Here we have 
tonight evidence of all of our concerns coming home to roost.  

I think it is really important to have a look at some of the bungles of the Attorney-General to 
date. As the Deputy Leader of the Opposition detailed, we had the bungle with the boot camps. Then 
we had the bungle with regard to the sex offender legislation that was struck down in the Court of 
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Appeal. Then we had the bungle where the Attorney-General was purportedly appealing when he did 
not have the right of appeal and had to humiliatingly withdraw at the door of the Court of Appeal. Then 
we had the bigger bungle when he claimed to have closed a court that was sitting on that very day. I 
think the Leader of the Opposition was in estimates asking questions about that. It was a bigger 
bungle when he said that he does not accept that prisoners are being raped in Queensland’s jails. 
The bungles continue and continue.  

What we have here is an example of where ideologically the LNP has tried to punish unions, 
tried to punish organised labour by saying, ‘You can’t actually participate in democracy unless you 
have a full ballot of your members. You can’t actually spend $10,000 putting a political case to 
people, whether that be about increased wages or government policy or service delivery in the area of 
work that you do.’ I recall the Attorney-General came into the House and said, with his hand on his 
heart, ‘This is about protecting union members. This is about making sure that they have the right to 
participate in their unions.’  

Guess what? The High Court does not agree with that proposition. The High Court simply does 
not agree with an ideological assault from conservative parties, whether they are in New South 
Wales, Queensland or anywhere in Australia. These are organisations with memberships. They have 
a constitution and they have members who participate in the election of office bearers. This 
government should remember that and should get its nose out of union business. Quite frankly, I think 
this bodes very well for the next chapter in the campaign against asset sales in this state. I think if this 
mob are prepared to fold on this and are not prepared to test their propositions and their mettle in the 
High Court then quite frankly their arguments are not going to stand at the ballot box.  

Mr Johnson interjected.  
Ms TRAD: Get back to your seat. Get back to your seat, Vaughan.  
(Time expired)  
Mrs MILLER: I just have a short contribution tonight: ‘The workers united will never be 

defeated!’  
Ms D’ATH: I am glad to be able to speak on this clause because I was not yet in the House 

when these undemocratic, extreme laws went through this House. They went through with the 
support of LNP MPs in the House who now have to correct this huge mistake. I am glad to be able to 
put on the record how oppressive these laws were. They were undemocratic— 

Mr Newman: But you were there with Craig Thomson. 
Ms D’ATH: If the Premier wants to put an accusation, please go ahead. I am happy to refer you 

to the privileges committee before it even comes out of your mouth. 
Mr Newman interjected.  
Ms D’ATH: By all means bring on the allegations. I am glad to be able to be on the record about 

these oppressive laws.  
Honourable members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Watts): Order! I remind members to direct their comments through 

the chair. The House will come to order.  
Ms D’ATH: They were unconstitutional and represent the worst of the LNP’s unashamed 

ideological attack on workers and the unions who represent them. Where was the Premier when Scott 
Driscoll was pulling money out of my local community and damaging a community association?  

Let us be clear why this amendment is being introduced tonight. It is not because the Premier 
and Attorney-General has consulted and is willing to admit that he made a mistake. It was not 
because they acknowledge it was terrible public policy. It is not because they have woken up and 
decided they want more openness and transparency in Queensland—their CMC and donation laws 
prove that.  

The only reason the LNP government is seeking amendments tonight is because the 
government knew that they were able to lose a High Court challenge and wanted to spare themselves 
more political embarrassment. They can’t run and they can’t hide. It has taken the government six 
months to act on this High Court decision in Unions New South Wales v New South Wales. How 
much time and taxpayers’ dollars have been spent in the last six months? The Attorney-General 
should stand up in this chamber and apologise to the people of Queensland for wasting their time, 
wasting their money and attacking their democratic rights.  
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Honourable members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Watts): Order! Pause the clock, please. Members, Hansard are 

having trouble hearing some of the conversations. So I ask you to maintain order. I call the member 
for Rockhampton.  

Mr BYRNE: I think I am well on the record in this House as being a great fan of the work of the 
Attorney-General. In fact, I have taken special pride in commentary on his work over the last 18 
months. I can only say that this latest piece of the play reinforces exactly what I have been saying for 
the last 18 months. Some of my earlier criticisms have been, I suppose, ideological. But this is a 
serious matter. This is a serious matter because this is legislation put through this House. This is 
legislation similar to the Criminal Law Amendment (Public Interest Declarations) Amendment Bill 2013 
that did not even make it to the High Court. It was thrown out in this state in the Court of Appeal. I am 
just wondering how many times this House has to put up with pieces of legislation that are clearly 
false, have failed or will fail, yet we have to go through the process of wasting our time and having a 
debate about pieces of law that a person who was proficient in their duties such as the state’s first law 
officer would deliver without fear, favour or having to go through this process. So I think it is just a 
dreadful embarrassment to the government.  

This is a serious matter because it is legislation that the government fought and died in this 
trench to win. The government are the ones who brought it in the chamber. The government are the 
ones who stood here and said, ‘We are going to take these measures.’ One would have thought that 
someone over there would have thought maybe this is not going to fly, maybe this is going to fall over 
in the judicial process—but no. The ideological absolutism of this government has carried forward 
once again and it has been proven to have failed. So we give you this one commitment: if this 
happens again where another piece of legislation comes from the Attorney-General that gets rolled by 
the judicial process or gets threatened to be rolled, he must go.  

Mr PITT: I could not let the opportunity go by, and of course having essentially been painted in 
a corner to stand up here given that all of my other colleagues had to have a chip, I would not miss 
that opportunity. There is a convention in this place that we should not reflect on the absence of 
members, but the member for Woodridge is not here and I think she would be upset that she is not 
here because she has missed the opportunity to have a go at the Attorney-General.  

Let me rattle a few names off for you here—the Kmart lawyer, the articled clerk, the Elvis 
impersonator, one of the all-singing, all-dancing von Trapp children. There have been numerous titles 
given to the Attorney-General, but sadly all of these names have been put forward because of the 
bungles that we have seen from the state’s first law officer who does not deserve to hold that position. 
What we know is that there is no dissent allowed in the LNP party room, and it seems that that has 
been the case with the defections we have seen and the resignations we have seen. We know that 
the Premier stands by people like the former member for Redcliffe. The former member for Redcliffe 
had the Premier’s support for so long. Of course he has continued to support his bungling 
Attorney-General, and this is just the latest of his failures in this position. The member for Mansfield 
must certainly be shaking his head because he knows, as do many members on the other side of this 
House that he would make a fine first law officer, one who brings maturity and someone who would 
not be still in short pants in the job.  

This provision is an important provision. It is an important provision because it allows union 
members to have their say through their normal democratic process instead of an artificial process 
put forward by this government—one that would be expensive and of course not timely in terms of the 
sorts of campaigns that they must mount against this government. But, for all of the sins of this 
Attorney-General, I can say most certainly there are two things that stick very clearly in my mind: the 
workers compensation scheme in Queensland has been savaged by this Attorney-General. The 
committee made recommendations and he did not listen. He did not listen because he had his mind 
made up and had a vested interest in where this needed to go. Then just in case that was not 
enough—hurting workers in this state, making them unable to claim against negligent employers 
under the common law provisions—he compounded that problem with the latest attack through the 
Work Health and Safety Bill, which of course is going to mean sad news for many Queensland 
workers whom we know are going to be unsafe as a result of this Attorney-General. We will support 
this provision, but it may be the last IR provision we will support under this government.  

(Time expired)  
Mr SEENEY: Mr Deputy Speaker— 
Opposition members interjected.  
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Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order, members on my left! Order!  
Mr Pitt: Come on ‘J Edgar’—bring it home!  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: I remind the member for Mulgrave to refer to members by their title in 

the House. I call the Deputy Premier.  
Mr SEENEY: For the first time in two years and two months we have seen some enthusiasm 

from those who get paid to be in opposition in this place—for the first time in two years and two 
months. But think about all of the issues that we have debated in this House over the two years and 
two months—all of the issues that are critically important for Queensland’s future, that are critically 
important for the future generations of Queenslanders to come. Think of all of those issues, all of 
those issues which the opposition have failed to engage on, all of those issues that the opposition 
have failed to show any enthusiasm about until tonight—until tonight. And what was the issue? 
Protecting the right of their union mates to spend other people’s money, protecting the right of their 
union mates to put their hands in the pockets of the workers and spend their money without reference 
to them. That is the issue. That is the only issue that gets them excited. That is the only issue that 
they care about. That issue to them is more important than any of the other issues that we have 
debated in this place in the last two years and two months, and it demonstrates what the Labor Party 
is about in Queensland. It is about protecting the people who pay them. It is about protecting the 
people who provide them with campaign funds despite the fact they are hopeless beyond description. 
It is about protecting the thugs in the union movement who are their paymasters and their directors.  

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Members on my left will cease interjecting.  
Mr SEENEY: They come in here day after day disinterested in the issues that are important to 

Queenslanders, but when it is a question of accountability for the union movement, when it is a 
question of bringing accountability to organisations that cannot even spell ‘accountability’, let alone 
know what it means, we see a level of enthusiasm and excitement that surpasses anything we have 
seen for the last two years and two months. That is why even the member for Rockhampton showed 
a spark of life. I never thought he had it in him.  

Mr Springborg: He made the only coherent contribution.  
Mr SEENEY: Yes, he was the only bloke who was coherent enough to make a contribution that 

was not shrouded by philosophical ravings like the rest of them. It demonstrates what the Labor Party 
is about. It demonstrates to the people of Queensland better that anything else ever could that there 
is only one team in the Queensland parliament that has a strong plan for a brighter future. There is 
only one team—there is only one political option for the people of Queensland, because what we saw 
tonight illustrates what the Labor Party is all about.  

Opposition members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Members on my left will cease interjecting. The Deputy 

Premier has the call.  
Mr SEENEY: I say to the member for Gaven, my poor old mad mate up there, that you should 

think about what you have seen tonight before you throw your lot in with them as you so often do. Try 
and see through the mist of insanity and say, ‘They are not worth voting with.’  

Honourable members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The House will come to order.  
Opposition members interjected.  
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Those on my left will cease interjecting. 
Mr SEENEY: Can I put on the record of the House what this clause is about. It recognises a 

decision of the High Court in the case between Unions New South Wales and New South Wales in 
December 2013. Provisions in the New South Wales Election Funding, Expenditure and Disclosures 
Act 1981 were struck down, which indicates that the High Court has interpreted that it will read widely 
the implied right of freedom of communication on government and political matters. We respect the 
decision of the High Court, and we have acknowledged that that requires us to change the legislation 
that we formerly introduced. That is a right and proper response to the decision of the High Court. A 
measure of the lack of intellectual rigour in debate in this place is the extent to which members 
engage in personal attack. What we saw tonight was an opportunity— 

Opposition members interjected.  
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Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Those members on my left will cease interjecting. 
Mr SEENEY: What we saw tonight— 
Opposition members interjected. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Members on my left, I will start ejecting people if you do not come to 

order. 
Mr SEENEY: What we saw tonight writ large in block letters was jealousy and envy of the 

Attorney-General. Seven members of this parliament demonstrated the envy and the jealousy that 
consumes them because the Attorney-General has achieved more in the two years and two months 
that we have been in government than the government that they were a part of achieved in 10 years. 
The member for Rockhampton need only look at the crime figures in the city of Rockhampton—a city 
which is part of my region, a city which is part of the world in which I live. The reduction in crime 
figures in Rockhampton illustrates beyond anything else the success of the Attorney-General and the 
types of outcomes that he has been able to produce. The jealousy and envy we saw demonstrated 
over there tonight, mixed with the philosophical urge to come to the support of the trade union 
movement, I think illustrates to the people of Queensland that the Labor Party are certainly not fit for 
anything other than the role that they have. 

This particular act that the clause was part of was about accountability; it was about bringing 
accountability. It is just like the discussion we had about environmental outcomes; the accountability 
outcomes that this government has produced in two years and two months far exceed anything that 
the previous government was able to achieve. We have brought a new level of accountability to this 
parliament. We have brought a new level of accountability to the trade union movement, much to the 
disgust of those who sit opposite—those people who are philosophically bound to the trade union 
movement by bonds that will never be parted because the trade union own them body and soul. The 
trade union own them body and soul and they are here to represent the trade unions, not to represent 
the people in their electorates. They are not here to represent the people of Rockhampton or the 
people of South Brisbane. They are here to represent the trade union thugs that provide them with the 
campaign funds. The consideration of this clause tonight has done nothing but expose the Labor 
Party for what they are. 

Amendment agreed to. 
Clause 56, as read, agreed to. 
Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: The House will now consider postponed clause 2. 
Clause 2— 
Mr SEENEY (9.35 pm): I seek leave to move an amendment outside the long title of the bill. 
Leave granted. 
Mr SEENEY: I move the following amendment— 

1 Clause 2 (Commencement) 
Page 12, lines 8 and 9— 
omit, insert— 

This Act, other than part 3, division 2 and part 3A, commences on a day to be fixed by proclamation. 

Amendment agreed to.  
Clause 2, as amended, agreed to. 
Schedule, as read, agreed to. 

Third Reading 
Hon. JW SEENEY (Callide—LNP) (Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, 

Infrastructure and Planning) (9.36 pm): I move— 
That the bill, as amended, be now read a third time. 

In moving the third reading, I wish to pay due regard to my staff, members of my department 
and officers of the Office of the Coordinator-General. I pay due regard to the people who have done a 
power of work to make this bill a reality tonight. As we have noted a number of times, this is a very 
contentious area and a very complicated area, and there has been a lot of work involved by a lot of 
people who have gone above and beyond what should be expected in those positions. I congratulate 
them all. I ask the House to note their efforts. 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_213611
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Question put—That the bill, as amended, be now read a third time. 

Motion agreed to. 

Bill read a third time. 

Long Title 
Hon. JW SEENEY (Callide—LNP) (Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, 

Infrastructure and Planning) (9.37 pm): I move the following amendment— 
103  Long title 

Long title, from ‘purposes and’ to ‘other particular purposes’— 

omit, insert— 
purposes, to amend the South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail Restructuring) 
Act 2009 and the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 for other 
particular purposes, to amend the City of Brisbane Act 2010 and the Local Government Act 
2009 for other particular purposes and to amend the Industrial Relations Act 1999 and Industrial 
Relations Regulation 2011 for other particular purposes 

Amendment agreed to.  
Question put—That the long title of the bill, as amended, be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

MINISTERIAL STATEMENT 

Error in Ministerial Statement; Budget, Police, Fire and Emergency Services 
Hon. JM DEMPSEY (Bundaberg—LNP) (Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services) 

(9.37 pm): Before I commence the second reading on the next bill, I wish to correct a ministerial 
statement I made early this morning. Earlier today in my ministerial statement, I was recorded as 
saying ‘$1.2 million’ when referring to the funding for the Safe Night Out Strategy. I indeed was 
referring to the $2.1 million in funding provided for this important plan to keep our communities safe 
and for Queenslanders and its visitors to enjoy a safe night out. I seek to correct the record for the 
accuracy of the parliamentary Hansard as soon as possible. 

CHILD PROTECTION (OFFENDER REPORTING) AND OTHER LEGISLATION 
AMENDMENT BILL 

Resumed from 1 April (see p. 916). 

Second Reading 
Hon. JM DEMPSEY (Bundaberg—LNP) (Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services) 

(9.38 pm): I move— 
That the bill be now read a second time.  

Before the debate on the bill commences, I would particularly like to thank the Legal Affairs and 
Community Safety Committee for their prompt examination of the Child Protection (Offender 
Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. The committee received five submissions—
from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Legal Service (Queensland) Ltd, the Queensland Child 
Safety Legislative Action Network, the Bar Association of Queensland, Protect All Children Today and 
the Queensland Law Society. The committee’s report was tabled on 26 May 2014 and made two 
recommendations. Firstly, the committee recommended that the bill be passed without amendment. 

The committee also recommended that I consider amending the bill to include a mechanism 
whereby an offender who has reported without incident for a certain period of time be permitted to 
report on a less frequent basis for the remainder of the reporting period. The government notes 
recommendation 1 made by the committee. The government does not support recommendation 2 
made by the committee. I table the government’s response to the committee report. 
Tabled paper: Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee: Report No. 66—Child Protection (Reporter Offending) and 
Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014, government response [5331]. 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_213754
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_213848
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=5414T5331
http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_213754
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I would like to thank all interest groups for their contribution to the examination of the bill and 
their written submissions to the committee including the committee itself for its recommendations. 
Firstly, I would like to reiterate that this government is committed to introducing more stringent 
monitoring of sex offenders and tougher conditions for child sex offenders. That is why we came to 
the election in 2012 with a strong mandate to ensure tougher monitoring of child sex offenders was 
put into place.  

It is the aim of this government to enhance the safety of children in Queensland communities 
by getting tough on child sex offenders. This bill meets that commitment by increasing monitoring 
provisions associated with child sex offenders to four times per year—quarterly rather than annually—
to meet the community expectations and enhance the safety of our most vulnerable children. 
Furthermore, this bill enables additional reporting obligations to apply in instances where an offender 
poses a significant risk of re-offending. The government makes no apologies for the increase in 
monitoring provisions as the safety of children is of paramount importance and outweighs the 
inconvenience posed to child sex offenders who will now have to report to police on their 
whereabouts and their personal particulars more frequently.  

The committee’s recommendation to allow child sex offenders to report less frequently in 
circumstances where they have reported for a certain period without incident is in contrast to this 
government’s commitment and is not supported. People who are listed on the national child offender 
system have committed offences against children pursuant to this act and are deemed to be a risk to 
the lives and safety of children. Reducing the reporting conditions of convicted child sex offenders, 
regardless of whether reporting has previously been without incident, is paramount to increasing the 
risk to children. In this respect, I do not support the committee’s recommendations.  

This bill is not just about increasing mandatory reporting requirements to quarterly periods. This 
bill also supports the government’s election commitment to get tough on child sex offenders by 
allowing police to enter a residence of a reportable offender for the purpose of verifying personal 
information. The bill also allows police to take DNA from child sex offenders if that DNA has not 
already been taken in Queensland and removes a requirement for their DNA to be destroyed at the 
conclusion of their reporting period. These provisions not only enhance the ability of police to 
adequately monitor the details and movements of reportable offenders; they also enhance their 
investigative capacity when investigating crimes in the future.  

The bill will also reduce time frames in which offenders are required to make changes to their 
personal details, for example when travelling within or outside Queensland or changing address, from 
14 days to seven days; automatically suspend Child Protection (Offender Reporting) Act reporting 
obligations while an offender is simultaneously reporting under the provisions of the Dangerous 
Prisoners (Sexual Offenders) Act 2003; apply standard reporting periods of five years for a first 
conviction, 10 years for a second conviction and life for any further offending; require reportable 
offenders to provide police with details of all social networking sites and any passwords associated 
with those sites as well as telephone numbers; and enable the Police Commissioner to suspend 
reporting requirements in instances where the reportable offender suffers from a physical or cognitive 
impairment which would prevent their reporting.  

I am also supportive of alternative methods of offender reporting to be adopted by police 
including in person, online and a trial of kiosk reporting at police stations which will allow police to 
focus their attention on reportable offenders deemed to be high risk. Whilst this bill requires quarterly 
reporting by reportable offenders, it also enables the Police Commissioner to increase reportable 
requirements and determine the method of reporting, for example, in person for those offenders 
deemed a significant risk to the lives and safety of children. These amendments demonstrate the 
commitment this government has in getting tough on crime and cracking down on those who seek to 
offend against children in this state. We make no apology for the tough stance made in this respect 
and are committed to making child sex offenders accountable for their offending. It is all part of this 
government’s strong plan to ensure Queensland is not only a great state, but a safe state in which to 
live and raise a family.  

Mr BYRNE (Rockhampton—ALP) (9.44 pm): Madam Deputy Speaker— 
A government member: It’s budget week, Bill. 
Mr BYRNE: I am aware it is budget week. I rise to speak about the child protection bill 

introduced by the LNP. I am pleased to do that because it has probably got a reasonable prospect of 
not being found invalid by the Court of Appeal. The Attorney-General’s ill-fated attempts to introduce 
child protection legislation in the form of the Criminal Law Amendment (Public Interest Declarations) 

http://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/docs/find.aspx?id=0Mba20140604_214529
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Amendment Bill 2013 did not even make it to the High Court before it was thrown out by the Court of 
Appeal. I trust that many aspects of this bill will be more of a success because the Queensland Police 
Service has had input on this bill and its members have a wonderful record when it comes to dealing 
with child sex offenders in this state. Their reputation in this area is well recognised throughout 
Australia and jurisdictions overseas. Task Force Argos has again received international recognition 
for its work in this area. The former Labor government left a great legacy for Queenslanders in the 
form of a highly trained, professional group of investigators to deal with child sex offenders. The 
opposition want to make it clear that it will support amendments to toughen laws to deal with 
paedophiles and sex offenders to protect children and other vulnerable people in the community. We 
make no excuse for that and reject the accusations made previously in this House by various 
members of the LNP, who should be ashamed for making the comments they made in this House 
during the debate on the Criminal Law Amendment (Public Interest Declarations) Amendment Bill. 
Clearly, the initial legislative reforms dealing with child protection and offender reporting improved the 
way sex offenders were monitored and managed in this community. Some of these amendments 
build on the legacy of the former government, but others can only be described as suspect to say the 
least.  

During my time here I have observed the Queensland Police Service give frank and 
professional advice on the topic of how we deal with paedophiles. They have expressed concerns 
that children could get killed if the government’s two-strike sex offender legislation was introduced. 
During the committee hearing into this matter, they expressed concern about the implementation of 
the public sex offender registry in Queensland. I am satisfied by the work put into this bill that 
improves reporting processes. It can only be described as finding a way to deal with the increasing 
numbers of reportable offenders. I hope the measures in this bill that add value in the reporting 
process through the implementation of better technology will lead to positive outcomes that protect 
families and children in this state.  

I applaud the many hardworking members of the Queensland Police Service for their 
dedication in what is clearly a difficult and complex area to specialise in. The personal toll that 
investigating paedophiles takes on police should be remembered by everyone in this House and 
everyone in the community. So it is with this in mind that I make the following points about some of 
the more questionable measures in the bill. Clause 19 of the bill seeks to amend the existing section 
36, which sets the length of the reporting period for various classes of offender. In fact, the bill 
purports to reduce the period of time for which offenders are obliged to report. The existing legislation 
creates two classes of offence and provides a reporting obligation for a period of eight years for those 
persons convicted of the less serious of the two classes and 15 years for those convicted of the more 
serious class of offence. When a person committed a second offence after being notified of their 
reporting obligation, they were required to report for life. Under these amendments, there are no 
classes of offence. A first offence is five years reporting, a second offence after receiving notice of a 
requirement to report is 10 years and a lifetime reporting obligation will only apply if there is a third or 
even more offences committed after receiving notice of a reporting obligation. This is a dramatic 
decrease in the period of time for which offenders must report. In some cases this is reduced from 
eight to five years, in others from 15 to five years and for some from life to 10 years.  

According to the explanatory notes— 
An amendment to section 36, acts in a positive retrospective manner by automatically re-aligning the reporting periods of all 
reportable offenders. The resultant effect will be that all offenders, other than those reporting for life, will have their reporting 
periods reduced from eight years and 12 years respectively to five years and 10 years respectively.  

A clear reading of this will tell you that the life reporting obligations remain the same—or it is 
intended that they remain the same—and the eight years is reduced to five years and the 12 years is 
reduced to 10 years. There is no mention, in fact, of a 12-year reporting period in the act, so to say 
that a 12-year reporting period is being reduced to 10 years gives a very distorted and inaccurate 
message to anyone reading the explanatory notes. The explanatory notes also state— 

In this regard, the Bill amends section 36, reducing the length of an initial reporting period and subsequent reporting periods 
from eight years and 15 years respectively to five years and 10 years. The current lifetime reporting period will remain and be 
applied to reportable offenders who continue to commit sexual and other particular offences against children.  

This is not an accurate description of the effect of the amending provision. The assertion that 
the amendment applies to ‘other than those reporting for life’ is in fact not correct. Under the existing 
section 36 there is an obligation to report for life if the offender has committed two offences, and one 
of those is a class 1 offence, or if the offender has been found guilty of three or more class 2 
offences. Where two reportable offences are committed and one of those was of the nature of a 
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class 1 offence, there was a reporting obligation for life. Under these amendments, the obligation is 
10 years. As I said before, the explanatory notes say that the reporting periods are being reduced 
from eight and 12 years respectively. Again this is not accurate. The reporting period under the 
existing section 36 for a class 1 offence is 15 years. I am unsure where that ‘12 years’ in the 
explanatory notes comes from, but to be very clear: in some instances a person’s reporting obligation 
is being reduced from 15 years to five years. Similarly, the department’s correspondence dated 
15 May 2014 stated— 
Accordingly the periods of reporting have been significantly reduced from eight years, 15 years and life, to five years, 10 years 
and life.  

Again this is misleading. It implies that the reporting periods are reduced from eight to five, 
15 to 10 and life remains the same. Deputy Superintendent Marchesini, in his evidence at the public 
hearing, said that the reporting periods have been reduced from eight years, 15 years and life 
respectively to five, 10 years and life. But what does the bill actually say? The eight-year reporting 
obligation has been reduced to five years; that is accurate. However, some of the previous 15-year 
reporting obligations have been reduced to 10 years; others to five years. That’s right: 15 years down 
to five years. The life reporting obligations that applied to a second offender have been reduced to 
10 years. The only people who are still required to report for life are those convicted of three or more 
reportable offences.  

But the explanatory notes misled the people of Queensland about this, and the submissions 
received were premised on what was contained in the explanatory notes. I note that Bravehearts has 
not made a submission to the bill. Did Hetty Johnston know that you were reducing the obligation of 
some offenders to report from 15 years to five years and some from life to 10 years? I will bet that she 
did not know that because if she did, I would be assured that Hetty Johnston would have made a very 
forthright submission on that point and would have been out in the media decrying it from the rafters. 
Was PACT aware when they made their submission that the reporting obligations were being reduced 
to this extent? I bet they didn’t either, because they did not mention this amendment at all. No doubt 
they were seduced by the words in the explanatory notes, as were many.  

In the section headed ‘Notes on Provisions’, the only material provided in relation to this 
amendment says— 
Clause 19 replaces sections 36(1) and (2) to realign the reporting periods of all reportable offenders.  

I ask the question: align with what? They are not aligned with anything that I can see. All clause 
19 does is reduce the reporting obligations of offenders—and in some cases, reduce them 
substantially. Under the current act, the types of offences were divided into two classes and these 
were based on the seriousness of the offence. Some examples of the class 1 offences were rape, 
murder, incest, maintaining a sexual relationship with a child and unlawful sodomy. So now under 
these amendments, persons convicted of one offence of rape of a child, or incest or one of those 
other offences just mentioned, will have their reporting period reduced from 15 years to five years. 
And members opposite have the audacity to come into this chamber and direct all forms of invective 
commentary at opposition members, call us ‘paedophile lovers’ and other immensely offensive and 
defamatory names under the protection of parliamentary privilege, and then bring this bill to the 
House which has the effect of so significantly reducing protections for Queensland’s children.  

Let me quote from Hansard on 17 October last year when the Leader of the Opposition was 
vilified by the member for Thuringowa. It says— 
Mr Cox: So you stand up for the paedophiles. Good on you!  

Ms PALASZCZUK: I find the member’s comments offensive and I ask them to be withdrawn.  

Mr Newman: But they are so true.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Thuringowa, you will withdraw.  

Mr COX: I withdraw.  

Ms PALASZCZUK: I find the Premier’s comments offensive and I ask him to withdraw.  

Mr NEWMAN: Mr Deputy Speaker, I withdraw.  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER: Thank you, Premier.  

Later the member for Thuringowa was equally offensive to the member for South Brisbane, and 
I again quote from Hansard— 

Ms TRAD: I understand, Mr Deputy Speaker. With your indulgence— 
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A government member interjected.  
Mr BYRNE: No. This makes the point about what you have said previously about members of 

the opposition when these sorts of subjects are debated in this House, and it needs to be 
acknowledged by those opposite.  

Mr DEMPSEY: I rise to a point of order.  
Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Miss Barton): Order! Member for Rockhampton— 
Mr BYRNE: That is what they said— 
Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Rockhampton— 
Mr BYRNE: That I— 
Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Rockhampton! Member for Rockhampton! I have 

said that four times.  
Mr DEMPSEY: I rise to a point of order in relation to relevance. I have exercised a lot of latitude 

listening to the opposition member, and I would just ask that he stick to the bill and ensure that he 
does not defame people along the way.  

Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Rockhampton, I would ask you to be relevant to the 
long title of the bill.  

Mr BYRNE: I can only quote from Hansard. It is entirely relevant inasmuch as the environment 
and— 

Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Rockhampton, I have simply said I would like you to 
be relevant to the long title of the bill.  

Mr BYRNE: I will not tolerate those across the chamber levelling those sorts of criticisms, 
which has been their habit in the past. At the end of it all Mr Cox, the member for Thuringowa, finally 
withdrew unconditionally.  

But the government have not only brought this bill into the House but also misrepresented the 
contents of the bill in the explanatory notes so they could deceive the people of Queensland and 
perhaps slide this legislation through the House in the dark of night without proper scrutiny. There are 
two possible explanations for this: either the minister does not know what the legislation—that is, the 
act—says or the minister may be so disconnected that he has allowed the explanatory notes to 
innocently misrepresent the contents of the bill and allowed it to proceed through the committee 
process with supporting documentation in evidence that was unintentionally misleading as to the 
actual meaning of the bill. That is one possible reason.  

The other possibility is that the minister is being deliberately deceptive and, knowing the intent 
of the bill, he has allowed the misleading material to be rolled out to Queenslanders so that they are 
actually misinformed as to the real implications of the bill so as to allow the bill to be slid through in 
the dark of night without proper scrutiny or visibility by interested stakeholders. I will be interested to 
hear from the minister which of these it is. Either way, the minister should consider his future. If he is 
incapable of doing the job, he should take a moment. If he is being deceitful, then he should give the 
game away.  

But I make this point: this bill must be amended to ensure that its effect is exactly what the 
explanatory notes and the evidence given at the public hearings said it was going to be—that the 
reporting periods of eight years, 15 years and life are reduced to five years, 10 years and life 
respectively. In reality, no-one goes from five years to 10 years. The people who are currently 
required to report for 15 years are those with class 1 offences. Under this bill, they have to report for 
only five years. So I ask the minister: under this bill, whose reporting obligation goes from 15 years to 
five years?  

If the minister will not consider amending this bill, it should be sent back to the committee for 
further consideration. People who made submissions should be given the opportunity to make a 
further submission based on the real effect of this bill and those who did not make a submission 
because they did not understand the full impact of the bill—that is the legislation itself—because of 
the misleading explanatory notes should be given an opportunity to do so. Unless this occurs, the 
opposition will be forced to oppose this bill.  

We cannot support a bill that reduces the reporting obligation of a child rapist from 15 years to 
five years or a child murderer who, after release from prison, murders another child and has their 
reporting period reduced from life to 10 years. The Newman government may be prepared to do that, 
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but the opposition is not prepared to support that. People who made submissions should be given the 
opportunity to make further submissions based on the real effect of the bill. Those who did not make a 
submission because they did not understand the full impact of the bill because of the misleading 
explanatory notes should be given an opportunity to do so.  

I will now proceed with other aspects of this bill. This bill allows reportable offenders to report 
changes in details and periodic reporting by electronic and other technological means rather than 
face-to-face meetings. I accept that these technological changes can lead to the better targeting of 
high-risk offenders. So the opposition is comfortable with this change. But I stress the importance of 
requiring some form of physical monitoring, simply because of the manipulation and lying that these 
paedophiles are renowned for.  

During the committee hearings, much of the discussion was around the changes affecting 
section 210 of the Criminal Code, which removes the offence of indecent treatment of a child under 
16 by a juvenile offender as an excluded offence under the Child Protection (Offender Reporting) Act. 
The argument that these offences involve physical contact and should be differentiated from other 
offences has some merit. Even though the people involved might be young, that does not change the 
fact that some young person may be a sex offender with a pattern of behaviour to warrant this kind of 
action because of the risk involved to other members of the community.  

I accept that the prosecutorial guidelines will act as a sufficient safeguard to prevent young 
people being placed on the register unnecessarily for what could be described as young people being 
involved in peer-to-peer consensual sexual relationships. I also note that the commissioner will have 
the authority to suspend reporting requirements for young people who do not pose a risk to other 
members of the community. That will place some increased pressure on the police officer who, 
through the commissioner’s delegation, will be deciding who poses a risk to the community and who 
does not pose a risk to the community.  

The bill requires reportable offenders to provide to police their log-in and passwords for social 
media sites that are used by the offender. I have no problem with the offender being required to 
provide this information to the police. This kind of monitoring will assist the police as an investigative 
tool to deal with this emerging crime problem. The only question is whether this requirement goes far 
enough to protect our children and grandchildren. 

At the public hearing, Acting Detective Superintendent Marchesini from the Queensland Police 
Service stated that the police will require certain circumstances before they can access social media 
accounts. During the hearing the detective superintendent said further— 
It is not so much about police then having the ability to go in and query that with no basis. That is certainly not what we were 
suggesting—that police would then be accessing those accounts; unless there was some sort of criminal offence, unless you 
had some particular power that you had to do that particular act.  

Certainly, that should allay some of the concerns that people might have made in their 
submissions to the committee about police having access to this information. However, I would like 
the minister to address some of the privacy concerns that might relate to innocent third parties whose 
private information could be accessed by the police. Currently, social media sites, including 
Facebook, list the terms and conditions to inform users about privacy on the social media site. People 
are able to rely on this information and make decisions about their engagement in social media and 
make informed decisions. A person may be unknowingly friends with a person on the register. They 
might be only friends with a person who is a friend of a person on the register. I am aware that some 
people have their privacy settings so that it prevents people who are not their friends with the person 
from seeing their private information for whatever reason that is personal to them. Given the privacy 
issues around social media, particularly around the issue of a breach of privacy, it would assist if the 
minister could provide advice about the issue of innocent third parties and privacy.  

I would be interested in the issue of any exposure Facebook or other social media sites might 
have in their terms and conditions that do not reflect the current law in the state or, alternatively, if 
taxpayers might be liable if the state or Facebook were sued by the innocent third party. Some of the 
terms and conditions on Facebook prevent other users from accessing accounts that do not belong to 
them and prevent users from even asking for another person’s log-in information. The consequence 
of breaching these conditions is being removed from Facebook. The minister might advise if these 
issues have been considered and addressed through a formal memorandum of understanding with 
each of the social media providers.  
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I wish to advise the House of what I feel should be the direction that this House is heading in 
the way to deal with reportable offenders in this state. When it comes to the challenges that come 
with technology, we should not have to always be playing catch-up. If a person goes to Facebook’s 
terms and conditions they will find a passage that guides where we should be heading. Facebook has 
a condition of use that states— 
You will not use Facebook if you are a convicted sex offender.  

So the idea that the government is introducing legislation that simply improves the monitoring 
of child sex offenders on Facebook means that we are effectively condoning child sex offenders to be 
on sites such as Facebook as well as other social media and dating sites, access to which would be a 
breach of the terms and conditions of use of some of those sites. These amendments must seem 
strange to members of the public when the actual sites do not even allow supposedly sex offenders to 
be using them.  

To protect children we must find a way to remove sex offenders from the worst type of 
behaviour on the internet. By removing many of these people from social media, the opposition 
believes that it will act as a crime prevention strategy and prevent offenders from harming children. 
The opposition will be investigating ways to ban sex offenders who are reportable offenders from 
using Facebook, Twitter, Tinder and other dating websites and apps, the names of which will be listed 
by regulation to keep pace with the changing and emerging websites and technology.  

As recently as yesterday an article in the Brisbane Times explained the emerging problems 
with the dating application Tinder. The Victorian police explained in that article how children can be 
targeted on social media by paedophiles and sex offenders. We know that there are many examples 
in Queensland that highlight the problem.  

The demographic profile provided by Tinder indicates that seven per cent of users globally are 
aged between 13 and 17 years old. These websites are increasingly the accepted method that young 
people are using to meet up for sexual relations with strangers that they meet online. We know that in 
Queensland and in other jurisdictions many sex offenders pretend to be younger than they are in 
order to groom children on the internet to facilitate meetings or, alternatively, to engage in further 
offending behaviour that can be filmed or photographed and sent to the offender.  

The Queensland Police Service in response to the submissions on this bill outlined the problem 
of sex offenders using dating sites to target mothers with children after viewing their profiles online so 
that access might be gained to those very children. Indiana in the United States has had a go at 
banning sex offenders from sites like Facebook. The government must not shrink from the challenges 
of dealing with child sex offenders. The opposition will embrace them and take positive action to 
protect children in this state. This is in direct contrast to the LNP government that appears to be 
foolishly and perhaps unwittingly winding back protections for our children. As recently as February 
the Attorney-General said— 
These types of heinous crimes require tough laws and we will continue to do whatever is necessary to ensure our kids are safe.  

Then in March the Attorney-General said— 
Our children are Queensland’s future and these reforms lay the foundation to make this state the safest place to raise a child 
and to protect our most vulnerable.  

The reforms in this bill make an uncomfortable comparison with those statements, and the 
Attorney-General and the police minister should tell the truth and admit what this bill does: it waters 
down the monitoring of paedophiles and no amount of spin or other language can change that. It 
condones the use of social media by convicted sex offenders by asking them for their passwords and 
account details for accounts that they should not be accessing on sites that they should be precluded 
from in the first place. The mixed messages sent by these amendments create an atmosphere where 
the safety of children appears not to be the priority of the government at all and any words to that 
effect are dubious in effect.  

Ultimately, in the choice between conspiracy and stuff up with parts of this bill I believe that 
stuff up probably reflects what presents within parts of the bill. Frankly, it should be fixed without 
further debate in this House and I encourage the minister to consider that prospect.  

Mr BERRY (Ipswich—LNP) (10.13 pm): I was not entirely sure we were talking about the same 
bill, but I think I can understand a little bit about what has been said by the member for Rockhampton. 

Mr Johnson: Did he put you to sleep?  
Mr BERRY: I will never admit to that, member for Gregory. But now back to what is relevant 

and I think I can safely say that the relevance of my speech will probably last for about five minutes.  
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A government member: You can do better than five. 

Mr BERRY: No. I rise to speak to the Child Protection (Offender Reporting) and Other 
Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. This bill amends the Child Protection (Offender Reporting) Act 2004 
and the Police Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000. The essence of this bill is to protect our 
children. Times change, technology changes, and as a result government must respond to those 
changes. This bill clearly reflects community attitudes and the response to the way it changes.  

There are a couple of things I would like to touch upon before I conclude—that is, that these 
measures clearly tighten the restrictions that presently exist on reportable offenders. It is important 
that these reportable offenders are well and truly monitored. It means gathering greater information 
from them. It does mean finding out passwords. It does mean making them report more often. There 
are, according to Acting Detective Superintendent Marchesini, 4,770 sex offenders who are 
reportable offenders. I might say at this point that I really appreciated his contribution at the public 
hearing. I thought his contribution was relevant and, quite frankly, I have a lot of faith in the police and 
the way in which they presented the evidence for us to consider. That number of reportable offenders 
is a huge number of people to monitor. There needs to be measures in place. Having these measures 
in place will take up resources. We understand though that these resources are needed to ensure 
that the reporting is appropriate. We need legislative changes to ensure that we know what they are 
doing.  

In answer to questions in relation to travelling interstate, for instance, the detective 
superintendent referred to fly-in fly-out. That is one of those technological changes today. Our society 
is far more mobile and allows the mobility of our citizens and as a result it is necessary for us to 
ensure that children are protected if a New South Wales reportable offender travels to Queensland. If 
they stay here for more than seven days there has to be a mechanism whereby they are required to 
report. It is common sense. To my way of thinking, these provisions are inarguable. They are quite 
balanced and they get to the root of the problem. Of course, it will be adjusted in time as technology 
and our moving habits change.  

The main features of this bill are in relation to the Police Commissioner having a discretion in 
relation to the reportable offender. He will, in fact, look always at the safety of children and the 
consequences. As I understand it, the real risk for children is three to five years after the sex offender 
becomes a reportable offender. Obviously there is an emphasis on that early period of time. There is 
also the power to extend time for the reportable offender to be subject to a reporting order. Obviously 
it is necessary to ensure that there is not a time limit that is missed. There is a requirement for 
quarterly reporting rather than yearly. Quite frankly, that is common sense. It is certainly the case that 
we need to ensure that we know what is happening. The reportable offender must have the 
requirement that they have limited contact with children. As a result, it is necessary to expand as to 
how they report and the circumstances in which they have become involved with children. The 
expansion of information to be given by the reportable offender needs to be given. There needs to be 
an allowance for taking DNA from reportable offenders. How sensible it is for that DNA to be archived 
to make sure that we have that person’s record on file.  

The reality of life is that this bill ticks all the boxes in relation to what we are trying to prevent. 
What we are trying to prevent is reportable offenders going back and affecting the sexual safety of our 
children. I commend this bill to the House and fully support its passage. I would like to thank the 
police minister, Jack Dempsey.  

Mrs SMITH (Mount Ommaney—LNP) (10.18 pm): I rise in support of the Child Protection 
(Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 and to make a brief contribution. 
Any bill that keeps children out of harm’s way is a bill I will wholeheartedly support. This bill shows 
this government yet again is committed to protecting children and making sure Queensland is the 
safest place for a child to live. 

Introducing amendments to the Child Protection (Offending Reporting) Act 2004 and the Police 
Powers and Responsibilities Act 2000 will allow the government to enact another commitment, that of 
a stronger and more detailed monitoring of sex offenders in this state. The bill increases the number 
of times a sex offender will have to report to the Commissioner of Police from once a year to every 
three months. Additional periodic reporting at the discretion of the Police Commissioner will also 
occur, so it will not be routine and transparent to offenders. The bill expands the personal details that 
must be reported on to allow for more rigorous checking and removes section 210 of the Criminal 
Code.  
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Many important features of this bill have already been covered by my colleagues, so I will cut 
straight to the chase. The specific changes in this bill that are of the greatest benefit are the 
amendments made to form part of what is a reportable offence. As stated in the explanatory notes— 
There are a number of offences under the current schedules that have specifically stated that the offence applies if it was 
committed against or in relation to a child where there is no specific child victim ... In the absence of a specific child victim, it is 
difficult to effectively prosecute these offences.  

Those inconsistent positions put our law enforcement officers and judiciary in an awkward 
position and, under the minister and the department, that is now being addressed. Let us face it: 
today, a whole new style of technology is accessible to a young generation. Things are a lot different 
to what they were, say, 10 years ago. Let us be very clear: predators are out there. These laws really 
take effect when, for example, Mr X, who is sitting at home on his computer grooming young kids for 
potential meetings, starts to chat to one of our diligent police officers in a chat room. Mr X organises 
to meet with someone he or she thinks is a child and is arrested by undercover police officers. Instead 
of Mr X arguing that there was no offence, Mr X has now well and truly committed a reportable 
offence. Schedule 1 paragraph 9 offences will now apply in circumstances where the offender 
believed the victim was a child. That will see more of those low-life creeps and scumbags put away. 
This is a great result for the welfare of our innocent youth.  

This bill also strengthens reporting time frames, affiliations, personal details and localities. All of 
those details are needed to ensure that our departments can maintain constant and vigilant contact 
with offenders to safeguard our children. Entry provisions for police to verify information regarding 
reportable offenders have been strengthened whilst maintaining current search and seizure 
provisions under the PPRA. Laws like this underpin this government’s strong plan for Queensland 
and for a brighter future for our kids. By giving our law enforcement agencies the best intelligence, the 
best legislative backups and the best comprehensive information on a real-time basis, we consolidate 
this government’s commitment to making Queensland the safest state for children. I support this bill.  

Mr JUDGE (Yeerongpilly—PUP) (10.23 pm): It is a pleasure to stand in the House and support 
a government bill. I commend the police minister for the bill he has brought into the House. I have a 
dream that before this parliament finishes I will be able to support a bill that the Attorney-General 
brings into the House, but I do not think that will happen. The primary purposes of the Child Protection 
(Offender Reporting) Act 2004 are to reduce the likelihood that an offender will reoffend and to 
facilitate the investigation and prosecution of any future offences that they may commit.  

There is a mistaken belief among many members that the bill really is all about stranger 
danger. The reality of sex offending is that most of it—90 per cent of it—occurs within the family unit. 
Members of this House should understand that concept. That shows the importance of what the 
Queensland police deal with on a day-to-day basis when managing reportable offenders in the 
community. The majority of offences occur on an intra-familial basis.  

I do not intend to go through the entire bill. I support the bill. The Child Protection (Offender 
Reporting) Act commenced on 1 January 2005. As we heard from the member for Ipswich, there are 
about 4,470 offenders on the register today and about 500 new offenders come onto the register each 
year. That is a relevant point that I will address as I go through the bill. Effectively, the Queensland 
Police Service is solely responsible for monitoring those reportable offenders, for registering those 
reportable offenders and for prosecuting any noncompliance of those reportable offenders. The idea 
of the bill is to impose more stringent reporting on sex offenders and tougher conditions for offenders 
on the Queensland component of the national child offender system, formerly known as ANCOR, the 
Australian National Child Offender Register.  

The bill increases the number of times sex offenders on the Queensland component of the 
register report to the Police Commissioner each year from once through to four times—that is, in 
February, May August and November. Scheduled reporting as a sole measure is really ineffective. 
When offenders know that they have to report to the police, it enables them to ensure their 
compliance at that point in time. That is why it was important to introduce random audit reporting, 
which is something that is highly relevant. I absolutely support that component of the bill for the 
purpose of ensuring compliance. That is based on deterrence theory. It is based on real research 
and— 

Mr Bleijie: You opposed everything we do in terms of law and order.  
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Mr JUDGE: Madam Deputy Speaker, the Attorney-General is interjecting. He should go back 
to his chair if he wants to do that. That is based on real research. It is an important component of the 
bill and I really do commend the government and the QPS for it. Whilst I am speaking about the QPS, 
I acknowledge Acting Detective Superintendent George Marchesini, the members of the Legislation 
Development Unit and the Child Safety and Sexual Crime Group in the Queensland Police Service, 
as well as all other members in the child protection investigation units across the state, who do a 
wonderful job in ensuring that these offenders are monitored as closely as possible.  

Mr Bleijie: I think it was a possum, Madam Deputy Speaker; I heard a possum. 
Mr JUDGE: Madam Deputy Speaker, on a point of order: I take offence to the 

Attorney-General interjecting. He is not in his chair. It is an irrelevant comment. He is a juvenile and 
he needs to be addressed.  

Madam DEPUTY SPEAKER (Miss Barton): Order! Member for Yeerongpilly, why don’t you 
continue with your contribution and, if I would like to make a ruling, I will.  

Mr JUDGE: Expanding the personal details to be reported on under schedule 2 is a welcome 
inclusion. Allowing DNA to be taken from a corresponding reportable offender is also welcome. The 
recording and keeping of the DNA of reportable offenders is incredibly important as an investigative 
tool for the police. Removing the requirement to destroy DNA is likewise an important amendment.  

The manner in which the offender is required to report under these new regimes will be linked 
to the risk the offender poses to the lives and safety of children. How this is assessed is important. 
The QPS is lumbered with the entirety of managing reportable offenders in the community. There is 
no doubt in my mind that the Department of Community Safety probationary parole officers should 
ultimately take up the responsibility for the registering and monitoring of offenders in the community, 
leaving the Queensland police to do their core business of investigating any noncompliance or a 
suspected noncompliance. In my view, that links with the reporting times going down to five and 10 
years. It is an acknowledgement that the QPS does not have the capacity to fulfil the role. I do not 
believe that the reduction in the reporting times is a good move. That is the only real objection that I 
have in relation to the bill.  

The bill streamlines the current method of determining an offender’s reporting period to show 
when reportable offenders pose the greatest risk to the community. Police are not psychologists or 
psychiatrists, and this is something that Queensland Health should be engaged in, similar to the 
suspected child abuse and neglect process that is applied in Child Safety. I believe the same 
framework should be applied to the management of reportable offenders in the community.  

Overall, I think that the bill is a very good bill. As I have already stated, I think that the police 
minister and the department have done a good job. In the future I realistically think we need to look at 
a more scientific approach to preventing recidivism. It should not be taken for granted that this type of 
legislation prevents recidivism. It actually requires a more holistic approach to manage recidivism.  

Countries like Canada have done this. They have done it through circles of support and 
accountability. When offenders are released into the community there are familiar support 
mechanisms around them in terms of housing and medical support. People should not form the view 
that the bill achieves those types of objectives. It is a good start. I commend the police minister for his 
work. I commend the QPS and Acting Detective Superintendent George Marchesini and the Child 
Safety and Sexual Crime Group. I commend the bill to the House.  

Mr DILLAWAY (Bulimba—LNP) (10.30 pm): I rise tonight to contribute to the debate on the 
Child Protection (Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. I congratulate the 
Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services on the introduction of this bill that delivers on the 
Newman government’s commitment to have the toughest reporting conditions for child sex offenders 
in the nation. I acknowledge the work of my colleagues on the Legal Affairs and Community Safety 
Committee on the reporting of this bill and thank all who were part of the process, including the 
attendees at the public hearing and those who took the time to make written submissions on such an 
important matter. 

In 2012 the Newman government made a clear commitment to Queensland to protect the most 
vulnerable in our community—our children. We made a commitment to introduce more stringent 
monitoring of sex offenders and impose tougher conditions for offenders in Queensland. This bill 
strongly delivers on this commitment and, in particular, gives effect to rigorous reporting 
requirements, clarifies reportable offences, reduces the time frames reportable offenders have to 
report after receiving a notice and reduces the current reporting periods.  
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The Child Protection (Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014 makes 
amendments to the Child Protection Offending Reporting Act 2004 and the Police Power and 
Responsibilities Act 2000. These amendments will achieve a number of policy objectives that 
constitute tougher reporting requirements of reportable offenders. Reportable offenders, under these 
amendments, will be subject to quarterly reporting—an increase from the current annual requirement. 
By increasing the frequency of reporting it will provide police with up-to-date information regarding the 
location of known offenders in addition to other details that will assist the prevention of potential future 
offences. 

The ongoing monitoring of registered sex offenders will also act as a deterrent and serve to 
reduce the inclination of sex offenders to reoffend. Research shows that the likelihood of reoffending 
is at its greatest in the first three to five years of the release of the offender back into the community. 
With this in mind, the bill amends the length of the initial reporting period from eight years to five years 
and consequently also reduces the subsequent reporting period from 15 to 10 years. The current 
lifetime reporting period is maintained for offenders who persist in committing sexual and other 
offences against our most vulnerable—our children. 

Additionally, offenders who pose a significant risk of re-offending will be required to report more 
frequently than the mandated reporting requirements at the discretion of the Police Commissioner. 
The commissioner will determine the manner and frequency high-risk offenders must adhere to in 
their reporting based on the level of risk they present to the community and children.  

With the objective to streamline the method of determining which period of reporting applies to 
which reportable offence, the bill amalgamates the current two classes of offences into a single 
schedule of reportable offences. The Police Commissioner, rightly so, will have the authority to 
determine an appropriate way for reports to be made by reportable offenders after the initial report. 
The initial report must be made in person, although the bill allows for the initial report to be made by 
the chief executive of corrective services where the offender is detained in government detention. 
After the initial report, the Police Commissioner may decide the most appropriate reporting manner 
based on the level of risk the offender poses to the lives and sexual safety of children. 

The committee was of the view that providing flexibility for offenders to report changes in their 
personal details either by telephone, post, facsimile or email, rather than in person will enhance the 
ability for offenders to submit any changes to their details or circumstances or contact with children 
and should reduce rates of noncompliance. Moving with the times, the QPS plans to additionally 
enhance compliance management of the increased reporting via the introduction of new technology 
based reporting. This will take the form of online reporting to a secure QPS website which will 
coincide with the commencement of the act.  

Currently, upon receiving notification of their reporting obligations, offenders have seven days 
to make their initial report to police. This bill makes amendments to this time frame and requires the 
initial report to police to be made at the time of receiving a notice. It provides for seven days leeway to 
make the initial report if an offender cannot reasonably comply with this reporting requirement. The 
time frame for which interstate offenders who are travelling to Queensland have to report has also 
decreased from 14 days to seven days. The significant effect of this change is the reduction of time a 
previous offender can stay in Queensland without making themselves known to the police. 

Currently reporting contact with children is only required when the contact is unsupervised—the 
definition of which is subjective. In acknowledgement of this ambiguity, the bill requires that any 
contact with children is to be reported within 24 hours of contact other than incidental contact. This 
change is consistent with the Victorian Law Reform Commission’s 2011 review of reportable offender 
legislation and delivers on our government’s commitment to more stringent reporting. 

I would like to address two of the issues that were raised in the submissions and during the 
public hearing conducted by the Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee. The first is clause 6 
and the effect the reportable offending definition will potentially have on children who commit unlawful 
carnal knowledge with their underage partner and thus be subjected to a number of years of reporting 
requirements. However, clause 27 of the bill provides an avenue for the reporting obligations of a 
juvenile offender to be suspended where the juvenile does not pose a risk to the sexual safety of 
children.  

The second issue that was raised is that of a juvenile’s reporting period. It was confirmed that a 
juvenile’s reporting period obligations are in fact up to half that of an adult and, as such, with the 
proposed amendments that reduce the current time frames, the juvenile reporting period is now 
reduced to 2½ years, five years or, for the worst of the worst cases, life remains an option. 
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Another important aspect of the bill is that it takes into account the prolific increase in social 
networking sites that are utilised extensively by young people. As such, contact with children under 
the bill includes interactions online. It is important for our police to be aware of any online contact with 
children due to the inherent dangers of grooming. 

Further to this, the bill expands the current list of personal details that must be reported to align 
with the increasing use of social media in our society. Reportable offenders will be required to report 
the use of any social media accounts and to provide the username and passwords of these accounts. 
This recognises that social media is used daily by young people as a communication tool and 
consequently is used as a weapon by online predators.  

At the end of the day, the Queensland government wants the Queensland Police Service to 
have a more than good idea of the locations of reportable offenders, their interactions with children 
and their online activity. This will minimise the potential risk to the community and I am confident it will 
help see a decrease in reoffending.  

We should all want Queensland to be the safest place in Australia to raise a family, and our 
priority is our children, our future. We make no apologies for these new stringent reporting obligations 
because these criminals need to be monitored in the interest of community safety. 

Unlike the former Labor government, the Newman government is rebalancing the system in 
favour of victims and the community. I commend the Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services 
once again on the introduction of this bill, delivering on our government’s commitment to make 
Queensland the safest place to raise a family. We are doing so by having the toughest reporting 
requirements for child sex offenders in the nation. I support the bill before the House.  

Mr CHOAT (Ipswich West—LNP) (10.38 pm): I rise to contribute to this debate on the Child 
Protection (Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. This is an important bill 
which demonstrates the government’s commitment to stronger, fairer and more effective means to 
ensure the appropriate management of sex offenders once they are released from their custodial 
sentences. The Newman government has made it plain that Queensland will be the safest place in 
Australia to raise a child. This bill goes further to ensuring this for all Queenslanders.  

There are few other matters in society which shock and horrify people to the extent of the 
sexual abuse of children, and we must as a community face up to this problem and have in place the 
measures to both protect our kids and punish those who do them harm. At the same time we must 
provide for the release back into the community of people who have committed such crimes and to 
ensure they are managed closely and have every opportunity to reform and redeem themselves.  

I am a parent myself and I cannot imagine the devastation of having a precious child violated 
by a predator, and no-one can blame the vengeful spirit of such a parent, as I know I would want to 
take my own revenge should something ever happen, God forbid, to one of my own. It is indeed a 
natural feeling and it is my hope that the courts come to understand such things and make sure that 
the punishments handed down provide victims and their families with a sense of justice so they may 
put the matters behind them knowing the perpetrator has had sentencing dispensed according to a 
sense of justice with a good measure of chastisement.  

The issue of course is that at some point a custodial sentence is served and an offender is to 
be released back into the community. This certainly evokes deep concern in the general community 
and one can only imagine the heartache, fear and stress endured by a victim and their family when 
they learn of such a release. Of course I believe, as do many in my Ipswich West community, that 
there are certain criminal predators who should never be released. My community indeed has had the 
likes of Fardon and Ferguson hoisted into our midst by the previous Labor government, and we did 
what was necessary for the sake of our children to ensure they did not stay. The likes of those two 
monsters and that of notorious child murderer Cowan should rot in a cell. Why does the judiciary not 
understand this? They gave up their right to live in society when they committed their heinous acts, 
and I am sorry but not even 20 years goes anywhere near enough for the likes of them and what they 
have done.  

One of my highlights as member for Ipswich West has been the pleasure of meeting and 
speaking with Bruce and Denise Morcombe when they visited the electorate for last year’s regional 
child safety awards, which I was proud to sponsor. They touched many hearts on that night and I do 
not know how they can be so strong. These laws will hopefully go some way to provide some comfort.  
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The intent of the bill is to impose a more stringent monitoring regime for sex offenders. Under 
the legislation, the requirements under which an offender must report and be monitored will be linked 
to the level of risk the offender poses to the safety of the community. It is right, just and necessary 
that once offenders are reintroduced to the community they are monitored to ensure the public is not 
in danger of their possible reoffending. That said, the responsible authorities must be consistent, strict 
and fair. These laws will provide a framework to ensure that the system meets the expectations of the 
community and that offenders are clear about their responsibilities and the consequences for 
noncompliance.  

The bill honours the government’s commitment to protect our most vulnerable in the community 
and to ensure appropriate punishments for criminals. The improvements and protections this 
legislation will bring about are of great importance in my community. I commend the Minister for 
Police, Fire and Emergency Services and his department for their work in bringing this bill to fruition 
and for the increased safety this legislation will bring for our children.  

On another occasion in this parliament I echoed Derryn Hinch’s famous question, ‘Who’s 
looking after the children?’ Well I am pleased to say that, through this bill and other legislation passed 
by this parliament, this government is. I strongly support the passing of this bill.  

Miss BARTON (Broadwater—LNP) (10.42 pm): I rise to make a brief contribution to the Child 
Protection (Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill. At the outset I thank my 
committee colleagues for the work that they did on this particular bill and of course thank the Legal 
Affairs and Community Safety Committee secretariat for the support that they always offer us. I would 
also like to pay particular tribute to the members of the Queensland Police Service who appeared 
before our committee and provided us with what I think can only be described as a very 
comprehensive briefing. It provided much confidence to all members of the committee to know that 
we have such well-performing and well-prepared members of the QPS appearing before 
parliamentary committees.  

Ultimately what this bill is about is reinforcing our commitment to make Queensland the safest 
place in Australia to have a family and to raise a child. This is a pledge that this government is 
incredibly committed to, and we have seen this time and time again with legislation introduced by both 
the Attorney-General and the Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services. Ultimately what this is 
about is ensuring that we have more stringent reporting conditions so that we can ensure that sex 
offenders are properly monitored so that our communities can feel safe. Ultimately that is what 
communities want. Again, this government listens to the community and it delivers what the 
community wants.  

The other thing that I think is really important to note is that this particular amendment bill 
allows in certain circumstances for additional regulations and additional layers of enhanced 
monitoring where someone is of a particular risk and imposes a significant risk. I think that says a lot 
about the commitment that this government is prepared to make in terms of our making our 
community and our great state the safest place to have a family and to raise a child.  

This is just further indication that this government has a strong plan, a strong plan for a brighter 
future, that ensures that our children have somewhere great to grow up and they have somewhere 
safe to grow up. I said that my contribution would be brief and I am aware that there are other 
members who seek to make a contribution in this debate. This is a fantastic piece of legislation. I 
commend the Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services for bringing it to the House. It is going 
to be something that makes our communities much safer, and that can only be a great thing for 
Queensland as we continue to work towards our strong plan for a brighter future for Queensland. I 
look forward to continuing to support this bill as it passes through the House.  

Mr MALONE (Mirani—LNP) (10.45 pm): It is with pleasure that I rise tonight to speak briefly on 
the Child Protection (Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill. I commend the 
Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services for introducing this important piece of legislation into 
the Queensland parliament—legislation to impose more stringent monitoring of sex offenders and to 
impose tougher conditions for those offenders on the national child offender system.  

As the minister told the House when introducing this bill, it strengthens the current reporting 
system for child sex offenders by increasing the number of times convicted child sex offenders will 
have to report their details to police from once each year to four times each year. The time frame for 
reporting changes for personal details and plans to travel outside Queensland has been reduced from 
14 days to seven days. Similarly, interstate offenders who have been in Queensland for seven 
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consecutive days must report to the police within seven days, regardless of whether they are here for 
work or for a holiday. The bill increases the capacity for police to monitor juvenile sex offenders, 
standardises current reporting periods and reduces red tape.  

Every child deserves to be loved and nurtured throughout their most vulnerable years. Sadly 
this is not always the case—and I am certain too many of us have had to deal with at least one of 
these very sad cases in their office from time to time. It is heart wrenching to see the effects on these 
children and on their families. I believe very strongly that it is our duty and responsibility as members 
of parliament to ensure that police and other relevant agencies and officers have the legislative 
powers they need to protect these precious young people.  

In essence, this bill introduces more intensive reporting obligations by offenders and gives 
police increased powers to investigate child sex offences and to effectively manage child sex 
offenders in the community. Again, I commend the minister for introducing this legislation to the 
House and wholeheartedly support the bill.  

Mrs CUNNINGHAM (Gladstone—Ind) (10.47 pm): I rise to speak to the Child Protection 
(Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. I would like to add my 
congratulations to the minister, too, in his endeavours to protect our children. It has to be 
remembered that the offending against a child is in itself horrendous but the offending against the 
family, the offending against the parents, also causes immeasurable damage. Those parents lose all 
trust. The children are affected for the rest of their lives in most instances. So putting an onus or an 
obligation on these offenders of any sort is the least that can be done.  

My reading of the bill indicates that these new reporting obligations are for those who are 
caught under the Australian National Child Offender Register where it increases their reporting 
obligation from once a year to quarterly. That is certainly welcome. I would just seek clarification from 
the minister, however, that this would not override an obligation that would perhaps be appropriated 
by a judge to an offender where the judge feels that the reporting should be more regularly. I am quite 
confident that the answer to that is that however often an offender is required to report they will be 
required to report that many times.  

The bill sets out in the explanatory notes the amendments to the Child Protection Act. It talks 
about reportable offenders having to report to police and the manner in which that report will be 
made. I note that it does allow for the introduction of electronic reporting. I think to some people this 
could be problematic. They would be worried about offenders who may be restricted in where they 
can geographically locate, but it must be remembered that computers can be tracked to their location 
and therefore police, who are very well developed in the computer technology, would be able to 
ensure that other conditions of their reporting were being complied with. 

This bill also allows police to take DNA from a corresponding reportable offender if the DNA 
has not previously been taken in Queensland. I do not believe I support a general DNA database of 
everybody in Australia, but I know that in my own electorate the collection of DNA from an offender in 
New South Wales was the one element that saw a very brutal murderer apprehended. He was a 
person who flew in to Gladstone, and he was a reflective-shirt worker who committed a horrible crime 
against one of our young women and he would not have been picked up—at least not as easily—
except for the collection of his DNA because of his offending in another precinct. So the collection of 
that DNA, especially across Australia, could prove to be very beneficial, particularly where a person 
has already shown a predisposition to offend against children. 

There is much in this bill to commend. I listened to the shadow minister’s contribution, and my 
reading and understanding of this bill did not accord with the interpretation of the member for 
Rockhampton, so I am going to listen with interest to the minister’s response to that. As I said, I am 
not concerned by the amount of reporting, any regulatory of reporting, the type of reporting and the 
impost on the offender, and I do not believe many in my community would be concerned if that 
reporting obligation was onerous. 

The new restrictions on computer sites where these offenders can make contact with innocent 
parties—where the offender has very poor intentions but the innocent parties do not understand their 
vulnerability—are certainly also very welcome. One of the challenges to police and child protection 
agencies is to keep abreast of new technologies and new ways of offending. I think that is one of our 
obligations in this chamber—to give power to the police to be able to address those new arenas of 
offending. I believe that all of us in this chamber want to see our young people as safe as possible, 
and I certainly support the bill.  
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Mrs OSTAPOVITCH (Stretton—LNP) (10.53 pm): I rise to commend the committee and this 
government for their work in this important reform in order to protect the most vulnerable in our 
community—our children, our future. The Queensland government response to the Queensland Child 
Protection Commission of Inquiry’s final report reinforces that parents and families are responsible for 
the care and safety of their children. A parent should be given every chance to change bad parenting 
habits because the child’s best outcome is to stay with their parents if they are willing to change—
unless of course there is physical or sexual abuse. If a parent cannot provide a safe environment, 
they do not deserve to have a pet goldfish, let alone a child. 

There is currently a large gap between the number of reports about a child made to Child 
Safety and those that meet the threshold for child protection intervention. The proposed definition of 
when a child is in need of protection would be clarified within the act as the child who has suffered or 
is at risk of significant harm and has no parent willing and able to protect them from harm. I concur 
with all of the other members and their passion to protect children, but I would like to focus on this 
part of the bill—clarification of the definition of a child in need of protection. 

I will never forget the anguish of a very good single mother who told me of her fight to keep her 
family together over her son’s obsession with computer games. I think it is a good example of how 
seemingly good laws can get abused and make perfectly good parents and their kids suffer. This very 
intelligent 15-year-old became addicted to games and was going back to his room through a window 
in order to play games instead of going to school. The result of the addiction was that his grades fell 
significantly. 

His mother—very responsibly, in my opinion—took his computer to a professional to have all of 
the games removed. The teenager, in anger, told the school’s child guidance officer what had 
happened and they ordered counselling and claimed the mother had contravened her son’s rights. 
The mother, indignant about this nonsense, argued to the point that they suggested to the son that he 
should leave home and become independent and that the government would support him. I think this 
offer would be too good to refuse for any rebellious teenager, but really how ludicrous was this. In the 
end, he lived in a flat under the house where his mother could give him some protection rather than 
live with strangers, but what a waste of time and government money that could have gone 
somewhere else. That is all I wish to say on this bill. I commend everybody for their hard work on this 
bill. It was a long time in coming. Well done.  

Mr RUTHENBERG (Kallangur—LNP) (10.56 pm): My training is as a maintenance engineer. 
One of the techniques we use as maintenance engineers is a technique that identifies the root cause 
of accidents and tries to prevent those accidents from occurring a second, third or fourth time. The 
sentencing in the recent Daniel Morcombe case was incredibly light compared to what it could have 
been. This bill and the effects of this bill would hardly ever have to be implemented if judges took a 
much harder stand against paedophilia and listened to the same people that I am listening to in my 
community.  

I thank the minister for bringing in this bill, but I am sad that we have to put in the measures we 
are putting in place. I implore the judges to level fair and full sentencing against paedophiles. If it is 
the second time around, they should throw away the key. I am sorry, but that is the way I feel and that 
is the way I hear my community responding. I commend the minister for this but I again appeal to the 
judges to listen to the community and throw these people away for as long as you possibly can.  

Ms MILLARD (Sandgate—LNP) (10.58 pm): I rise today to briefly contribute to the debate on 
the Child Protection (Offender Reporting) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014. As a 
government, we have been unapologetic in the tough stance we have taken on suburban and 
organised crime. We have taken this hard line because of our commitment to making Queensland the 
safest place to live and raise a family. In brief, we have introduced strict laws against illegal firearms 
and run a state-wide firearms amnesty, we have passed the toughest antihooning legislation in the 
nation, we have prosecuted over 660 criminal gang members and engineered a 32 per cent reduction 
in robberies on the Gold Coast, and we have delivered 750 additional police across Queensland. This 
report card shows that we are certainly ticking the boxes when it comes to making our roads, streets 
and communities safer. 

This bill is a continuation of our efforts and is in line with our 2012 election commitment to 
increase reporting for child sex offenders—making Queensland’s reporting requirements the toughest 
in the nation. These reforms follow on from previous amendments to sex offender laws, with the aim 
of ensuring that our laws and penalties align with community expectations. We have significantly 
increased penalties for child sex offences by introducing the two strikes policy, which means 
mandatory life imprisonment for repeat child sex offenders. 
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We have also passed legislation allowing for the indefinite detention of serious sex offenders as 
a last resort. We did this recognising that in most extreme cases rehabilitation is not an option. The 
interest of community safety must be weighed against the likelihood of reoffending, and in some 
cases indefinite detention is the only means available to properly safeguard the community.  

Previous governments have implemented policies that have often favoured the offender 
including sentencing and reporting laws that just did not match community expectation. Instead, as a 
government, we are standing up for Queensland families and we are taking the side of the victim, not 
the offender. We are a government that is sensitive to the huge emotional and psychological toll that 
child sex offenders take on the victim, the victim’s family and often the surrounding community. It is 
for these reasons and more that I strongly endorse increasing reporting conditions for child sex 
offenders from once a year to four times a year, noting there is a degree of flexibility with this 
requirement with the possibility of this threshold being increased at the discretion of the Police 
Commissioner.  

The bill also provides that the sex offender who is missing for more than three months will be 
considered a danger to the community and regarded as deliberately evading police. Again, this 
seems a pragmatic response to the fact that repeated or habitual relapse rates amongst child sex 
offenders are extremely high. I also support empowering police to alert the public about registered 
sex offenders who are missing. We are, of course, by no means encouraging community vigilantism 
or hate crimes against known sex offenders. However, as we know, communities are often the eyes 
and ears for our police and given the significant risk posed by missing sex offenders, an appropriately 
managed public alert is warranted.  

I thank the Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services, Jack Dempsey, for introducing a 
bill that increases the reporting requirements for child sex offenders as residents in my community 
and across Queensland deserve to feel safe and to know that a strong framework and laws are in 
place to keep their children as safe as possible.  

May I also mention that my colleague Mark Stewart, who is also my neighbour in the chamber, 
and I had a very in-depth conversation about this earlier today. As a father of some small children, he 
is particularly delighted with the passage of this bill. May I add that bills such as this are part of our 
strong plan to make Queensland the safest state in Australia to raise a child and to ensure that our 
children enjoy a brighter future. I support the bill.  

Hon. JM DEMPSEY (Bundaberg—LNP) (Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services) 
(11.01 pm), in reply: First of all, I thank all members for their contribution to the debate on the bill this 
evening and for their passion and their commitment to our most vulnerable citizens, the young future 
citizens of Queensland, and the families who bring up these young children and protect them for 
many years. I would also like to particularly acknowledge the hardworking members of the 
Queensland Police Service, particularly those members from the Child Safety and Sexual Crime 
Group and the regional child protection investigation units who monitor child sex offenders in our 
community on a daily basis. Their role is not an easy one, but their contribution in continually 
reviewing any risk reportable offenders may pose to our children is appreciated by this government 
and the people of Queensland.  

As I have previously stated, this government came to the election in 2012 with a strong 
mandate to ensure that tougher monitoring of child sex offenders was put in place, and we will deliver 
on that commitment here this evening. The safety of children in Queensland is paramount. I make no 
apologies for getting tough on child sex offenders and ensuring their whereabouts are known to police 
at all times. I would now like to address some of the specific issues raised by members in the context 
of this debate.  

The member for Rockhampton repeatedly raised his concerns about the reduction of reporting 
times for child sex offenders. I will take this opportunity to outline for him these important details. 
Reportable offences that were previously defined as class 1 and class 2 offences will be consolidated 
into one broad class of offence, thus changing those date frames. The period for which a reportable 
offender will be required to report has been simplified. A reportable offender who commits their first 
reportable offence is required to report for five years. If that reportable offender continues to commit a 
further reportable offence, they must report for 10 years. If they commit another further reportable 
offence, an offender will be required to report for life. The member for Rockhampton is focused on 
reporting times, but a focus on reporting times does not align with contemporary research, as alluded 
to by a number of other members in this chamber, which indicates that child sex offenders are at the 
greatest risk of reoffending within three to five years of release into the community. Beyond five years 
reoffending rates dramatically reduce.  
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The bill introduces a monitoring regime that is efficient, effective and supported by 
contemporary research. This reporting regime will be more frequent. Indeed, an offender will be 
required to report quarterly rather than annually. This bill is focused on early intervention of potential 
reoffending. I struggle to see how this reporting regime can be seen as anything but tougher 
regulations and not being soft on child sex offenders. For the member’s interest, I would also like to 
mention that the commissioner can also make a reportable person report more frequently than ever 
before during that time. So the commissioner will still have the authority to be able to do that. This 
may lead to ensuring there are even stricter reporting obligations.  

I would also like to respond to comments made by the member for Rockhampton about a 
reportable offender using Facebook. Currently, this bill greatly improves on current legislation by 
allowing police to gather information on social media platforms used by reportable offenders. 
Importantly, this bill gives police the ability to better identify crimes committed against children and 
those who are targeting children.  

I will return to a concern raised by the member for Yeerongpilly about police not having the 
capacity to monitor reportable offenders. This bill allows for a variety of methods to monitor offenders, 
including the use of electronic reporting and kiosks. The approach shows innovation and also 
highlights the use of policing resources as more and more we are able to use technology for front-line 
services.  

I conclude by emphasising this very important point: this bill enhances the safety of our 
children. It was always the intention of this government to make the reporting obligations of child sex 
offenders more stringent and we are achieving that with the provisions of this bill. By requiring child 
sex offenders to report to police every three months, our state is introducing the toughest child sex 
offender reporting obligations in the country. We are leading the way in this respect and we are 
putting reportable offenders on notice that we are serious about making them accountable for their 
crimes and are monitoring their movements. This bill helps Queensland to be a safer state, and we 
make no apologies for cracking down on these abhorrent offenders.  

As I have stated, the assertions put forward by the member for Rockhampton in relation to time 
frames are inconsistent with the scientific evidence and research completed by many eminent people 
who investigate and look at the research in these particular areas. It is also conclusive that if we are 
able to crack down on child sex offenders in the first five years of reporting we can certainly prevent 
them from reoffending. These changes will make our community safer and protect our children. I do 
hope that the opposition takes the opportunity not to play a political game, but to support the 
government on this bill before the House. In that way we can protect Queensland children and ensure 
that families in Queensland are protected even more than ever before.  

Division: Question put—That the bill be now read a second time. 
AYES, 70: 

LNP, 63—Barton, Bates, Bennett, Bleijie, Boothman, Cavallucci, Choat, Costigan, Cox, Crandon, Cripps, Davies, 
T Davis, Dempsey, Dickson, Dillaway, Dowling, Elmes, Emerson, France, Frecklington, Grimwade, Gulley, Hart, Hathaway, 
Hobbs, Holswich, Johnson, Kaye, Kempton, King, Krause, Langbroek, Latter, Maddern, Malone, Mander, McArdle, McVeigh, 
Millard, Minnikin, Molhoek, Nicholls, Ostapovitch, Powell, Pucci, Rickuss, Robinson, Ruthenberg, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Smith, 
Sorensen, Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, Symes, Trout, Walker, Watts, Woodforth, Young.  

KAP, 3—Hopper, Katter, Knuth. 

PUP, 2—Douglas, Judge. 

INDEPENDENTS, 2—Cunningham, Wellington. 
NOES, 7: 

ALP, 7—Byrne, D’Ath, Miller, Mulherin, Palaszczuk, Pitt, Trad. 

Resolved in the affirmative. 
Bill read a second time. 

Consideration in Detail 
Clauses 1 to 35, as read, agreed to.  
Schedule, as read, agreed to.  
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Third Reading 
Hon. JM DEMPSEY (Bundaberg—LNP) (Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services) 

(11.18 pm): I move— 
That the bill be now read a third time. 

Question put—That the bill be now read a third time.  
Motion agreed to. 
Bill read a third time. 

Long Title 
Hon. JM DEMPSEY (Bundaberg—LNP) (Minister for Police, Fire and Emergency Services) 

(11.18 pm): I move— 
That the long title of the bill be agreed to. 

Question put—That the long title of the bill be agreed to. 
Motion agreed to.  

ADJOURNMENT 
Mr STEVENS (Mermaid Beach—LNP) (Leader of the House) (11.19 pm): I move— 

That the House do now adjourn.  

Dutton Park Train Station 
Ms TRAD (South Brisbane—ALP) (11.20 pm): Last Sunday I gathered with more than 100 

south side locals who came together to protest against the Newman government’s decision to close 
the Dutton Park train station. This is an arrogant and stupid decision. The Dutton Park train station 
services the residents of Brisbane’s inner south and the nurses, doctors and patients of the Princess 
Alexandra Hospital. The Dutton Park train station is also the closest station to the world-class 
Translational Research Institute, and it is the station of choice for many students travelling to the 
University of Queensland who alight and then walk across the Green Bridge to the University of 
Queensland.  

The closure of this station is a consequence of the Newman government’s belligerent decision 
to replace Labor’s Cross River Rail project with a second-rate bus and rail tunnel. Infrastructure 
Australia listed Cross River Rail as a ‘shovel-ready infrastructure priority’ that would transform 
Brisbane. Even the transport minister’s own hand-picked independent panel declared Cross River 
Rail the best option for South-East Queensland and for Brisbane. Did either of those eminent or 
highly expert engineers or planners suggest closing Dutton Park station? No, not a one. Why not? 
Because it does not make sense. It is a stupid decision. It is a stupid proposition to close an inner city 
train station that services a major tertiary hospital, a university and a suburb with ever-increasing 
density. It does not make sense. The residents at the rally on Sunday understood this. It is clear to 
them that this project does nothing to improve access to public transport and instead leaves them 
stranded.  

Although the Premier may dismiss this local rally as a political stunt—and I observed that he 
did on the news that night—can I assure the House that these local residents will not be bullied into 
silence by the Premier. They will not be bullied. They will not resile. They will not stop the fight against 
this stupid, belligerent decision to close the Dutton Park train station. Each and every single one of 
them—from aged residents to young children who use the train station—stand ready to continue to 
campaign to keep their station open. They stand ready to continue the fight and I look forward to 
fighting by their side.  

Pine Rivers Electorate, Fire Services 
Mr HOLSWICH (Pine Rivers—LNP) (11.23 pm): I rise tonight to pay tribute and to say thanks 

to the wonderful firies who serve the Pine Rivers electorate so well. In the Pine Rivers electorate, we 
are capably serviced by our urban firies at Petrie and Eatons Hill, our auxiliary firies at Dayboro and 
our rural firies at Dayboro, Ocean View, Samsonvale and Clear Mountain. I thank them for the work 
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that they do for the Pine Rivers community. I am proud to be part of a government that is committed 
to revitalising front-line services and to revitalising our fire services at all levels in the Pine Rivers 
electorate and throughout Queensland.  

In the budget that was handed down just yesterday we were able to announce—the member 
for Kallangur and I were very pleased to announce—that this coming financial year $500,000 has 
been allocated to commence a $6.695 million replacement of the fire and rescue station at Petrie. The 
replacement station plan is currently being developed and it is anticipated that planning and design 
will be completed within the 2014-15 financial year, followed by construction commencing in the 
2015-16 year. It is great to see that there will be upgraded facilities for the units at Petrie. We thank 
them for the wonderful work that they do across both the Pine Rivers and Kallangur electorates. 

On Monday night I had the privilege to head to Dayboro to visit the Dayboro auxiliary firies. I 
had the opportunity there to present them with a copy of the auxiliary charter. This is a great step 
forward for our auxiliary firies. It gives them the opportunity to be consulted through a working group 
on changes that affect them and their communities. It gives them a voice that they had not had in the 
past. Again, this is part of our commitment to revitalising front-line services. It was great to be there 
with them on Monday night.  

It is great also to always be able to support our rural firies. Our government is a great supporter 
of rural firies. We support volunteers across Queensland by fully funding all RFS trucks, RFS training, 
essential equipment and communication equipment. In particular, I want to make note of Ocean View 
Rural Fire Brigade. Recently, that brigade was provided with a new truck by our government and also 
recently received a $21,000 gambling benefit fund grant to expand their car park.  

Again, I want to say thank you for the wonderful work that our firies do to service the Pine 
Rivers community. We thank them for their important contribution. As a government, we will continue 
to equip them as we deliver on our commitment to revitalising front-line emergency services.  

Cooktown, Community Cabinet 
Mr KEMPTON (Cook—LNP) (11.26 pm): I am proud to report that the 14th community cabinet, 

held in Cooktown two weeks ago, was an outstanding success. I thank the Premier, the cabinet, the 
assistant ministers and the department heads who took the time to visit the most popular electorate in 
Queensland. Given the recent severe weather event in the form of Cyclone Ita, holding this 
community cabinet in Cooktown was all the more important. The Premier said that he would return to 
Cooktown, and he did.  

The community cabinet is not just a token event. It represents a real opportunity for 
constituents in regional areas to access ministers and department heads on a one-to-one basis. This 
often results in the early resolution of issues and, importantly, gives ministers a greater insight into the 
make-up of communities in the distant corners of our great state.  

Very topical to the weekend’s event was Cooktown’s historical connection to Captain Cook, our 
intrepid founder. There is wonderful reference material compiled by Loretta Sullivan and the 
Cooktown re-enactment committee titled The Endeavour River/Waalumbaal Birri: where Australia’s 
history began in 1770. This booklet provides a home-grown insight into the 48 days that Cook and his 
crew spent on the shores of the Endeavour River. The booklet records the following— 

A skirmish occurred between the Bama and Endeavour’s crew over turtles that were taken on board but due to a combination 
of reasons and a mutual acceptance between both parties, the conflict was resolved and it was here that we believe the first 
recorded reconciliation took place in Australia.  

An extract from Joseph Banks’ journal records the following— 
We followed for nearly half a mile, then meeting with some rocks from whence we might observe these motions we sat down 
and they did so too about 100 yards from us. The little old man now came forward to us carrying a lance without a point. He 
halted several times and as he stood employed himself collecting moisture from under his armpit with his finger which every 
time he drew through his mouth.  

This is said to be a customary act of peace. 
As is also customary, during the community cabinet there were some announcements made, 

including $3.5 million for the waterfront upgrade and $1.5 million for the dredging of the harbour. But 
most important was the announcement that our government will reintroduce a birthing centre to 
Cooktown and its district following its closure a generation ago. We will spend $3.8 million to ensure 
that not only are families able to have their babies closer to home but also the service will be 
continued well into the future.  
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If we are to arrest the flow of families from regional areas, it is important that we understand 
what is important in attracting and holding young families in regional areas. This issue was not lost on 
the Premier, who visited the hospital and talked to doctors, nurses and families. This is a government 
that gets regional Queensland.  

(Time expired)  

Beef Australia 2015 
Mr YOUNG (Keppel—LNP) (11.29 pm): It is my pleasure to rise tonight to inform the House of 

Rockhampton’s signature triennial event, Beef Australia 2015, which is planned for next year. The 
event was commenced to acknowledge the beef industry during Australia’s bicentennial celebration in 
1988. The committee decided to hold the event in Queensland’s beef capital, Rockhampton. John 
Penn, from the Australian Meat and Livestock Corporation, was one of the major financial contributors 
to the fledgling event. The committee members were all volunteers. Mr Ken Coombe was the chair. 
Libby Wilson was in charge of hospitality, events and social functions. At the inaugural event, Libby 
Wilson had the region’s best cuts of beef served in all 53 restaurants within the region. Penfold reds 
were also served, relabelled to promote the event.  

The event was so successful that it was decided that another celebration should be held in 
three years time. Since then the event has been held every three years. Beef Australia is now one of 
the world’s great beef cattle events. It attracts visitors from all over the world. The industry’s national 
exhibition now attracts 85,000 people from across Australia and from more than 30 countries. It is a 
celebration of all facets of the industry, showcasing the best beef cattle that Australia has to offer, 
conducting live stud cattle judging, commercial cattle classes, junior judging and parading, led steers 
and carcass competitions. The latest industry products, ranging from fencing, cattle handling 
equipment, agricultural machinery, vet and animal care products and business management systems 
are only a few of the 500 trade exhibits to display the latest products available to the industry.  

This evening, I proudly wear the Beef Australia 2015 tie. I was fortunate to attend both Beef 
Australia 2015 launches in Brisbane and Rockhampton. Our overseas visitors hold the keys to further 
developing our reach into the world market. In a growing world, protein required in the form of 
Australian beef will fill that need. The international business lounge at the Beef Australia events and 
the invitation to high-level industry functions are ideal forums in which to grow those networks. I 
acknowledge Blair Angus, the current chair, and the board members who worked tirelessly to bring 
Rockhampton, Queensland and Australia another invaluable Beef Australia event.  

Redcliffe State High School; Redcliffe Special School; Redcliffe TAFE 
Ms D’ATH (Redcliffe—ALP) (11.32 pm): I rise to raise concerns on behalf of the school 

community from Redcliffe State High School, Redcliffe Special School and Redcliffe TAFE and also to 
ask for an answer from the Minister for Education. In August last year I attended a public meeting at 
the Redcliffe TAFE. It was not well publicised, but it was a public meeting. Originally we were made to 
wait. Those who were students of the college were made to wait while there was a meeting with the 
staff. This meeting with the staff and then with the public was to advise the community that a decision 
had been made by the department that the TAFE will be moving from its existing facilities into leased 
facilities. The reason it would be moving was there was a decision made that the Redcliffe Special 
School would be moving into the TAFE facilities and that the Redcliffe State High School would be 
taking over the special school facilities as part of preparing for the year 7 transition.  

In January 2014 I saw the Redcliffe State High School’s hall being ripped down over the school 
holidays. I made inquiries as to why this perfectly good hall for a school that prides itself on its 
performing arts was being pulled down. I was advised that it was part of the decision to move into the 
special school, that the hall would be pulled down, new year 7 classrooms would be built in that spot 
but that the school would be getting a bigger and better hall built on the special school premises as 
part of the shift for 2015.  

Last month I was briefed by the director-general of education. I asked for an update on the 
move of the special school and the TAFE. I was advised that no such decision has ever been made 
and it was simply one idea that was being considered, no decision has been made and there was no 
intention to proceed with it in the near future. That was followed up by a letter confirming that by the 
director-general. What is disappointing, however, is only last week the school was still led to believe 
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that this was happening and were not given the decency of being told that this was not happening. I 
would like to table a letter from the P&C president of Redcliffe State High School outlining their 
concerns that they have been misled as to why their hall has been ripped down. 
Tabled paper: Letter, dated 28 May 2014, from Carlos Ortega, President P&C, Redcliffe State High School to Hon. John-Paul 
Langbroek, Minister for Education, Training and Development [5332].  

They are still waiting on answers or any explanation from the government as to why this is no 
longer progressing. It is six months out from the end of the school year and no-one has told the high 
school, the special school or the TAFE that this is not happening. The department told my local paper 
this week that it was because of a lack of funding, I was told the decision was never made in the first 
place and the school was told it was still progressing. We want answers.  

Beaudesert Electorate, Events 
Mr KRAUSE (Beaudesert—LNP) (11.35 pm): On 24 May I was very proud to officiate at the 

opening of the new and improved Boonah District Kindergarten facility at Teviotville in my electorate. 
The day began very early for some people attending the open day, especially for parents of children 
who were enrolling their children in kindergarten for 2016, of which I am one. It is a very popular 
facility and people were lining up very early. I think the first person got there at about 1.30 am to 
ensure that they had a place in the kindergarten for 2016. It is a wonderful facility. It had an upgrade 
worth $181,000 funded by this government. I was glad to be able to help the kindergarten achieve 
those funds, along with the committee from a couple of years ago. It is a very dedicated community 
and I was glad to be able to get those funds to improve their facility for the whole community. I wish 
them well for the year ahead and the years ahead. Sara Clark and Susan Parker do a great job there 
as the co-directors serving and offering kindergarten facilities to the whole district.  

Just after that I was at the official opening of the Jimboomba Community Garden in 
Jimboomba. This is a fantastic facility which has been established on the grounds of Hills 
International College at Jimboomba. It gives people from around the area who perhaps do not have 
the time or the space in their own residence an opportunity to come together and engage in 
gardening and horticultural pursuits and learn something about growing their own fruit and vegetables 
and other things to do with gardening. It was great to have Costa Georgiardis from the ABC’s 
Gardening Australia program to do the honours in officially opening the program. It certainly brought a 
great crowd in. At least 200 or 300 people attended. This government gave $10,000 to the 
Jimboomba Community Garden as part of its Caring for our Community grants. I thank the minister, 
who is in the House, the member for Aspley, for that terrific program and the grant of $10,000 for 
Jimboomba’s community garden.  

One of the ways that our government has supported my community is through the increase in 
police resources in Beaudesert and Jimboomba, as well as in the Ipswich district. It is great to see 
some statistics coming out to show the decrease in crime in this region. In the Logan district robberies 
are down eight per cent and unlawful entries are down 28 per cent. In the Ipswich police district on 
the other side of my electorate robberies are down 33 per cent and unlawful entries are down 20 per 
cent. Our stance of putting more police officers on the beat, more resources into police, is paying off. 
It is great to see that those officers out there on the beat serving our community are keeping us all 
safe. 

(Time expired)  

Cairns Electorate, Aquis Development 
Mr TROUT (Barron River—LNP) (11.38 pm): Two years ago, just after the election, the 

member for Cairns, Gavin King, and I met with John Borghetti, CEO of Virgin Australia, one of the 
most progressive companies in Australia. We asked why Virgin could not operate directly into Cairns 
from Singapore and other destinations. John replied that although we had one of the most iconic 
global destinations, we had ageing infrastructure which, while still of quite high standard, could not 
compete with other global destinations. If Cairns followed the trend towards integrated resorts we 
would spark the interest of the world, he told us. For too long Queensland has been severely 
constrained by a lack of development. Labor’s anti development stance smothered progress, sending 
many individuals and companies broke in the process of trying to attract overseas and Australian 
investors. John Borghetti’s words of wisdom continued to ring in my ears. Shortly after Premier 
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Campbell Newman hosted DestinationQ here in Cairns. Divine intervention prevailed and the 
opportunity to introduce Tony Fung of the Aquis integrated resort project landed in front of me. The 
rest is history. Now we look forward with hope to the incredible Aquis development coming to fruition 
to end the doldrums and resuscitate our region.  

Construction plays a major part in driving all areas of the economy. TAFE and other learning 
institutions run courses for the trades, but there are no jobs due to the fact that construction has just 
about come to a standstill. There is always a balance between development and the environment and 
we have world-class planners, engineers and designers involved in the planning of Aquis. Pat 
Flanagan, the project’s senior engineer, has been in the Cairns region for over 30 years. He has 
profound knowledge of the local environment and understands well the issues of a flood plain. My 
focus on Aquis is definitely centred on jobs. I want my children to be able to work here in Cairns if 
they want to. We need to become an international city in order to compete in an international market 
and secure a future for our kids. Aquis will take our aviation network to the world and here I do want 
to pay tribute to Mick Borzi who, with other visionary leaders of the time, was instrumental in turning 
Cairns Airport into an international airport in 1984. We were only one of two regional cities to be 
granted a casino licence and this was based on the fact we had an international airport to cope with 
the number of visitors we needed to make this viable.  

Projected growth from Aquis still fits within our 2031 plan, it is just bringing it forward by 10 
years, so we are not overbuilding our region. In fact, we are merely accelerating our infrastructure 
development. We have road congestion, limited water and sewerage issues, but solutions to these 
issues and more will be brought forward as a result of this valuable investment. New developments 
bring increase in air traffic and expansion of destinations, bringing the opportunity for increased 
exports of fresh seafood, fruit and vegetables, dairy and other local produce. Opportunities abound.  

(Time expired)  

Griffiths, Captain Neil 
Mrs SMITH (Mount Ommaney—LNP) (11.41 pm): Tonight I pay tribute to Captain Neil Griffiths, 

who sadly passed away on 27 May 2014. Born on 4 December 1931, Neil had a long and very 
adventurous life. I knew him as a resident. In fact, he and his wife, Lyn, were amongst the very first 
residents who moved into Jindalee, now in the electorate of Mount Ommaney. They moved to 
Jindalee, a brand new suburb, in 1960. Neil always had a very active and hands-on interest in politics. 
He gave very generously of his time to the Centenary branch of the Liberal Party. He was the branch 
secretary for a number of years and I know it was a matter of pride for Neil and his family that his 
name was recorded in Hansard.  

Neil will be very sadly missed by his family and friends. While it was, of course, a very sad 
occasion, Neil’s funeral was also a joyful celebration of a rich and full life and of the love that he and 
Lyn had for each other and for their sons, Michael and Andrew, their families and their grandchildren. 
The family reminisced about Neil’s early days at sea. His travels took him around the world and his 
adventures ranged from trading gold and other goods to spending weeks in complete isolation in 
quarantine in Iran, with only a gazelle for a company, after being diagnosed with mumps. Later, he 
ran barbed wire to Saigon for the French Foreign Legion. This involved taking on board army soldiers 
who mounted sandbags and heavy machine guns on the deck—an eye-opening experience for a 
youngster.  

At one stage, Neil was in London. Short on money and trying to continue his training, he and 
his friends came up with an idea to earn free drinks from the locals. He convinced the locals that he 
was born with shackle scars because he was a descendant from the convicts who had been unfairly 
sent to Australia by their forebears. The locals were both unsuspecting and sympathetic. They 
shouted him many drinks to make up for this supposed wrongdoing. As his son Michael said, ‘To me, 
I never knew my dad did these things’.  

But there was a quieter side to Neil. In many ways he was a very private man, one who had a 
great love of wildlife. He liked to read and write poetry and could recite by heart works by Adam 
Lindsay Gordon and Will Ogilvie. I know Lyn, Michael and Andrew and all of those who knew Neil will 
carry those precious memories with them. I offer my heartfelt condolences to the family and celebrate 
with them the life of this quintessential Australian larrikin who made a significant contribution to our 
community.  
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Gladstone, Adult Entertainment Permit 
Mrs CUNNINGHAM (Gladstone—Ind) (11.44 pm): I rise to place on the record concerns in my 

community in relation to a proposed second licence for an adult entertainment permit at Goondoon 
Street, which is trading as Mie Place. I am also concerned that the applicant is misrepresenting my 
views on his application. The applicant, Mr McCann, is stating that I support his application. The 
reality is that he was the licensee of a former hotel. That hotel still operates. It is the hotel in 
Gladstone that has the current adult entertainment licence, which Mr McCann lost. He is claiming that 
because I arranged an appointment with the then Attorney-General, the Hon. Paul Lucas, that I am in 
support. The fact is that at the time he claimed that the Port Curtis Hotel was closing down and was 
going to be bulldozed, and he urgently needed to relocate and to pursue permit approvals. It was not 
until we were in the meeting with Paul Lucas that he acknowledged that that was not the truth.  

Members of my community are very concerned that the proposal involves a site on the corner 
of Goondoon Street and Lord Street that is adjacent to a significant new family development at the 
waterfront called the East Shores. It is a development by the port authority. It is a significant family fun 
park and the only access point for that park is past Mie Place, the establishment in question. It is 
Gladstone’s only nightclub, actually. Added to that is the fact that it is also being said by the applicant 
that he will restrict the activity to the first floor, when in reality his application is for the entire building 
inside, upstairs and downstairs.  

The community, including the mayor, have publicly spoken against this application. It 
introduces a type of entertainment that is inappropriate in the location that it is proposed. I certainly 
want to put on the record the objection of many in my community to the proposal and my objection to 
the proposal. We have one adult entertainment permit. The other places in Queensland that have 
more than one are here in the south-east corner and Townsville. Our population is 65,000, plus fly-in 
fly-out; Townsville’s population is 190,000. We do not have the population to support a second adult 
permit, we do not have the community support for that to occur and, as a community, we do not 
believe it will add at all positively to what is the great community of Gladstone.  

Longreach, State of Origin Fan Day 
Mr JOHNSON (Gregory—LNP) (11.47 pm): Next Tuesday, 10 June, the Central West town of 

Longreach will host Mal Meninga’s State of Origin team as they visit for what we hope will be a fan 
day and a fun day. We will celebrate the State of Origin team coming to Longreach for this very 
special occasion. As everybody is well aware, the Central West is in the grip of one of the worst 
droughts and one of the worst recessions in living memory. I thank and congratulate Queensland 
Rugby League for bringing this great team of young footballers to the Central West on Tuesday, when 
the people of the Central West will play host to them.  

Mr Nicholls: Will they have all their teeth with them?  
Mr JOHNSON: They will have their teeth alright.  
Mr Nicholls: Like the local member.  
Mr JOHNSON: The local member has a full mouth, but he had to buy them. I take the 

interjection from the Treasurer. I hope there is money in the budget for dentistry.  
I thank David Kerrigan, the President of Central West Rugby League; Charmain Acton, the 

secretary and treasurer of Central West Rugby League; Mr Tony Wilkinson; Butch Lenton; Dwayne 
Kangan and their team of supporters who have made this event possible. This is going to be a grand 
occasion for the people of the Central West, and not only for Longreach, Winton, Barcaldine, Blackall 
and Ilfracombe. It will be a fantastic day for the folk of the Central West and, more importantly, for the 
children.  

On the day, there will be a street parade, a luncheon and a coaching clinic. Some of the boys 
will visit the Pioneers Retirement Community and some will go to the School of Distance Education 
and talk to some of the kids on the air. I believe this event is going to be an occasion when people 
can forget about the difficulties and the hard times for one day. The people who come to Longreach 
on that day will be treated to a great occasion. There will be a sausage sizzle at the showground for 
those who want to participate. It will be a fun day for all.  

I thank Peter Betross from the Queensland Rugby League, Rob Moore, Troy Moreton, Arthur 
Eustace-Earl who represents the NRL and Jamie O’Connor. I make a very special mention of local 
lad Matt Scott from Ilfracombe. His family are locals of the west and his late mother came from 
Ilfracombe. He lost his mum only last year. They are a great family and this is will be a great occasion 
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for Matt, who is a member of the North Queensland Cowboys, along with Johnathan Thurston and a 
few of the others. This will be a truly memorable event for the Central West. I thank the QRL for 
making it possible for the people of Central West Queensland, who are great rugby league lovers.  

(Time expired)  
Question put—That the House do now adjourn.  
Motion agreed to. 
The House adjourned at 11.51 pm.  
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Robinson, Ruthenberg, Scott, Seeney, Shorten, Shuttleworth, Simpson, Smith, Sorensen, 
Springborg, Stevens, Stewart, Stuckey, Symes, Trad, Trout, Walker, Watts, Wellington, Woodforth, 
Young 
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	Clauses 3 to 49—
	Tabled paper: Sustainable Planning (Infrastructure Charges) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014, explanatory notes to Hon. Jeff Seeney’s amendments [5329].
	Clauses 3 to 49, as amended, agreed to.
	Clauses 50 to 55—
	Tabled paper: Letter, dated 28 February 2014, to Mr Dermot O’Gorman from Mr Barry Broe, Coordinator-General regarding proposed amendments to the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 and the State Development and Public Works Organisation Regulation 2010 [5330].
	Division: Question put—That the minister’s amendments be agreed to. 
	Resolved in the affirmative. 
	Division: Question put—That clauses 50 to 55, as amended, be agreed to.
	Resolved in the affirmative. 
	Clauses 50 to 55, as amended, agreed to.
	Insertion of new clause—
	Amendment agreed to. 
	Insertion of new clause—
	Amendment agreed to.
	Clause 56, as read, agreed to.
	Clause 2—
	Amendment agreed to. 
	Clause 2, as amended, agreed to.
	Schedule, as read, agreed to.

	Third Reading
	Long Title
	Amendment agreed to. 


	MINISTERIAL STATEMENT
	Error in Ministerial Statement; Budget, Police, Fire and Emergency Services

	CHILD PROTECTION (OFFENDER REPORTING) AND OTHER LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL
	Second Reading
	Tabled paper: Legal Affairs and Community Safety Committee: Report No. 66—Child Protection (Reporter Offending) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2014, government response [5331].
	Division: Question put—That the bill be now read a second time.
	Resolved in the affirmative.

	Consideration in Detail
	Clauses 1 to 35, as read, agreed to. 
	Schedule, as read, agreed to. 

	Third Reading
	Long Title

	ADJOURNMENT
	Dutton Park Train Station
	Pine Rivers Electorate, Fire Services
	Cooktown, Community Cabinet
	Beef Australia 2015
	Redcliffe State High School; Redcliffe Special School; Redcliffe TAFE
	Tabled paper: Letter, dated 28 May 2014, from Carlos Ortega, President P&C, Redcliffe State High School to Hon. John-Paul Langbroek, Minister for Education, Training and Development [5332]. 

	Beaudesert Electorate, Events
	Cairns Electorate, Aquis Development
	Griffiths, Captain Neil
	Gladstone, Adult Entertainment Permit
	Longreach, State of Origin Fan Day

	ATTENDANCE

